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Important Information for Buyers

All lots are offered subject to Thomas Del Mar Ltd’s Condition’s of Business and to reserves. The Conditions of Business for
Buyers are published at the end of the catalogue. 

Estimates are published as a guide only and are subject to review. The actual hammer price of a lot may well be higher or
lower than the range of figures given and there are no fixed “starting prices”.

A Buyer’s premium of 20% is applicable to all lots in this sale. Excepting lots sold under Temporary Import rules which are
marked with the symbol ‡ (see below), the Buyer’s Premium is subject to VAT at the standard rate (currently 17.5%).  Lots
offered for sale under the auctioneer’s margin scheme and VAT on the Buyer’s Premium is payable by all buyers. 

Lots marked with the symbol ‡ have been imported from outside the European Union (EU) to be sold at auction under
Temporary Import Rules. When released to buyers within the EU, including the UK, the buyer will become the importer and
must pay VAT at the rate of 5% on the hammer price. The Buyer’s premium will be subject to the standard VAT rate at
17.5%. Buyers outside the EU will normally be eligible to obtain a refund in respect of temporary import VAT, upon
satisfactory documentary evidence of exportation.  Further information on this matter is available on request.

Thomas Del Mar Ltd. will be pleased to execute bids on behalf of those clients unable to attend the sale in person, subject
to our Conditions of Business. All bids must be submitted in writing in good time and lots will always be purchased as
cheaply as possible (depending on any other bids received, reserves and competition in the saleroom). This service is
offered free of charge.

Thomas Del Mar Ltd. can supply quotations for shipping of purchases, including transit insurance and VAT refund
administration fees, and will assist in the application for any export licenses which may be required.  Buyers are reminded
that it is their responsibility to comply with UK export regulations and with any local import requirements.

Buyers of modern firearms: Please see the important notices regarding lots 181-250 before the relevant lots.

Payment 

Payment is due in sterling at the conclusion of the sale and before purchases can be released.  Please note that we require
seven days to clear sterling cheques unless special arrangements have been made in advance of the sale.  We are pleased
to accept major credit cards (regrettably we are unable to accept American Express), for which a surcharge will be made of
3% of the transaction total. There is no charge for payments made by debit card.  Cash payments above £6,000 will not be
accepted without prior arrangement.

Electronic transfers may be sent directly to our Bank:

HSBC Bank Plc
38 High Street
Dartford
Kent
DA1 1DG

IBAN No.: GB78MIDL40190481632140
BIC.: MIDLGB22
Sort Code: 40-19-04
Account No.: 81632140
Account Name.: Thomas Del Mar Ltd

Storage

On receipt of cleared funds, lots can be collected from the Sotheby’s Olympia Saleroom during the auction or immediately
after its completion.  Thereafter, all purchased lots will be stored at Thomas Del Mar Ltd’s premises at Sotheby’s Olympia.
Please note that collection is BY APPOINTMENT on +44 (0) 207 602 4805. All lots should be cleared within two months of
the auction date, after which they will be transferred to a third party for storage. A transfer fee of £10 per lot plus all
incurred transfer and storage costs due to the third party will be payable prior to release.
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The Police, William Parker and Parker Field & Sons
The ‘Bow Street Runners’ originally numbered eight and were
founded by Henry Fielding, the Novelist and Magistrate, in 1750.
They have been described as London’s first Police Constables. The
principle difference between the runners and ‘thieftakers’ of
previous years was their formal attachment to the Bow Street
magistrate’s office. They did not patrol but rather worked out of
Fielding’s office and court at Number 4 Bow Street, serving writs
and arresting offenders on the authority of the magistrates. Their
uniform originally included a scarlet waistcoat and consequently
they were named Robin Redbreasts. In 1792 an Act of Parliament
established seven Public or Police offices, located at Hatton Garden,
Worship Street, Queen Square, Union Hall, Great Marlborough
Street, Shadwell and Lambeth Street. Later another was set up at
Marylebone. Each usually had three resident magistrates and six to
eight constables. Following the collapse of the Peace of Amiens in
1803 the Home Office issued an order to the London Police Offices
to arm their constables, the main supplier of these weapons was
William Parker of Holborn, discussed below. In 1829 Sir William Peel
established the Police of the Metropolis as a professional uniformed
force. The old Police Offices were taken over and became Police
Courts with no powers of actual policing. The equipment from the
Police Offices was acquired by the new police and a number of the
pieces, such as truncheons, were stamped MP from this time
onwards.

William Parker started work at his premises at 233 Holborn in 1793
and continued there until his death in 1841. He produced a broad
range of objects from cheap pocket pistols to top grade duelling
pistols and sporting guns as well as swords, truncheons, tipstaves,
rattles and manacles. Parker became the main supplier of weapons
to the Police from 1803. Despite the official contract for Police
swords being granted to Hibbert the majority of swords extant are
by Parker. As each Police office was independent there was some
variation in the style of weapons produced. The early pistols
generally have box-lock mechanisms and are inscribed with the
name of the office. Parker also supplied weapons to many other
bodies including prisons and local watches. These included swords,
generally with single-edged blades etched with both the maker’s
name and the office or prison. According to archive sources only
Parker supplied pistols to the Police. However, there is no reason
why individual offices would not have purchased pistols
independently and had them engraved accordingly.

Following Parker’s death in 1841 his will bequeathed the gunmaking
business to his son-in-law Field on the condition that it continued
under the name of Parker Field. The business remained at 233
Holborn until 1877 and was only demolished in 1935. Although this
was the main address the firm had a number of workshops at
Mansell Street and Tavistock Square, from where some pieces are
occasionally marked. A number of firearms by Parker and Parker,
Field & Sons have serial numbers which appear to run
consecutively, though there are no contemporary records extant to
corroborate this.
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1
A BORSTAL PRISON OFFICER’S SWORD BY PARKER
FIELD & SONS, 233 HOLBORN, LONDON

with etched blade, steel hilt, in its steel-mounted leather
scabbard, with its leather frog, and remaining in very good
condition throughout

55.2cm; 21N in blade

£200-250

2
A PARKHURST PRISON OFFICER’S SWORD AND A
CHATHAM PRISON OFFICE’S SWORD BOTH BY PARKER
FIELD & SONS, 233 HOLBORN LONDON 

each with etched blade, steel hilt, and in its steel-mounted
leather scabbard, the first stamped with a broad arrow on
the locket (both with worn grips)

56cm; 22in blades

(2)

£250-300

3
A RARE WHITECHAPEL POLICE OFFICE SWORD, CIRCA
1780, AND A BOW STREET POLICE OFFICE SWORD BY W.
PARKER, HOLBORN, MAKER TO HIS MAJESTY 

the first based on a contemporary hanger, with curved
fullered blade double-edged towards the point, stamped
with the inscription ‘Police Office Whitechapel’ towards the
forte (worn, blade pitted), steel hilt, and spirally carved
horn grip; the second with etched blade, including the
inscription ‘Bow Street Office No. 78’, steel hilt numbered
‘78’ on the quillon, in its steel-mounted leather scabbard,
the locket numbered en suite

52cm; 20I in blade

57.5cm; 22N in blade

(2)

£300-400

4
A VICTORIAN POLICE SWORD BY SIMMONS BROS,
COCKSPUR ST, PALL MALL, LONDON AND A LAMBETH
POLICE OFFICE SWORD BY W. PARKER, MAKER TO HIS
MAJESTY, HOLBORN

the first with etched regulation blade, including the owner’s
crest, initials ‘A.W.P.’ and ‘Police’, steel hilt and steel
scabbard of regulation type; the second with etched blade
including the inscription ‘Police Office Lambeth St’ and with
the letter ‘F’, brass hilt, in its brass-mounted leather
scabbard engraved with a large letter ‘F’ on the locket

82.5cm; 32I in blade

52cm; 20I in blade

(2)

£300-400

1

2 (part)

3

4

THE PROPERTY OF A COLLECTOR
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5
A BOW STREET POLICE OFFICE SWORD FOR THE NIGHT
PATROL CONDUCTOR BY W. PARKER HOLBORN, MAKER
TO HIS MAJESTY AND AN 1868 PATTERN
METROPOLITAN POLICE SWORD FOR A CONSTABLE OR
SERGEANT BY FIELD

the first with etched blade including the inscription ‘Bow
Street Office, Condr N.P. No. 17’, and steel hilt; the second
stamped ‘M.P.’, ‘Field’ and with the date 1868 at the forte,
brass hilt with press stud, in its brass-mounted leather
scabbard

46cm; 18in blade

68.5cm; 27in blade

(2)

£300-350

6
AN 1868 PATTERN METROPOLITAN POLICE SWORD FOR
A CONSTABLE OR SERGEANT BY FIELD AND A POLICE
SWORD BY W. PARKER, MAKER TO HIS MAJESTY,
HOLBORN, LONDON

the first stamped ‘MP’, ‘Field’ and with the date 1868 at the
forte, brass hilt with press stud, in its brass-mounted
leather scabbard; the second with etched blade, brass hilt,
in its brass-mounted leather scabbard

68.5cm; 27in blade

58cm; 22N in blade

(2)

The 1868 pattern sword for Inspectors and Constables is
distinguished from that of Sergeants in having a scabbard
catch and a brass as opposed to a steel hilt.

£350-450

7
A VICTORIAN OFFICER’S SWORD BY PARKER FIELD &
SONS 233 HIGH HOLBORN LONDON

with etched regulation blade remaining in very good
condition, steel hilt (areas of pitting), in its scabbard

89.5cm; 35D in blade

£250-350

8
AN 1868 PATTERN POLICE INSPECTOR’S SWORD BY
PARKER FIELD & SONS, 233 HOLBORN, LONDON

the blade etched with the maker’s details and stamped with
a crowned ’X 1’ for Enfield, steel triple bar hilt, in its steel-
mounted leather scabbard

79.5cm; 31D in blade

£200-250

5

6

7

8
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A POLICE SWORD BY W. PARKER MAKER TO HIS
MAJESTY, HOLBORN LONDON, AND A POLICE SWORD
BY PARKER FIELD & SONS, 233 HOLBORN LONDON

the first with etched blade and brass stirrup hilt; the second
stamped with the maker’s details at the forte, and the blade
fitted with a spring for a catch engaging the scabbard
throat, brass hilt, in its brass-mounted scabbard

60cm; 23K in blade

61cm; 24in blade

(2)

£300-400

10
A POLICE SWORD BY WM PARKER, LONDON, DATED
1817 AND A POLICE SWORD BY W. PARKER

the first etched with the maker’s details and ‘Warranted
1817’ on the respective sides of the blade, brass hilt, in its
brass-mounted leather scabbard with leather frog; the
second with etched blade, and brass hilt

48.5cm; 19in blade

60.5cm; 23N in blade

(2)

£300-400

11
A CONSTABULARY SWORD BY PARKER FIELD & SONS, 233
HOLBORN LONDON AND A VICTORIAN POLICE SWORD

the first with etched blade including the inscription ‘O.C.
No.27’, brass hilt, in its brass-mounted leather scabbard (press
stud missing); the second stamped ‘VR’ at the forte, brass hilt
with press stud, in its brass-mounted leather scabbard

57cm; 22G in blade

61cm; 24in blade

(2)

£200-300

12
A POLICE SWORD BY PARKER FIELD & SONS AND A
WALLASEY POLICE FORCE SWORD

the first with etched blade incorporating the letters ‘M.C.,’
brass hilt stamped ‘54’ on the quillon and fitted with press
stud, in its brass-mounted leather scabbard with its leather
frog; the second with etched blade, brass hilt stamped
‘6D2’ on the quillon and fitted with press stud, in its brass-
mounted leather scabbard with its leather frog

58cm; 22N in blade

61cm; 24in blade

(2)

£300-400

9

9

12

10

11
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13
A 1796 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY SWORD FOR THE
HORSE PATROL NO.55, BY W. PARKER, MAKER TO HIS
MAJESTY, HOLBORN, LONDON AND A VERY RARE
HORSE PATROL ARM BAND 

with etched blade and in its scabbard (the hilt and scabbard
each pitted); the second of light brown woven material,
printed with the Royal arms between the letters ‘H’ and ‘P2’
and retaining its brass buckle

the first: 83cm; 32I in blade

(2)

£300-400

14
A DISMOUNTED HORSE PATROL NO.103 POLICE SWORD
AND A HACKNEY TRUST POLICE SWORD BY W. PARKER,
MAKER TO HIS MAJESTY, HOLBORN, LONDON

the first with etched blade, brass hilt, in its brass-mounted
leather scabbard the locket inscribed ‘No.103’; the second
with etched blade, brass hilt numbered ’36’ on the quillon,
in its brass-mounted leather scabbard inscribed ‘No.36’ on
the locket

56cm; 22in blade

53cm; 20P in blade

(2)

£350-450

15
A POLICE SWORD BY HEBBERT & CO., PALL MALL,
LONDON AND A POLICE SWORD BY R.S. GARDEN, 29
PICCADILLY, LONDON

each etched with the maker’s details on the blade, brass
hilt with press stud, in its brass-mounted leather scabbard

62cm; 24D in blades

(2)

Though Hebbert won the tender to supply the Metropolitan
Police with swords surviving examples by him are very
rare. 

£300-400

16
A RARE SOUTHERN RAILWAYS POLICE SWORD

with etched blade including the inscription ‘Southern
Railways’ on one side and either the maker’s or the division
on the other (worn, areas of pitting), brass hilt with press
stud, in its brass-mounted leather scabbard

59cm; 23D in blade

£250-300

13 (part)

14

16

15
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17
A POLICE SWORD BY WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 120 HIGH
HOLBORN, LONDON AND A NORWICH POLICE SWORD
BY PARKER FIELD & SONS, 233 HOLBORN LONDON 

the first with unusual etched blade of flattened-triangular
section double-edged towards the point, steel hilt with
press stud, in a contemporary steel-mounted leather
scabbard fitted with a spring catch for engaging the cross-
piece; the second with straight blade etched with the
maker’s details and the inscription ‘Norwich Police’
(perhaps later), brass hilt, later grip, in its brass-mounted
leather scabbard

54.5cm; 21G in blade

61cm; 24in blade

(2)

£200-300

18
A BERWICK COUNTY CONSTABULARY SWORD, BY
PARKER FIELD & SONS, 233 HOLBORN, LONDON AND A
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY CONSTABULARY SWORD

the first with etched blade, brass hilt, and in its brass-
mounted leather scabbard; the second with etched blade,
brass hilt, in its brass-mounted leather scabbard (press stud
missing)

56.5cm; 22D in blade

60cm; 23K in blade

(2)

£300-400

19
A VICTORIAN POLICE SWORD BY C.ROBINSON,
BIRMINGHAM

with etched regulation blade incorporating a crown above a
pair of entwined thistles, and the owner’s name ‘Supt Thos
Woollaston’ on the back-edge, steel hilt of regulation type,
in its nickel-plated steel scabbard; and A YATAGHAN
BAYONET BY PARKER, FIELD & SONS, 233 HOLBORN,
LONDON, in its scabbard

the first: 82cm; 32D in blade

(2)

Thomas Woolaston served in the County of Stafford for 38
years and 10 months. In 1884 he published Police
Experiences and Reminiscenes of Official Life.

£200-250

18

19

17
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20
A GEORGIAN FLAIL TRUNCHEON BY HARGRAVE
POSSIBLY FOR THE CITY OF LONDON AND A GEORGE III
PAINTED TRUNCHEON OF THE BOW STREET POLICE 

the first fitted with a pair of brass bands inscribed with the
maker’s name and ‘Constables staff, the top section painted
with the Royal cypher and a coat-of-arms, perhaps the City
of Westminster; the second painted with the crowned Royal
arms, a portcullis, ‘Bow St’ and ‘H.P. No. 33’ (both worn)

35cm; 13N in and 53cm; 20N in

(2) 

£250-300

21
A GEORGIAN TRUNCHEON FROM THE QUEENS SQUARE
POLICE OFFICE WESTMINSTER AND A GEORGE IV
TRUNCHEON FROM THE WORSHIP STREET POLICE OFFICE

the first painted with the crowned Royal Arms, the arms of
Westminster and impressed ‘Qn Westr’ on the grip; the
second painted with the crowned Royal cypher and
‘POWSt 65’ (both worn)

53.5cm; 21in and 45cm; 17N in 

(2)

£250-300

22
A GEORGIAN TRUNCHEON FROM THE MARLBOROUGH
STREET POLICE OFFICE AND A WILLIAM IV ST PANCRAS
TRUNCHEON, PROBABLY FOR A PARISH SPECIAL
CONSTABLE

the first painted with the crowned Royal Arms, Royal
cypher, ‘Marlborough Street’ and ‘3’; the second painted
with Royal cypher, crown‘ St Pancras Middx 235’

44cm; 17D in and 46cm; 18in

(2)

PROVENANCE:

The E. Dicken Collection 

£300-350

23
TWO WILLIAM IV SPECIAL CONSTABLE’S TRUNCHEONS
BY PARKER, HOLBORN 

each painted with crowned Royal cypher, and ‘Special
Constable’

46cm; 18in and 47cm; 18D in

(2)

£200-250

20

21

22

23
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24
A WILLIAM IV POLICE TRUNCHEON BY PARKER,
HOLBORN AND A VICTORIAN POLICE TRUNCHEON

the first painted with the crowned Royal arms and the
Royal cypher; the second painted with the crowned Royal
cypher and ‘Police’

46cm; 18in and 44cm; 17D in

(2)

£300-350

25
A VICTORIAN SPECIAL CONSTABLE’S POLICE
TRUNCHEON AND A VICTORIAN METROPOLITAN POLICE
TRUNCHEON BY HEBBERT & CO, LONDON

the first painted with the crowned Royal cypher ‘SC’ and
impressed with a crowned ’MP’ and painted with the small
initials ’LC’; the second painted with the crowned Royal
cypher and ‘MP’, and impressed ‘N313’ 

43.5cm; 17in and 44.5cm; 17I in 

(2)

£200-250

26
A VICTORIAN SPECIAL CONSTABLE’S POLICE
TRUNCHEON BY PARKER, 233 HOLBORN AND A
VICTORIAN POLICE TRUNCHEON WITH A LABEL
RECORDING ITS USE IN THE CHARTIST RIOT,
KENNINGTON COMMON, 1848

the first painted with the crowned Royal cypher, and
‘Special Constable’; the second painted ‘VR’, with a crown,
‘St M.N’ and with a label inscribed ‘Constable’s staff
Chartist Riot, Kennington Common 1848’

47cm; 18I in and 45cm; 17N in

(2)

The gathering on Kennington Common on 10th April 1848
was a peaceful one, with estimated numbers ranging from
15,000 to 300,000. The government presented a very large
show of force that day, with 8000 soldiers and 150,000
Special Constables being in London. Nonetheless the day
passed with relative peace, the military threatened to
intervene only if the Chartists attempted to cross the river.

£200-250

27
TWO VICTORIAN METROPOLITAN POLICE TRUNCHEONS
BY FIELD, 233 HOLBORN

painted with the crowned Royal arms and ‘MP’, and one
impressed ‘AR 54’ and ‘B29’

both 32 cm; 12I in

(2)

£200-250

24

25

26

27
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28
A TRUNCHEON OF RUDIMENTARY FORM, DATED 1858,
PROBABLY AN EMERGENCY ISSUE FOR THE CHARTIST
RIOTS, A CHELSEA SPECIAL CONSTABLE’S TRUNCHEON,
A HACKNEY SPECIAL CONSTABLE’S TRUNCHEON AND A
WHALEBONE LIFE PRESERVER

the first crudely incised with the date, 1867 and ‘SC’; the
second of similar form, boldly impressed with a crown, ‘SC’
and ’Chelsea’; the third painted ‘Hackney SC’ and the
remaining surface left plain; and the fourth formed of
twisted baleen with weighted bulbous terminals

45cm; 17N in, 46.3cm; 18D in, 

43.5cm; 17D in and 35.5cm; 14in

(4)

£200-250

29
A QUEENS SQUARE WESTMINSTER POLICE
TRUNCHEON, A COMBINED TRUNCHEON AND POLICE
WHISTLE AND A PLAIN TRUNCHEON

the first retaining traces of paint, and impressed
‘Qn.S.West.’, the second of plain form, fitted with a brass
cap top and bottom, the latter incorporating a whistle
(probably later); the third painted black

59cm; 23D in, 62cm; 24G in and 58.3cm; 23in

(3)

£100-140

30
A VICTORIAN METROPOLITAN POLICE TRUNCHEON BY
FIELD, 22 TAVISTOCK STREET, W.C. AND A VICTORIAN
POLICE TRUNCHEON BY PARKER, HOLBORN

the first painted with crowned Royal cypher and red
cartouche formerly painted MP (worn), the second painted
with crowned Royal arms and ‘Police’

39cm; 15D in and 46cm; 18in

(2)

£200-250

31
A VICTORIAN POLICE TRUNCHEON OF INSPECTOR’S
TYPE, TWO METROPOLITAN POLICE TRUNCHEONS,AND
ANOTHER TRUNCHEON

the first plain, the second and third stamped with a
crowned MP mark, and the third of plain polished
hardwood

44.5cm; 17I in, 44cm; 17D in, 43cm; 17in and 32cm; 12I in

(4) 

£120-180

28 (part)

30

31
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32
A RARE POST 1902 CASED TRUNCHEON

the truncheon applied with transfer painted coat-of-arms,
and crown (base chipped), in its leather case with the Royal
coat-of arms and with belt loop 

38cm; 15in

(2)

£120-180

33
TWO VICTORIAN SPECIAL CONSTABLE’S TRUNCHEONS
PARKER, 233 HOLBORN

each painted with the Royal cypher, one painted ‘Special
Constable’ and the other ‘Special’

43.5cm; 17D in and 47.5cm; 18N in

(2)

£150-200

34
A VICTORIAN PAINTED TRUNCHEON BY PARKER 233
HOLBORN, AND A PLAIN VICTORIAN TRUNCHEON BY
FIELD 233 HOLBORN, LONDON

the first painted with crowned Royal cypher and
‘Constable’; the second impressed with the crowned Royal
cypher and left plain 

46cm; 18in and 46.2cm; 18D in

(2)

£100-150

35
A RARE GEORGIAN POLICE STAFF FOR THE WORSHIP
STREET POLICE OFFICE, LATE 18TH CENTURY

with pierced crown finial on a tubular socket engraved with
the Royal Arms and ‘Worship Street’, ebony staff, and brass
tubular basal socket inscribed with the three magistrates
names ‘J. Floud Aug 1792’, ‘Jno Nares Dec 1795’, and ‘Wm
Brodie Nov 1796’ 

49.5cm; 19I in

£1500-2000

John Nares was promoted to Bow Street in 1807 where he
remained until December 1816. William Brodie served at
Worship Street 1796-1801.

32

33

34

35
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36
A GEORGIAN EBONISED POLICE TIPSTAFF

with spherical head formed with a waisted then triangular
section beneath, the latter painted on each face with a
crown, ‘Police Office’ and a flower on a red shield
respectively, and turned grip

24cm; 9I in 

£200-250

37
A VICTORIAN BRASS-MOUNTED TIPSTAFF

with brass-mounted crown finial, turned ebony grip with a
brass tubular socket top and bottom, the former engraved
’V2’

18.5cm; 7D in

£250-300

38
A VICTORIAN GILT-BRASS AND WHITE METAL-MOUNTED
TIPSTAFF

with pierced gilt-brass crown finial lined in red velvet, and
turned ebony haft mounted with a plain silver-coloured
metal collar top and bottom

26.5cm; 10G in

£500-600

39
A POLICE EBONY-MOUNTED TIPSTAFF

with cast gilt-brass crown finial, plain silver-plated tubular
haft, and turned ebony grip

29.5cm; 11K in 

A number of tipstaves of this type are inscribed ’Thames
Police’, one of which is preserved in the London Museum.
See M.Mitton 1985, p.73.

£500-600

40
A FINE TIPSTAFF OF THE WHITECHAPEL POLICE OFFICE
NO. 8 FORMED ENTIRELY OF WHITE METAL, FIRST
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with pierced crown finial lined in crimson velvet, two-piece
haft inscribed on the upper section and swelling on the
lower, and with a bud-shaped finial top and bottom

25cm; 9N in

£600-800

36

37

38

39

40
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41
A VICTORIAN METROPOLITAN POLICE TIPSTAFF FOR A
CONSTABLE IN PLAIN CLOTHES FORMED ENTIRELY OF
BRASS, BY PARKER, FIELD & SONS, 233 HOLBORN
LONDON

with screw-on crown finial retaining traces of original
gilding, and tubular haft inscribed ‘Metropolitan Police
Constable employed in plain clothes’

18cm; 7in

£400-500

42
A VICTORIAN METROPOLITAN INSPECTOR’S TIPSTAFF IN
ITS PATENT CASE WITH SPRING RELEASE, BY PARKER,
FIELD & SONS, LONDON

with brass crown finial, plain brass socket top and bottom,
the latter stamped with a broad arrow between the letters
’WD’ and with the maker’s details, turned wooden grip, and
retaining much original finish, in its original leather carrying
case with sprung-base, the frog impressed and flap
stamped ‘Field’s Patent’ (base loose)

the tipstaff: 18cm; 7B in 

(2)

This was purchased by the current owner from a relative of
the Inspector who originally carried it. 

£300-400

43
A BRASS-MOUNTED TIPSTAFF OF THE UNION HALL
POLICE OFFICE

with pierced crown finial, tubular socket inscribed ‘Police
Office Union Hall’ and turned oak grip (worn)

20.5cm; 8in

£200-250

44
A VICTORIAN BRASS-MOUNTED TIPSTAFF OF THE
QUEENS SQUARE WESTMINSTER PUBLIC OFFICE, NO.3

with brass crown finial, stamped with inscription on the
tubular brass socket (possibly refreshed), and turned
wooden grip

20cm; 8in

£300-400

45
A VICTORIAN BRASS-MOUNTED TIPSTAFF BY PARKER,
FIELD & SONS, LONDON

with brass crown finial, turned grip, and tubular brass base
stamped with the maker’s details, stamped with a broad
arrow between the letters WD, and retaining much original
lacquer

18.5cm; 7D in

£300-350

41

42

43

44

45
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46
A VICTORIAN BRASS-MOUNTED TIPSTAFF OF WILLIAM
BOWYER, HEAD CONSTABLE, QUEENS SQUARE POLICE
OFFICE, WESTMINSTER

with brass crown-shaped finial inscribed on its tubular
socket, and with turned wooden grip

18cm; 7in 

£300-350

47
A VICTORIAN TIPSTAFF FORMED ENTIRELY OF BRASS BY
PARKER, FIELD & SONS, 233 HOLBORN, LONDON

with screw-off crowned head, stamped with the maker’s
details on the body and retaining much original laquered
finish

16cm; 6in 

£200-250

48
A LARGE GEORGIAN POLICE RATTLE OF THE LAMBETH
WATCH BY A.E. WOOD

of characteristic form, impressed with a crowned GR, the
maker’s details, and crudely incised ‘Lambeth Watchman
No. II’

24cm; 9I in

£60-80

49
FOUR VARIOUS POLICE RATTLES

comprising a double rattle crudely incised ‘Bow St’
(possibly later); a small rattle stamped ‘SP’ and ‘67 (clapper
missing); another, similar, by Parker 233 Holborn stamped
‘A 558’; and another similar, unmarked

(4)

£60-80

50
FOUR POLICE AND ONE RAILWAY WHISTLES

three of the Metropolitan patent by J.Hudson & Co.;
another, by the same maker, stamped ‘ARP’; another, of the
Liverpool City Police, by R.Kelly & Sons, Liverpool; and a
London and North West Railways whistle 

(6)

£80-120

46 

47

48

50

49 (part)
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51
A METROPOLITAN POLICE OIL LAMP BY HIATT & CO
BIRMINGHAM, EARLY 20TH CENTURY

with hinged cover fitted with glass lens, stamped ‘MP’ at
the top on one side and applied with maker’s brass label
on the other, retaining its original oil bottle, fitted with belt
loop and a pair of handles at the rear; together with a
contemporary protective leather panel stamped ‘268 E’, cut
with four slits for fitting onto the belt behind the lamp

the first: 19cm; 7I in high

(2)

£100-150

52
FIVE METROPOLITAN HELMET PLATES

three with ERII cypher, one with GR VI cypher, one applied
‘F663’ in the centre, ten further badges, four police buttons,
a Westminster Magistrates neck badge, and a Police helmet
(badge missing)

(20)

£120-180

53
NINE AMERICAN POLICE BADGES

including badges for a Florida Chief, a Winchester
Commissioner, Alabama, Missouri Sheriff, Atlantic City
Special Detective and a Birmingham Detective badge

(9)

£80-100

51

52

53
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54
SIX POLICE AND OTHER ARM BANDS

comprising a WWII ARP enamelled arm badge; two blue
and white striped duty arm bands, two Special Constable’s
arm bands and badges, and an air raid warden sleeve rank

(6)

£50-70

55
A PAIR OF METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION RAILING
CAPITALS, CIRCA 1905

of cast iron, each decorated with the letters MP within a
frame at the front and surmounted by a crown

16.5cm; 6I in high

(2)

£40-60

56
SEVEN VARIOUS PISTOL HOLSTERS, EARLY 20TH
CENTURY

and a Prideaux speed loader, and a leather case with two
Beesley patent magazines 

(9)

£150-250

57
NINE PAIRS OF HANDCUFFS

comprising a pair in a leather case by Brownhepburn &
Gale Ltd; a pair of Bean 1899 patent type, a pair of East
German handcuffs; a pair of American leg irons by the
Harvard lock company, New York; a pair of French double
locking handcuffs; a pair of spring operated snips; a pair of
cased handcuffs; another pair of handcuffs; and a pair of
handcuffs by Froggatt

(9)

£200-250

58
TEN PAIRS OF HANDCUFFS

comprising a pair by Hiatt dated 1960; an unusual pair by
Hiatt marked patent 38; a pair of snips by Hiatt; a pair of
handcuffs by Parker Field & Sons; 233 Holborn, London; a
pair of handcuffs by Hiatt; another pair by Hiatt dated 1901;
a pair of handcuffs from the Sunderland Charge Office; a
pair of Birmingham Police handcuffs; a pair of snips of the
Cheshire constabulary; and a pair of handcuffs by Parker,
Holborn

(10)

£200-250

54

58

55

57
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59
NINE VARIOUS HANDCUFFS, MANACLES AND IRONS

a pair by Field & Sons, 233 Holborn, a single manacle by
Field & Sons, 233 Holborn; three cuffs; a pair of handcuffs
by T. Cowdy dated 1871; a single manacle; a set of snips
by T.A. Longmore; a single manacle (rusted); a pair of leg
irons by Field & Sons 233 Holborn; and a large pair of irons
(rusted)

(11)

£150-200

60
A LEATHER TRUNCHEON HOLSTER AND POLICE BELT,
TWO METROPOLITAN POLICE BELTS, LATE 19TH/EARLY
20TH CENTURY, A READING POLICE BELT, AND A
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE CONSTABULARY BELT

(5)

£50-80

61
A FINELY CONSTRUCTED MINIATURE BRASS CANNON
BY W. PARKER MAKER 233 HOLBORN, LONDON, CIRCA
1840

formed in four stages, swelling towards the muzzle and
with raised mouldings, a pair of plain trunnions, raised vent
field, signed on the underside of the the base ring and
struck with London proof marks, and pierced cascabel: on
its brass-mounted rosewood carriage; and a detached
French regulation flintlock mechanism, early 19th Century

the first: 21.5cm; 8I in barrel

(2)

£300-400

59

60

61
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62
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY W. PARKER, MAKER TO
HIS MAJESTY, HOLBORN, LONDON, CIRCA 1820

with signed three-stage brass barrel belled towards the
muzzle, engraved over the breech and fitted with steel
spring bayonet secured by a catch on the barrel tang,
signed engraved bolted lock fitted with roller, pierced cock,
figured walnut full stock, chequered grip, and engraved
steel mounts including trigger-guard with acorn finial (later
ramrod, the steel parts with areas of pitting)

81cm; 32in 

£1400-1800

63
A FINE AIR CANE BY PARKER FIELD AND SONS 233
HOLBORN LONDON, NO. 9452 MID-19TH CENTURY

with black-painted sighted barrel fitted with a button trigger,
the muzzle with a threaded brass cap and wooden ramrod,
the barrel lined with a rifled brass sleeve threaded at the
muzzle for securing the ramrod cap, original black japanned
stock en suite, green-stained figured horn handle and
retaining much original finish throughout (small losses): in
its original fitted oak case lined in blue felt, and retaining its
accessories including signed browned pump numbered en
suite (the lining with areas of light wear)

57cm; 22G in barrel

£1200-1800

62

63
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64
A D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY W. PARKER,
MAKER TO HIS MAJESTY, HOLBORN, LONDON, NO. 5379
CIRCA 1820

with signed rebrowned twist sighted barrels, inlaid with two
pairs of gold lines at the breech and engraved with a
flower, engraved case-hardened breech tang decorated
with scrolls and fern foliage, pierced platinum plugs, finely
engraved locks decorated with border ornament, foliage
and a cock and hen pheasant on the respective sides,
signed ‘W. PARKER Improv’d Detonating’, highly figured
walnut half-stock, chequered grip, engraved steel mounts
including trigger-guard decorated with a hound tracking
game and with a rabbit on the butt-plate, silver escutcheon
with the owner’s initials, silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and
contemporary brass-tipped wooden ramrod

76.5cm; 30B in barrels

£350-450

65
A VICTORIAN PERCUSSION MUSKET BY PARKER FIELD &
SONS

with black-painted sighted barrel, signed lock, regulation
lock and mounts, with its steel ramrod

84.8cm; 33G in barrel

£200-250

65

64
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66
A VOLUNTEER PERCUSSION BRUNSWICK RIFLE BY
W. PARKER, LONDON, CIRCA 1840 

with rebrowned twist sighted barrel fitted with bayonet lug
on the left of the muzzle and stamped ‘W Millward’
underneath, signed back-action lock, figured walnut full
stock, regulation brass mounts and with its steel ramrod
(sling swivels missing)

76cm; 30in barrel

£1500-2000

66

67

67
A FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOL BY W. PARKER,
LONDON, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, NO. 1155
CIRCA 1830

with signed octagonal sighted barrel inlaid with a gold line
at the breech, gold lined vent, engraved breech tang
incorporating the back-sight and decorated with scrolls and
foliage, signed stepped lock fitted with bolt safety-catch
also locking the steel, fitted with rainproof pan and roller,
set trigger, highly figured walnut half-stock, flat-sided butt
cut with panels of fine chequering, spurred steel trigger-
guard engraved with bouquets on the bow and with
pineapple finial, vacant silver escutcheon, silver barrel bolt
escutcheons, silver fore-end cap, and horn-tipped ramrod
with steel worm

38cm; 15in

£1000-1400
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68
A FLINTLOCK MAIL COACH PISTOL BY H.W. MORTIMER &
CO, LONDON, GUNMAKER TO HIS MAJESTY, NO. 221,
CIRCA 1799-1806

with signed swamped brass barrel stamped ‘for His
Majesty’s Mail Coaches’ around the muzzle (worn and
illegible in parts), plain steel barrel tang, signed stepped
bolted lock (signature worn, small areas of pitting), figured
walnut full stock, brass mounts of regulation type including
scrolling side-plate, trigger-guard with bud-shaped finial,
and butt-plate with tang of shaped outline (later ramrod,
worn throughout commensurate with use)

37.5cm; 14N in 

The standard arms carried by the mail coach guard was a
blunderbuss and a pair of flintlock pistols. Under the
instructions of the Mailcoach Superintendent the firearms
were carried loaded and regularly cleaned and checked,
which explains the condition of the majority of surviving
examples. H.W. Mortimer is recorded receiving payment for
pistols at regular intervals from April 1788 ‘....for firearms
for the Mail Guards from 24-April 1790-5 January 1791

£131-10-0'. He is further recorded supplying pistols for the
horse post in accounts of 2nd December 1803. See F.
Wilkinson 2002, p.120.

£800-1000

69
A FLINTLOCK MAIL COACH PISTOL BY H.W.MORTIMER,
LONDON, GUNMAKER TO HIS MAJESTY, NO. 161, CIRCA
1795-99

with signed swamped brass barrel retaining traces of
engraved letters around the muzzle, plain steel barrel tang,
signed stepped bolted lock (cock replaced), figured walnut
full stock, brass mounts of regulation type including
scrolling side-plate, trigger-guard with bud-shaped finial,
and butt-plate with tang of shaped outline (later ramrod,
wear commensurate with use)

37cm; 14I in 

See footnote to previous lot. 

£700-900

68

69
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70
A FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOL BY HENRY NOCK,
LONDON, CIRCA 1790

with rebrowned twist swamped sighted barrel, patent
breech stamped with the barrelsmith’s gold-lined mark,
inlaid with a gold line and gold-lined vent, breech tang
engraved with trophies-of arms, signed stepped bevelled
lock fitted with bolt safety-catch and roller, set trigger,
figured walnut full stock (fore-end expertly replaced),
flat-sided butt finely carved with panels of chequering,
engraved steel mounts comprising trigger-guard with
pineapple finial and engraved with bouquets and a basket
on the bow, a pair of steel ramrod-pipes, and later horn-
tipped wooden ramrod

38cm; 15in

£1000-1200

71
A FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL OF THE GREAT
MARLBOROUGH STREET PUBLIC OFFICE, BY W. PARKER,
LONDON, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with swamped brass barrel inscribed ‘No. 6’ and ‘London’
over the breech, signed stepped lock with roller, figured
walnut full stock, flat-sided butt, brass mounts of regulation
type, including flush-fitting scrolling side-plate engraved
‘Public Office, Gt Marlborough St’, trigger-guard of shaped
outline, and a pair of moulded ramrod-pipes, and with its
wooden ramrod (seized, tip missing)

35.5cm; 14in 

A similar pistol with Bow Street inscription on the side-
plate is in the Metropolitan Police Collections.

£500-600

70

71
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72
A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOLS BY WILLIAM
PARKER HOLBORN, LONDON, NO. 2542 CIRCA 1800

with signed rebrowned octagonal sighted barrels with
platinum-lined vents, engraved breech tangs decorated
with flowers and fern foliage and incorporating the back-
sight, signed stepped bolted locks with rollers, ‘French’
cocks, figured walnut full stocks, chequered butts,
engraved steel mounts comprising trigger-guards with
pineapple finials and a pair of ramrod-pipes, and vacant
white metal escutcheons, and one with horn-tipped
wooden ramrod with worm (the steel parts refinished,
engraving refreshed, one stock with a hairline crack, one
ramrod replaced): in a contemporary relined oak case for a
pair of d.b. pistols, with brass flask and rammer

38cm; 15in 

£2500-3000

72
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73
A FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S PISTOL BY W. PARKER,
GUNMAKER TO HIS MAJESTY HOLBORN, LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, NO. 5181 CIRCA 1830

with octagonal sighted barrel signed in full on the top flat
and fitted with stirrup ramrod beneath, inlaid with a gold
line at the breech, platinum vent, engraved breech tang,
signed bolted lock engraved with foliage around the border
and behind the cock, highly figured walnut full stock, finely
chequered butt, steel mounts including trigger-guard
engraved with globes and bouquets on the bow, and horn
fore-end cap

36.5cm; 14D in 

£800-1000

74
A FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL BY TATHAM AND
EGG, CIRCA 1801-1810

with octagonal sighted barrel engraved ‘London’ (pitted),
engraved tang, signed stepped bolted lock (cock replaced),
figured walnut full stock, flat sided butt, brass mounts
including trigger-guard engraved ‘Bow Street’ and with
moulded finial, and brass-tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps
the original (now seized)

24cm; 9I in 

Tatham & Egg are not included in the accounts of the Bow
Street Office.

£400-500

73
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75
A FLINTLOCK PISTOL OF THE NOTTINGHAM POLICE,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1830

with tapering barrel inscribed ‘Nottingham Police’, struck
with a barrelsmiths mark on the breech (indistinct), and
fitted with spring bayonet secured by a catch on the breech
tang, stepped lock engraved with naive flowers and fitted
with roller, stamped with the arms of Nottingham beneath
the pan, figured walnut full stock, brass mounts of
regulation type, and with its steel stirrup ramrod

39.5cm; 15I in 

Literature: Those entrusted with Arms, Frederick
Williamson, 2002, p.19 illustrated.

The engraving on the lock is similar to that frequently
encountered on trade musket locks of the period. 

£1000-1500

76
A FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL FOR THE
DISMOUNTED HORSE PATROL, BY W. PARKER, NO. 5644
CIRCA 1820

with octagonal sighted barrel, signed bolted lock (cock
replaced), figured walnut full stock, flat-sided butt,
engraved brass mounts including trigger-guard with finial
of shaped line, and crudely engraved ‘ DISMD HORSE
PATROLE NO11’, and with its brass-tipped wooden ramrod

23cm; 9in 

£400-500

75
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77
TWO FLINTLOCK PISTOLS FROM THE WORSHIP STREET
POLICE OFFICE, BY W. PARKER HOLBORN, LONDON,
CIRCA 1800

with turn-off barrels, box-lock actions signed in full on the
left and inscribed ‘Police Offices Worship Street’ on the
right and each numbered 5, sliding thumb-piece safety-
catches also locking the steels, flat-sided figured walnut
butts, engraved steel trigger-guards, vacant silver oval
escutcheons, and each retaining traces of case-hardening
colour

23cm; 9in

(2)

These, along with the following lot evidently formed part of
a series made for the Worship Street Police Office.

£500-600

77
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78
TWO FLINTLOCK PISTOLS FROM THE WORSHIP STREET
POLICE OFFICE, BY W. PARKER HOLBORN, LONDON,
CIRCA 1800

with turn-off barrels, box-lock actions signed in full on the
left and inscribed ‘Police Office Worship Street’ on the right
and numbered 1 and 2 respectively (one top-jaw and screw
replaced), sliding thumb-piece safety-catches also locking
the steels, flat-sided figured walnut butts (one replaced),
engraved steel trigger-guards (one refreshed), and white
metal escutcheons each crudely engraved with the
respective numbers (one action with traces of later
Birmingham proof mark)

23cm; 9in

(2)

See footnote to previous lot. 

£450-550

78
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79
A FLINTLOCK PISTOL FROM THE UNION STREET POLICE
OFFICE BY T.K. HUTCHINSON, NO. 232 BOROUGH,
LONDON, CIRCA 1802-5

with signed octagonal barrel inscribed ‘Police Office’ and
Union Street’ on the outer flats, signed stepped bolted lock
with roller (cock replaced), figured walnut full stock,
engraved brass mounts including trigger-guard with
pineapple finial, butt-cap engraved with an expanded
flowerhead, and escutcheon numbered ‘2’, and with its
steel ramrod

31.5cm; 12G in

T.K. Hutchinson is recorded at this address circa 1802
where he presumably stayed until 1805 when he was
working in Southwark. 

£500-600

80
A FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY W. PARKER, HOLBORN
LONDON, MAKER TO HIS MAJESTY, NO. 5182, CIRCA
1820

with signed sighted barrel engraved with a band about the
muzzle and over the breech, signed lock fitted with reblued
bolt safety and roller (the cock replaced), figured walnut full
stock, flat-sided butt, engraved brass mounts including
side-plate of livery type, and trigger-guard with pineapple
finial, and original brass-tipped wooden ramrod

24cm; 9G in 

£600-800
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81
A PAIR OF OVER-AND-UNDER TAP-ACTION FLINTLOCK
PISTOLS BY WILLIAM PARKER, 233 HOLBORN, LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1815

with turn-off barrels cut for a key, numbered ‘2’ and ‘3’ on
one pistol and on the other the lower numbered ‘1’, box-
lock actions signed on an oval carried by elaborate
trophies-of-arms on the left and fitted with tap levers,
inscribed ‘London’ on an oval carried by a trophy-of-music
and engraved with a radiating pattern of fern foliage
opposite the tap-lever on the right, top-mounted safety-
catches also locking the steels, figured walnut butt cut with
chequering over the spines, engraved silver butt-caps, steel
trigger-guards engraved with bouquets, vacant silver
escutcheons, and each retaining traces of early finish

14.8cm; 5P in 

(2)

£1400-1800

81
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82
TWO FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS OF THE HATTON
GARDEN POLICE OFFICE BY W. PARKER, HOLBORN,
LONDON, TOWER PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1810

the first with turn-off barrel engraved with slender
triangular pattern around the breech, and stamped ‘Police
Office, Hatton Garden’, the breech engraved en suite with
the muzzle, box-lock action signed on ovals carried by
trophies-of-arms, folding trigger-guard, sliding safety-catch
also locking the steel, flat-sided walnut butt, and silver
escutcheon engraved ‘Hatton Garden 7’ and two initials
(the steel parts with very small areas of light pitting, the
stock rubbed); the second, very similar (in extensively worn
condition)

15.2cm; 6in

(2)

£400-500

83
A FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL OF THE GREAT
MARLBOROUGH STREET POLICE OFFICE, LONDON,
CIRCA 1820

with turn-off barrel, box-lock action engraved No. 1, ‘Police
Office Gt Marbro Str’, and ‘London’ beneath swags on the
respective faces, flat-sided walnut butt, and engraved steel
trigger-guard (top-jaw replaced, light wear)

15.5cm; 6B in

£250-300

84
A FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL SIGNED W. PARKER,
HOLBORN, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1830

with turn-off barrel engraved with a band around the
muzzle, box-lock action signed on ovals carried by
trophies-of-arms, incised with Indian arsenal marks on the
left, folding trigger, sliding safety-catch also locking the
steel, finely chequered walnut butt, and engraved silver
butt-cap

14.5cm; 5N in

£150-180

85
A FLINTLOCK BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL OF THE
SHADWELL POLICE OFFICE, LONDON, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with reblued turn-off barrel, box-lock action inscribed ‘No5’
and ‘Police Office Shadwell’ beneath a swag on the left and
‘London’ on the right, struck with London proof marks,
flat-sided walnut butt, and steel trigger-guard engraved
with a flower

15.5cm; 6in 

£200-250
85

83

84

82
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86
A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS BY W. PARKER,
LONDON, CIRCA 1800

with turn-off barrels engraved with a band of acanthus
about the muzzles, numbered 1 and 2 respectively on the
breeches, box-lock actions signed ‘W. PARKER’ and
inscribed ‘Holborn London’ on differing trophies-of-arms on
the respective sides, folding triggers enclosed by engraved
garlands, sliding thumb-piece safety-catches also locking
the steels, flat-sided figured walnut butts cut with fine
chequering over the spines, and vacant silver escutcheons
(areas of pitting): in a contempoary fitted mahogany case,
relined in green baize, and with an associated three-way
flask and original bullet mould

15.3cm; 6in

£1000-1200

86
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87
A FINE PAIR OF FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS OF THE
MARYLEBONE PUBLIC OFFICE, BY W. PARKER,
HOLBORN, LONDON, CIRCA 1810

with browned turn-off barrels engraved with a band of
foliage about the muzzles and inscribed ‘High Street Public
Office Marleybone’ on the top, box-lock actions signed on
ovals carried by trophies-of-arms, fitted with sliding thumb-
piece safety-catches also locking the steels, folding
triggers, enclosed within an engraved frame, flat-sided
figured walnut butts cut with chequering on the spine and
inner faces (light bruising), vacant silver escutcheons, and
remaining in good condition with much original finish
throughout

16cm; 6D in 

(2)

£800-1000

87

88
A FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL BY DUTTON, LONDON,
CIRCA 1780

with brass turn-off barrel, brass box-lock action signed
within ovals carried by trophies-of-arms, sliding thumb-
piece safety-catch, flat-sided walnut butt, and steel trigger-
guard engraved with a star on the bow

17cm; 6N in 

£200-250
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89
A FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL SIGNED NOCK AND
FENTON, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA
1830

with turn-off barrel engraved with foliage about the muzzle,
signed brass box-lock action with rainproof pan, folding
trigger, sliding thumb-piece safety-catch also locking the
steel, finely chequered walnut butt, brass butt-cap cast and
chased with a lions head in low relief, and vacant silver
escutcheon

14.5cm; 5N in 

£250-300

90
A PERCUSSION KNIFE PISTOL, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1860

with tapering octagonal German silver barrel, the frame
faced with horn panels over brass fillets, and incorporating
a German silver tap for ball at the base, fitted with two
folding knives (probably replaced), and retaining its
tweezers and bullet mould (worn, the horn with small
chips)

16.5cm; 6I in 

£250-300

88

89

90
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91
A PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL BY W. PARKER,
LONDON, CIRCA 1830

with octagonal turn-off barrel numbered 6 at the breech,
signed box-lock action engraved with sprays of foliage,
blued folding trigger, sliding thumb-piece safety-catch, and
finely chequered walnut butt with vacant silver escutcheon

13.5cm; 5G in

£180-240

92
A PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL OF THE PRESSBURY
DIVISION, MACCLESFIELD, BY W. PARKER, MAKER TO
HIS MAJESTY, HOLBORN, LONDON, CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with sighted barrel retaining traces
of the maker’s inscription, signed bolted lock, figured
walnut full stock, flat-sided butt, brass mounts of livery
type, including scrolling flush-fitting side-plate, trigger-
guard inscribed ‘Pressbury Divn Macclesfield Hundd’, and
steel stirrup ramrod (worn)

24cm; 9I in

£250-300

91

92
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93
A PERCUSSION PISTOL OF THE DISMOUNTED HORSE
PATROL NO. 4 BY W. PARKER, LONDON, CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with octagonal sighted barrel,
signed stepped bolted lock, walnut full stock, flat-sided
butt, and brass mounts including trigger-guard inscribed
‘Dismt Horse Patrole No. 4’, and later horn-tipped wooden
ramrod (the steel parts pitted, the stock worn)

23cm; 9in

£200-250

94
A PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL OF MUSKET BORE
SIGNED H. NOCK, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA
1840

with browned barrel inscribed ‘London’, fitted with silver
fore-sight, inlaid with a platinum line at the breech,
platinum vent, engraved breech tang incorporating the
back-sight, signed engraved stepped bolted lock fitted with
roller (the cock associated), figured walnut full stock with
finely chequered butt, engraved steel trigger-guard with
pineapple finial, engraved steel ramrod-pipe, vacant white
metal escutcheon, and stirrup ramrod

27cm; 10K in 

£700-900

93

94
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95
A D.B. OVER-AND-UNDER PERCUSSION PISTOL OF THE
FAVERSHAM CONSTABULARY, BY PARKER, FIELD AND
SONS, NO. 9423 CIRCA 1840-50

with signed sighted upper barrel fitted with stirrup ramrod
on the lower barrel, each engraved with a band of foliage
about the muzzle, scroll-engraved breech, pierced platinum
plug, signed border-engraved bolted back-action locks,
figured walnut butt with chequered grip, steel mounts
including belt hook, trigger-guard engraved ‘Faversham
Division Kent Constabulary’, steel butt-cap fitted with a
suspension ring, and vacant silver escutcheon (the steel
parts lightly pitted throughout)

30.5cm; 12in

£400-500

96
A PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY WILLIAM
PARKER, MAKER TO HIS MAJESTY, LONDON, NO. 6054,
CIRCA 1830

with octagonal sighted barrel inscribed ‘Maker to His
Majesty’, engraved barrel tang, pierced platinum plug with
large engraved bolster, signed scroll-engraved lock
(hammer spur replaced), figured walnut full stock,
chequered butt, engraved steel trigger-guard with
pineapple finial, and German silver escutcheon engraved
‘88’ (later ramrod)

21cm; 8D in 

£300-400

96

95
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97
A PERCUSSION PISTOL OF THE BIRMINGHAM POLICE,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, DATED 1840

of regulation type, with tapering barrel fitted with stirrup
ramrod beneath, border-engraved stepped dated lock
inscribed ‘Birmingham Police’, figured walnut full stock, and
brass mounts including butt-cap numbered ‘16’ and fitted
with steel lanyard ring

29.5cm; 11K in 

£300-350

98
A PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL BY WILLIAM
PARKER, HOLBORN, LONDON, CIRCA 1830

with signed octagonal sighted barrel, engraved tang,
pierced platinum plug with large engraved bolster, signed
scroll-engraved lock (the hammer spur replaced), figured
walnut full stock, chequered butt, engraved steel trigger-
guard, vacant German silver escutcheon, and brass-tipped
wooden ramrod with steel worm

21cm; 8D in 

£250-300

97

98
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99
A VICTORIAN 1842 PATTERN PERCUSSION
COASTGUARD OR CUSTOMS PISTOL

the barrel stamped with Ordnance marks, the lock with
crowned VR and engraved ‘Tower’ on the tail, the stock
with further ordnance marks and impressed ‘Yeomans’
opposite the lock, and with its stirrup ramrod

30cm; 11N in

£300-400

100
A RARE VICTORIAN PERCUSSION PISTOL FOR THE IRISH
CONSTABULARY, CIRCA 1847

with blued barrel stamped with Cork census marks, blued
action engraved ‘Tower’ with the date on the right and with
a crowned VR on the left, swelling figured walnut butt with
ordnance mark on the right, and with its stirrup ramrod

24cm; 9I in

Literature: Those Entrusted with Arms, Frederick
Wilkinson, 2002, p.181, illustrated.

The Inspector of Small Arms, George Lovell, ordered 500 of
these pistols for use by the Officers of the Irish
Constabulary in 1847.

£600-800

100

99
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101
A PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL BY W. PARKER, 233
HOLBORN, LONDON, NO. 8767 CIRCA 1835-40

with signed rebrowned twist sighted barrel fitted with
stirrup ramrod, stamped with Indian arsenal numbers at the
breech, the tang finely engraved with scrolling foliage and
incorporating the back-sight, pierced platinum plug, signed
scroll-engraved bolted action, figured walnut full stock,
chequered butt, engraved blued trigger-guard with
pineapple finial, silver barrel bolt escutcheons, vacant white
metal escutcheon, and horn fore-end cap

33cm; 13in

£300-400

102
A FIVE-SHOT LARGE BORE PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX
REVOLVER BY PARKER, FIELD & SONS, HOLBORN,
LONDON, NO. 9347 CIRCA 1845-50

with engraved fluted barrel group stamped with London
proof marks, scroll-engraved self-cocking German silver
action engraved with the maker’s details on the back-strap,
engraved bar hammer, highly figured polished walnut grips,
and scroll-engraved case-hardened trigger-guard

24cm; 9I in

£600-800

101

102
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103
AN 80 BORE TRANTER FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION
REVOLVER NO. N16279T, RETAILED BY PARKER, FIELD &
SONS, 233 HIGH HOLBORN LONDON, NO. 10557 CIRCA
1860

with signed scroll-engraved blued sighted octagonal rifled
4Iin barrel, scroll-engraved blued action fitted with patent
rammer on the left and safety-catch on the right, walnut
butt, engraved steel butt-cap, engraved steel trigger-guard,
and retaining much original finish throughout: in its original
fitted oak case lined in purple velvet, the lid with vacant
brass escutcheon and both retailer’s label and instructions
inside, and retaining a number of accessories including
original brass bullet mould and Barlow patent powder-flask
(hinges replaced, key escutcheon missing, the case exterior
with areas of wear)

25cm; 9P in

£1800-2400

104
A SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX REVOLVER BY
PARKER, FIELD & SON, 233 HOLBORN, LONDON, NO.
9344 CIRCA 1845-50

with engraved case-hardened fluted barrel group stamped with
London proof marks, scroll-engraved self-cocking German
silver action engraved with the maker’s details on the back-
strap, engraved case-hardened bar hammer, polished figured
walnut grips, and scroll-engraved case-hardened trigger-guard:
in its original fitted mahogany case lined in green velvet, the lid
with vacant brass escutcheon and applied with trade label on
the inside, and retaining its original numbered bullet mould,
copper powder-flask, and rammer (the lining with areas of
wear, key escutcheon missing)

21cm; 8D in

Provenance:

Sotheby’s London, 31st July 1984, lot 156.

£1500-2000

103

104
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105
A 54 BORE PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY PARKER FIELD &
SONS, HOLBORN, LONDON, NO. 9717 CIRCA 1852-55

on the Lang principle, with signed octagonal sighted rifled
barrel, fitted with patent rammer signed and engraved ‘
Regis. June 14th 1852’ and with scroll-engraved plunger
handle, plain cylinder stamped with London proof marks,
blued frame lug, scroll-engraved action with engraved
case-hardened spurred hammer, finely chequered walnut
butt, engraved case-hardened steel butt-cap with trap,
engraved trigger-guard and vacant escutcheon (the barrel,
rammer casing and trigger-guard each with very light
pitting): in its original fitted mahogany case lined with
green velvet, the lid with brass escutcheon and trade label
inside, retaining a number of contemporary accessories
including copper powder-flask by Dixon & Sons, bullet
mould stamped ‘WD’, nipple key, and rammer (small areas
of wear)

32cm; 12I in 

Parker Field & Sons registered their patent rammer no. 3300
on 14th June 1852. This may also have been intended for
use on the Adams patent self-cocking revolver. See A.W.F.
Taylerson, R.A.N. Andrews and J. Frith 1968, pp.63-65.

£1500-2000

105
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Eastern Arms and Armour
THE PROPERTY OF A GERMAN NOBLEMAN

106
A RARE TURKISH SILVER-GILT MOUNTED DAGGER,
CIRCA 1680

with slightly curved double-edged blade, the hilt of waisted
faceted form with a raised moulded band in the centre and
entirely encased in sheet silve gilt, engraved with a slender
band of ropework at the top and bottom of the reverse, and
elaborate cartouches filled with conventional flowers and
foliage at the front, the pommel with a domed bulbous
finial cut with fluting divided by beaded bands, in its
original wooden scabbard entirely encased in silver-gilt, the
reverse stamped with a tughra and fitted with a pair of

106

loops for suspension, the front engraved with a slender
band of ropework about the mouth, a band of scrolling
flowers and foliage with a raised band beneath, and further
cartouches filled with elaborate patterns of scrolling flowers
and foliage, drawn-out at the base to a pronounced fluted
bulbous finial, retaining a portion of an early suspension
cord, and with much original gilding throughout

33.5cm; 13D in 

A number of related daggers are included in the booty of
the Margraves of Baden-Baden and Baden-Durlach, now
preserved in the Badisches Landesmuseum, Karlsruhe. See
E. Petrasch, R. Sänger, E. Zimmermann & H.Majer 1991,
pp.197-202.

£3000-4000
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A RARE TURKISH TROUSSE, LATE 17TH CENTURY

comprising knife with slightly curved single-edged blade,
the back-edge cut with a wavy pattern and each side inlaid
with a series of brass-lined dots (losses), stamped with an
indistinct mark on one side at the forte, iron hilt formed
with a moulded collar and a plain back-strap, a pair of
green horn grip-scales retained by three pairs of rivets and
studded with large iron nails, the fork with a pair of long
slender prongs each moulded at the base and formed with

47

107

a spirally fluted neck, and a pair of horn grip-scales en suite
with the knife: in their original wooden scabbard entirely
sheathed in engraved brass, decorated with geometric
flowers, the chape and locket decorated with horizontal
bands of tulip flowers, the former with globular turban-
shaped finial, and the latter with a pierced mount for
suspension

the knife: 40cm; 15N in 

£1800-2200
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108
A TURKISH YATAGHAN, 18TH CENTURY

with straight single-edged blade cut with a slender fuller
surrounded by incised wrigglework and scrolls on each
side, eared hilt of characteristic form, encased in brass
plaques engraved with scrolling foliage and fitted with horn
fillets on each side (one plaque lifting), in its original
leather-covered wooden scabbard with large brass mounts
cast and chased with foliage en suite with the hilt

43cm; 17in blade

£700-900

109
A TURKISH YATAGHAN, 18TH CENTURY

with 17th Century curved single-edged blade cut with an
inscription within a stylised shamshir on one side and with
a brief inscription within a square on the other, retaining a
central watered panel on each side (now indistinct), the
base of the blade enclosed in white metal extending to
form the back-strap, and fitted with a pair of horn grip-
scales studded with numerous small silver nails and
retained by three pairs of rivets with floral washers (the
grips and washers with small chips), in its original wooden
scabbard covered with tooled leather and with silver chape
formed as a marine monster and silver locket with a small
loop for suspension

61cm; 24in blade

The inscription reads, in translation, ‘ the work of ‘Uthman’
and also incorporates the owner’s name.

£700-1000

108 109
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110
A FINE GERMAN SABRE IN THE TURKISH MANNER,
EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with broad curved single-edged blade formed with a
diagonally clipped-back point and a reinforced back-edge,
etched with a large shaped panel filled with pseudo Turkish
inscriptions on each side, steel hilt of karabella form
comprising short faceted cross-piece with bud-shaped
terminals, a pair of langets, plain back-strap, and a pair of
hardwood grip-scales studded with silver nails around the
border and rising to a swollen cartouche-shaped pommel,
in its original leather-covered wooden scabbard (split along
the seam) with large steel mounts decorated with
horizontally incised bands, and the locket and chape each
with shaped border en suite with the pommel

74.2cm; 29D in blade

£2000-3000

111
A TURKISH SHAMSHIR, LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY

with curved blade double-edged towards the point and
retaining some silver koftgari foliage at the forte on each
side (light surface rust), engraved gilt-brass hilt comprising
a pair of straight quillons with slender bud-shaped
terminals, back-strap, and a pair of horn grip-scales
retained by three gilt-brass rivets rising to a bulbous
pommel, in its original leather-covered wooden scabbard
with large brass locket and chape engraved en suite with
the cross-piece

85cm; 33I in blade

£600-800

110 111
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VARIOUS OWNERS

112
AN INDIAN TALWAR, 18TH CENTURY

with broad heavy single-edged blade (the forward half
missing), steel hilt of characteristic form, decorated with
silver flowers and foliage in relief, and large disc-shaped
pommel decorated with a large expanded flowerhead
overlaid with silver on the top (small losses)

46.5cm; 18D in blade

£100-150

113
AN INDIAN TALWAR, 19TH CENTURY

with straight fullered blade double-edged towards the
point, etched with a panel of script at the forte on one side,
iron hilt of characteristic form, decorated over its surface
with silver flowers and foliage on a punched ground within
a framework of petals, in its leather-covered wooden
scabbard

68.5cm; 27 in blade

Accompanied by a letter from R.W. Skelton of the Victoria
and Albert Museum stating that the inscription reads, in
translation, ‘The Property of the Great Prince Girdar Singh'.
The only Girdar Singh traced appears in specimens of Urdu
correspondence in the India Library where an order from
the Emperor Shah ’Alam addresses a complaint against
one Girdhar Singh regarding extortion and murder by the
inhabitants of Dinajpur, Haldia and Naurangabad. 

£200-250

114
AN INDIAN SWORD, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with broad double-edged blade formed with a rectangular
ricasso struck with a series of marks, steel hilt, including a
pair of short globular quillons, attenuated langets with
pierced terminals, knuckle-guard with recurved bud-shaped
finial, outer bar-guard chiselled with a pair of birds at the
base, and ribbed pommel drawn-out to a long bud-shaped
finial; and AN INDIAN TALWAR, 19TH CENTURY, with
curved blade, and steel hilt of characteristic form retaining
some silver decoration

the first: 94.5cm; 37D in blade

(2)

£250-350

115
AN INDIAN AXE (TABAR), EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with wedge-shaped head decorated with gold lines around
the borders and foliage at the base, square rear pean, and
contemporary steel haft decorated with a pair of spiralling
gold lines, and knop-shaped terminal (worn)

61.5cm; 24D in 

£600-800

116
A SUDANESE KASKARA, 19TH CENTURY

with broad fullered European blade etched with a lengthy
inscription, possibly including the date 1178 (circa 1764/5)
on one side and with celestial motifs on each side of the
forte, iron hilt, and leather bound grip and pommel, in its
scabbard

85.5cm; 33K in blade

£100-150

114 (part)
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117
AN INDIAN KARD, 19TH CENTURY

with tapering single-edged blade decorated with a panel of
gold koftgari foliage at the base, steel hilt comprised of a
steel collar decorated en suite, and cylindircal ivory grip
with finely carved pommel formed as a gaping beast
(cracks and repairs); and AN INDIAN PESH-KABZ, 19TH
CENTURY, with straight blade of T-section, steel tang
pierced with a series of rectangular panels filled with
rattling balls, the outer surface decorated with gold koftgari
and a pair of shaped ivory grip-scales

the first: 42cm; 16I in 

(2)

£600-800

118
AN INDIAN KHANJARLI, 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY 

with recurved fullered blade decorated with gold scrolls at
the forte (worn), and ivory hilt of characteristic form with
large crescentic pommel; A BURMESE SILVER-MOUNTED
DHA DAGGER, 19TH CENTURY, of characteristic form, with
fluted conical pommel, in its wooden scabbard encased in
silver; ANOTHER, 19TH CENTURY, with ivory hilt, in its
wooden scabbard encased in silver

the first 27cm; 10K in 

(3)

£200-300

119
AN INDIAN DAGGER, 19TH CENTURY

with curved double-edged fullered blade reinforced at the
tip, chiselled with foliage enriched with gold koftgari at the
forte, iron hilt decorated en suite, and fitted with a pair of
shaped ivory grip-scales retained by three rivets (heavily
rusted throughout, grips cracked)

33.6cm; 13D in 

£250-350

120
A TURKISH YATAGHAN, 19TH CENTURY

with slightly curved single-edged blade cut with a brief
stylised inscription on one face and a decorative panel on
the other, the lower portion encased in a chased shaped
white metal panel extending to form the hilt, set with a
greet paste on each side and coral over the back-strap, and
fitted with a pair of large ivory grip scales rising to form an
eared pommel

58.5cm; 23in blade

£400-500

121
AN ARAB JAMBIYA, 19TH CENTURY

with curved polished blade formed with a medial ridge,
decorated with gold at the forte, and ivory hilt of
characteristic form (chipped), in a wooden scabbard
encased in silver decorated with bands of beadwork,
pierced with panels of scrolling foliage and flowers, and
with loops for suspension; and ANOTHER, LATE
19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY of characteristic form, the hilt
and scabbard each decorated with panels of gilt-brass and
silver engraved with flowers and foliage and applied with a
red paste

the first: 29.5cm; 11K in

(2)

£300-400

117
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122
AN ARAB NIMCHA, 19TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged blade, steel hilt of characteristic
form including a pair of strongly down-curved quillons with
bud-shaped finials, an additional bar en suite and following
the profile of the forward quillon, knuckle-guard, and th
grip and pommel each covered with large silver collars
repousée with flowers and foliage; and ANOTHER, EARLY
19TH CENTURY, with European straight double-edged
blade, iron hilt of characteristic form, and horn grip fitted
with a shaped silver collar at the base 

the first: 92cm; 36D in blade

(2)

£400-500

123
A MOROCCAN SILVER-MOUNTED JAMBIYA, 19TH
CENTURY

with slender curved single-edged fullered blade, silver hilt
formed of a ferrule at the base and a faceted elliptical cap
each chased with scrolling foliage, large rhinoceros horn
grip, in its original wooden sheath encased in silver chased
with strapwork and scrolling foliage, fitted at the top with
two rings for suspension, and stamped with a silver mark
on each side of the throat

30.3cm; 12in 

£200-300

124
AN INDIAN SPEARHEAD, 19TH CENTURY

formed of a pair of long slender screw-in blades (one
replaced), moulded base formed as a pair of monsterheads,
and two-stage socket interrupted by raised mouldings and
punched with a brief inscription

44.5cm; 17I in head

£100-150

125
AN ARAB WAHABITE SILVER-MOUNTED JAMBIYA, LATE
19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

with broad curved blade, horn hilt encased in silver bands
decorated with beadwork, and studded with large bulbous
rivets, in its wooden scabbard with large silver locket
decorated en suite and large engraved brass chape,
complete with its leather strap with suspension buckle;
ANOTHER ARAB SILVER-MOUNTED JAMBIYA, LATE
19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY, the pommel cut with a brief
inscription on the reverse, in its scabbard; and ANOTHER
ARAB JAMBIYA AND TWO MOROCCAN JAMBIYAS, each
in its scabbard

the first: 60cm; 23K in 

(5)

£400-500

126
TWO BUTANESE SILVER-MOUNTED DAGGERS, 19TH
CENTURY

the first with straight single-edged blade, silver hilt with
pierced openwork pommel decorated with fish, flowers and
foliage, in its wooden scabbard encased in silver repousée
with foliage, fish and urns; the second decorated with a
bird-of-prey on the pommel and with large disc-guard, in
its leather scabbard with large silver mounts; and
ANOTHER EASTERN DAGGER, 19TH CENTURY, in its
scabbard

the first: 31cm; 12D in

(3)

£100-150

122
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127
A BALKAN SILVER-MOUNTED DAGGER, 19TH CENTURY

with single-edged blade incised with simple foliage on each
side, silver grip cast and chased with foliage in low relief
enriched with small nielloe panels (pommel stone missing),
in an associated silver sheath decorated en suite; AN
INDIAN DAGGER, 19TH CENTURY, with single-edged
blade, green soapstone hilt, in an earlier Turkish silver
sheath chased with an entwined pattern of ribbon, flowers
and foliage on a finely punched ground, and stamped with
a Tughra twice at the mouth; AN INDIAN DAGGER, 19TH
CENTURY, with single-edged blade, highly figured brown
hardstone hilt, in an associated wooden sheath encased in
silver repousée with scrollwork and flowers

the first: 25cm; 9N in 

(3)

£800-1000

128
A BALKAN YATAGHAN, 19TH CENTURY

with slightly curved single-edged blade decorated in gold
koftgari on one side with four linear panels filled with
spurious inscriptions and with a further linear panel filled
with flowers on the other, the lower portion of the blade

enclosed by a shaped silver panel extending to form the
hilt, silver hilt repousée with trophies-of-arms and scrolls,
and eared pommel, in an associated leather-covered
wooden scabbard (worn); and AN INDIAN KATAR, 19TH
CENTURY, with tapering blade formed with a reinforced
point and cut with a pair of converging triangular panels on
each side, steel hilt of characteristic form, and decorated
throughout with gold koftgari cartouches filled with flowers
and foliage

the first: 53.5cm; 21in blade 

(2)

£500-600

129
AN INDO-PERSIAN JAMBIYA, 19TH CENTURY

with slightly curved fullered blade retaining much watered
pattern over its surface and chiselled with a pair of exotic
beasts within a gold frame on each side of the forte, steel
hilt chiselled with flowers and foliage picked out with gold
koftgari, in its original wooden scabbard encased in steel
decorated en suite with the hilt

42.5cm; 16N in

£1000-1200

127 129
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130
A SMALL JAMBIYA, LATE 19TH/20TH CENTURY

with curved double-edged blade incised with a criss-cross
pattern, horn hilt of characteristic form with pointed
pommel and the grip decorated with a band of trellis, in its
leather-covered wooden scabbard; and THREE FURTHER
MIDDLE EASTERN DAGGERS, 20TH CENTURY, including a
folding knife with bone grips

the first: 29.5cm; 11K in 

(4)

£120-180

131
AN INDIAN BHUJ, 18TH/19TH CENTURY

with broad slightly recurved blade swelling towards the tip,
overlaid with a panel of silver engraved with flowerheads,
foliage and trellis pattern at the base, the forte enclosed by
an elephant’s head, tubular gilt-copper haft (rubbed) incised
with further floral motifs, the base incised en suite and with
a concealed knife

the first 62cm; 24G in overall

£500-600

132
A NEPALESE SILVER-MOUNTED SWORD, 19TH CENTURY

with broad double-edged blade (pitted), silver hilt cast and
chased with a gaping monstrous mask issuant from a cloud
at the base, shaped pommel decorated with scrolls on a
punched ground, studded throughout with turquoise and
red pastes in raised settings, in its original wooden
scabbard encased in silver with finely cast and chased
mounts decorated with elaborate scrollwork and foliage
inhabited by monstrous beasts, and set with coloured
pastes; ANOTHER, 20TH CENTURY, with silver mounts
decorated with elaborate scrolls and set with coloured
pastes in raised mounts; ANOTHER, 20TH CENTURY, the
hilt and scabbard each decorated with silver scrollwork and
flowers, set with coloured pastes and with large carved
green soapstone mounts; and ANOTHER, 20TH CENTURY,
with curved blade, engraved shaped silver hilt with
bifuracted pommel, in its scabbard decorated with scrolls
and set with coloured pastes

the first: 76cm; 30 in blade

(4)

£1000-1200
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133
A CAUCASIAN SILVER-MOUNTED KINDJAL, 19TH
CENTURY

with straight double-edged blade strongly tapering towards
the point and cut with four fullers of differing width on each
side, the outer two etched in imitation of watering and
stamped with a mark, nielloed silver hilt fitted with a pair of
horn grip-scales retained by nielloed silver rivets and a
ferrule all decorated with foliage, in its leather-covered
wooden scabbard with large nielloed silver locket and
chape, including an inscription within a square panel
surrounded by foliage and further leaf-shaped panels of
foliage on the inside, and the outer face decorated with
elaborate patterns of flowers and foliage and a stylised city,
and fitted with a single loop for suspension

54cm; 21D in 

£400-500

134
A CAUCASIAN SILVER-MOUNTED KINDJAL, 19TH
CENTURY

with fullered double-edged blade stamped ‘OCMAH’ (light
pitting), wooden hilt encased in silver decorated with niello
patterns of foliage on the inner face, the outer face
decorated with further deigns of repousée and niello
foliage within beaded frames, in its original wooden
scabbard entirely encased in silver decorated en suite with
the hilt, with spherical terminal and a single loop for
suspension (areas of wear)

44.5cm; 17I in

£350-450

133 134
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135
A BONE-HILTED DAGGER, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with hollow-triangular blade cut-down from a small-sword,
retaining etched and gilt decoration including the figure of
Justice, and spirally carved bone grip with a steel collar top
and bottom, in its leather scabbard, also made from a small-
sword (locket replaced); and AN AFRICAN DAGGER, 19TH
CENTURY, with straight double-edged blade, engraved white
metal hilt, and hardwood grip inlaid with white metal wire

41.5cm; 16in

(2)

£200-250

136
A CAUCASIAN KINDJAL, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with slightly curved fullered double-edged blade cut with
two small Cyrillic characters on one side, steel hilt
decorated with gold scrolls, and fitted with a pair of shaped
bone grip-scales retained by three pairs of rivets, two on
shaped iron washers decorated with gold koftgari, in its
leather-covered wooden scabbard with a steel locket
decorated with gold koftgari (chape replaced)

50.5cm; 19P in

£200-250

137
A FINE INDIAN DECORATED GARNITURE, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

comprising char aina, the kulah khud with hemi-spherical
skull formed in one piece and divided into sixteen
triangular panels radiating from a central floral washer,
fitted with a pair of plume-holders, sliding nasal, and
original mail neck-defence, cuirass of four plates each
retaining its decorated buckles, and a pair of mail shoulder
straps, dhal decorated with a series of brief inscriptions, a
pair of bazu bands, and a bow, all profusely decorated with
gold koftgari scrollwork, flowers and foliage, the armour
and dhal all retaining their original padded red silk lining
decorated with gold flowers (light surface rust throughout)

the kulah khud: 11.5cm; 4I in high

(9)

£2500-3500

137
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138
AN INDO-PERSIAN PAINTED BOW, 19TH CENTURY

of tapering cylindrical form, decorated over its surface with
characteristic designs including cartouches, triangular
panels and bands of geometric designs all in polychrome
(losses); and A CHINESE PAINTED BOW, 19TH CENTURY,
applied with horn panels at the front and with shagreen
bands on each side of the grip (losses)

the first: 193cm; 76in 

(2)

£1000-1200

139
A PERSIAN COMPOSITE BOW, 19TH CENTURY

decorated throughout with gilt and polychrome border
ornament, flowers and foliage (worn, losses)

50cm; 19N in

£120-180

140
A RARE TURKISH LEG DEFENCE, EARLY 16TH CENTURY

formed of a shaped main plate embossed with a slender rib
over the fore-arm and stamped with the mark of the

Ottoman Court Arsenal at Hagia Eirene, the borders incised
with linear panels interrupted by conjoined crescents, and
retaining two slender side-plates each joined by links of
rivetted mail and decorated en suite (small areas of pitting
and wear)

40.6cm; 16in

The decoration is notably unusual and retains traces of its
original silver finish. A leg defence of similar form is
preserved in the Nasser D. Khalili collection. See D.
Alexander 1992, p.82, no. 35.

£1200-1800

141
AN OTTOMAN BREAST-PLATE, EARLY 16TH CENTURY

comprising a plain circular plate of very low convex form,
struck with the mark of the Ottoman Court Arsenal at Hagia
Eirene, retaining its five outer plates for protecting the
lower neck and the arm openings, and each joined to the
main plate by later mail of butted links (losses, small chips,
areas of pitting)

37cm; 14I in high

£400-500

140
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142
A RARE INDO-PERSIAN KULAH KHUD OF EXCEPTIONAL
SIZE, 19TH CENTURY

with hemispherical skull formed in one piece, embossed at
the front with a large moustacheod monstrous mask and
around the borders with four smaller embossed masks,
fitted at the top with a pair of horns decorated with silver
koftgari, an ear on the left side (the right missing), and in
the centre with a horned devil’s head with trident finial,
decorated throughout with engraved and chiselled patterns
of characteristic foliage and enriched with gold koftgari,
and retaining a portion of its mail neck-defence of butted
links (nasal bar and a pair of front plume-holders missing,
areas of wear)

49cm; 19D in high

£800-1000

143
A JAPANESE KATANA

with slightly curved single-edged blade with wavey hamon
and cut with a pair of slender fullers on each side running
over almost its entire length, the tang signed Soshu ju
Hiromitsu and pierced with a single hole (two further holes
filled in its life), and in a lacquered saya

52cm; 20I in blade

£600-800

144
A JAPANESE KATANA

with curved single-edged blade (worn), and signed tang
pierced with a single hole, in a WWII saya (worn)

66cm; 26in blade

£120-180

142 143
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145
A JAPANESE KATANA

with curved single-edged blade with wavey hamon on one
side, the tang signed Kanetsune and pierced with a single
hole, and with later grip and saya

55.5cm; 21P in blade

£600-800

146
A JAPANESE KATANA

with slightly curved single-edged blade retaining much
wavey hamon, signed tang pierced with a single hole, and
with cast brass WWII mounts, in its regulation saya; and
two modern katana, each in its saya

the first: 67.3cm; 26I in blade

£300-400

147
A JAPANESE WAKIZASHI

with slightly curved single-edged blade retaining much
wavey hamon on each side, the tang signed Kanesada and
pierced with a pair of holes, in a black lacquered saya

49.5cm; 19I in blade

£600-800

148
A JAPANESE WAKIZASHI

with curved single-edged blade retaining traces of a wavey
hamon, the tang signed Bishu Osafune Norimitsu, and in a
lacquered saya

44.5cm; 17I in blade

£500-600

147
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149
A JAPANESE WAKIZASAHI

with curved single-edged blade, plain tang pierced with
two holes, and modern mounts, in its saya (worn
throughout); ANOTHER, SIMILAR, in its saya (worn
throughout) and two modern katana, each in its saya

the first: 45cm; 17N in blade

(4)

£200-300

150
A TANTO, 19TH CENTURY

the blade of unokubi-zukuri with chiji-midare hamon of nie,
midari-komi boshi, mokume-hada with ji-nie, ubu-nakago
with one mekugi-ana, mumei in a shirasaya; saya of red
and black striated lacquer; iron fuchi-kashira and kojiri with
trailing foliage in gold nunome; iron tsuba with scattered
blossom; gilt floral menuki, (kozuka missing, the tip of the
blade slightly chipped)

23.6cm; 9D in blade

£600-800

151
ELEMENTS OF A JAPANESE ARMOUR

of lacquered plates on padded fabric, comprising of two
arm defences, a skirt for leg defences and a pair of shin
guards, extensively worn 

(5)

£200-300

152
A THREE BARRELLED POLE GUN, 19TH CENTURY,
CHINESE OR AFRICAN

with three barrels arranged in the round, each fitted with a
nipple for a percussion cap, retained by four sweated-on
bands, and with a tapering socket for attaching to a pole at
the base

42cm; 16I in 

£100-150

150
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153
A PAIR OF CAUCASIAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOLS
WITH VIENNESE LOCKS, 19TH CENTURY

with multi-stage tapering barrels fitted with silver fore-sights
and a long silver flat (one tang broken, losses), engraved
rounded locks signed ‘Georg Keiser’ (one steel chipped),
hardwood full stocks profusely inlaid with white metal wire
scrolls and pellets, and spherical butts decorated en suite
(worn throughout, losses)
45cm; 17N in 

(2)

£600-800

154
A BALKAN MIQUELET-LOCK PISTOL, 18TH/EARLY 19TH
CENTURY 

with tapering barrel retained by a single white metal
repousée band at the muzzle, chiselled steel lock, carved
hardwood full stock with butt of so-called rat's tail form

(cracked through), applied with a panel of niello and
repousée white metal over the spine, steel trigger-guard
with acanthus finial and spurred pommel (losses), and
retaining a portion of its ramrod 

46.5cm; 18D in

£300-400

155
A BALKAN SILVER-MOUNTED MIQUELET-LOCK PISTOL,
LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY

with tapering barrel inscribed ‘London’ over the breech and
retained by a large repousée silver muzzle band, engraved
russet iron lock overlaid with a plain silver panel, figured
hardwood full stock, the butt encased in large silver
repousée panels matching the muzzle band, and silver
mounts en suite including spurred ‘rat’s tail’ pommel, trigger-
guard and ramrod-pipe, and iron ramrod (worn throughout)

42.3cm; 16D in

£300-400

153
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European Edged Weapons
156
A FINE LURISTAN BRONZE SHORT SWORD,
10TH-9TH CENTURY BC

in excavated condition, with strongly tapering flat blade
formed with a series of converging ribs along the centre on
each side, integral brass hilt formed with a pair of arms
enclosing the lower portion of the blade, cylindrical grip,
strongly formed two-stage disc pommel, and retaining a
fine green patina overall

53.5cm; 21in blade

A sword of similar form is preserved in the British Museum,
inv. no.135054. 

£800-1000

157
A LURISTAN BRONZE DAGGER, 10TH-9TH CENTURY B.C

in excavated condition, with tapering double-edged blade,
shaped hilt with elliptical pommel, and hollowed on each
face for a pair of grip-scales

38.5cm; 15B in 

£250-350

158
A BRONZE SPEARHEAD, A SMALL BRONZE DAGGER AND
A BRONZE ARROWHEAD, CIRCA 1100-700 B.C.

each in excavated condition, the first with triangular blade
formed with a pronounced medial ridge; the second
tapering over its length and retaining three rivets for
attaching the grip (incomplete); and the third formed with a
medial ridge, short socket, and long tang of square section

the first: 19cm; 7I in 

(3)

£60-80

159
A BRONZE SWORD, CIRCA 1100-700 B.C.

in excavated condition, with long blade formed with a
rounded medial ridge and tapering towards the point,
separate grip formed of a pair of arms enclosing the lower
portion of the blade, swelling ovoid grip, and flattened disc
pommel (cleaned overall, rivets missing)

58.5cm; 23in blade

Painted with an inscription at the forte reading, ‘Hungary
XX.SHA.2.HF’. 

£800-1000

156 157 159
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160
A RARE DAGGER, 14TH CENTURY, PROBABLY SWISS 

in excavated condition, with tapering blade double-edged
over its upper three quarters, stamped with a mark, the
letter 'O' twice conjoined, on one side, rectangular single-
edged ricasso (expertly repaired), the tang retaining a
shoulder on one side, with flattened pointed globular
terminal and pierced with nine holes for retaining a grip

40.5cm; 16in

An almost identical dagger is preserved in the
Landesmuseum Zurich.  See H.Schneider, 1980 p. 206 n.
376 .  

£600-800

161
A COMPOSITE DAGGER, CIRCA 1540, DUTCH OR
GERMAN

in excavated condition, with single-edged blade, iron hilt
with slightly up-turned quillons (a forward branch missing),
side-ring interrupted by a moulding, brass crown-shaped
pommel fitted with an acorn finial, and original wooden
grip; and ANOTHER, CIRCA 1540, with brass hilt including
short brass quillons and small down-turned shell

the first: 37cm; 14in

(2)

Discovered during the dredging of a Dutch polder.

£100-150

160
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162
AN EXTREMELY RARE SOUTH GERMAN MILITARY
BROADSWORD ‘KATZBALGER', SECOND QUARTER OF
THE 16TH CENTURY

in excavated condition, with broad double-edged blade of
flattened-diamond section strongly tapering at the point and
cut with a near full length slender fuller on each face,
rectangular ricasso, steel hilt comprising a pair of horizontally
recurved quillons, each formed of a writhen bar issuant from
a serpent’s head and with near spherical terminal almost
touching the root, moulded quillon block, tapering pommel of
fishtail form with pronounced medial ridge fluted en suite
with the quillons, and retaining its original burrwood grip

78cm; 30N in blade

Very few swords of this distinctive form remain extant. Notable
examples include that of Ulrich von Schellenberg Imperial
FeldOberst (circa 1487-1558), preserved in the Kunthistorisches
Museum, Vienna (inv. nr. A287) and another, with hilt encased
in chased silver and possibly that of Duke Heinrich the Pius of
Saxony (1473-1541), preserved in the Historisches Museum,
Dresden (Inv. 1567 S.110). Another example is preserved in the
Schweizerischen Landesmuseum, Zurich (LM19516). See B.
Thomas & O. Gamber 1976, p.187 no. 97; J. Schöbel & J.
Karpinski 1973, p.84 and p.97, no. 43b; H. Schneider & K.
Stüber 1980, p.73, no. 100. 

£7000-9000

162 (detail)

162
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163
A FINE AND RARE BROADSWORD, LAST QUARTER OF
THE 15TH CENTURY, PROBABLY VENETIAN

with straight double-edged blade of pronounced flattened
section, stamped with a series of small marks within a broad
central fuller between a pair of slender fullers over the lower
third on each side, steel hilt comprising rear quillon with
flattened globular terminal formed with an additional bar
curling along the plane of the blade, forward quillon
extending at a right angle to form the knuckle-guard and
drawn-out at the base to form an additional loop-guard, the
knuckle-guard of flattened section and cut with pairs of
decorative notched lines, square pommel drawn-out on
each side to a raised central moulding, and wooden grip,
perhaps the original (the steel parts with areas of patination
and light pitting, the grip with worm damage)

92.8cm; 36I in blade

The hilt is a variant form of Norman type 6. A large number
of similar swords are preserved in the Armoury of the
Doges Palace, Venice, one such example is struck with the
same series of marks on the blade (inv. no. A300). Other
examples are preserved in the Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna. A number of the swords in the Doges Palace are
impressed ‘CX’ on the grip for the Consiglio Dieci. The
Council of Ten was established in 1310 following a revolt
and was intended as a temporary Government body.
However, it became permanent in 1334 with powers that
increased substantially and, a century later, it was
overseeing the Republic’s diplomatic and intelligence
services as well as managing its military affairs. See A.V.B.
Norman 1980, pp.69-70, plate 9, and U. Franzoi 1990, p.86,
no.151, figs 43, 217.

£4000-6000

163 (detail)

163
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164
A GERMAN MILITARY BROADSWORD, CIRCA 1560-80

with double-edged blade of flattened-hexagonal section
formed with a short fuller on each side (tip bent), stamped
with a latten-lined running wolf mark on one side (small
losses), rectangular ricasso struck with a series of marks,
steel hilt comprising a pair of straight swelling quillons with
bud-shaped terminals, outer ring-guard swelling in the
centre, off-set lower ring-guard joining the upper, plain
inner-guard incorporating a thumb-loop, faceted conical
pommel cut with notches around the centre, later leather-
covered wooden grip, the pommel and ring-guards each
chiselled with a pattern of foliage, and one quillon incised
with and arsenal number on the inner face

112.2cm; 44B in blade

A number of swords of related form are preserved in
Schloss Ambras. See A.V.B. Norman 1980, p.114.

£6000-8000

165
A GERMAN MILITARY BROADSWORD, LAST QUARTER
OF THE 16TH CENTURY

with double-edged blade of flattened-hexagonal section,
stamped ‘Maria’ and ‘IHS’ within a short fuller on the
respective faces, rectangular ricasso stamped with the
bladesmith’s mark between two crosses, steel hilt of
faceted swelling bars, comprising horizontally recurved
quillons with faceted spherical terminals, outer ring-guard,
the lower ring-guard formed with an additional pair of
strongly up turned bars trifurcated inner-guard, faceted
spherical pommel en suite with the quillon terminals, and
later spirally moulded grip of plaited wire

104cm; 41in blade

A German two-hand sword with the same bladesmith’s
mark is preserved in the Royal Armouries, Leeds. See C.J.
Ffoulkes 1915, pp. 261-262. The letters IHS, also known as
the sacred monogram, have been in use since the 9th
Century. During the time of San Bernadino of Sienna (1380-
1444) they gained their use as letters of veneration and, in
the following century, they were adopted as the device of
the Society of Jesus. 

£4000-5000

164 165
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166
A GERMAN MILITARY SWORD, THIRD QUARTER OF THE
16TH CENTURY

with straight blade double-edged towards the tip, cut with a
pair of long slender fullers of differing length along the
back-edge and stamped with a series of marks, three pairs
of sickles and the letters ‘ONO’ arranged vertically with a
pair of stars between on each side, the blade tip very
slightly shortened, blackened steel hilt of ribbon-like bars,
comprising a pair of straight quillons with bud-shaped
terminals, outer ring-guard swelling towards the centre,
knuckle-guard, an additional forward arm joining the
knuckle-guard to the ring and joined to the centre of the
knuckle-guard by a further s-shaped bar, a pair of arms
joined to the ring-guard by a pair of diagonal bars, inner-
guard formed of a saltire arrangement of slender rounded
bars, faceted plummet-shaped pommel, original leather and
rayskin-covered two-stage moulded grip, and retaining
some early blackened finish

82.5cm; 32I in blade

This sword belongs to a distinctive group associated with
Schloss Ambras, Tyrol. A number of swords in this group
have blades by the Bavarian court swordsmith Ulrich
Diefstetter. The so-called sickle mark on the present sword
is encountered on blades of both Italian and German type:

a number are stamped ‘Ferara’ and ‘Genoa’ and further
examples are preserved in the Landeszeughaus, Graz.

£3000-4000

PROPERTY REMOVED FROM A STYRIAN CASTLE

167
A RARE EAST EUROPEAN HUSSAR’S SABRE, LATE
16TH/EARLY 17TH CENTURY, PROBABLY POLISH

with slightly curved blade double-edged for its last third,
formed with a strongly tapering point, cut with a broad
shallow fuller on each side and stamped with a mark at the
forte, steel hilt comprising straight tapering cross-piece, a
pair of slender langets, acutely curved shaped pommel cap
(knuckle-chain missing), and retaining its original leather-
covered wooden grip, in its original leather-covered
wooden scabbard with oval mounts pierced with crescents
and circles exposing a red velvet backing, the lowest band
applied with brass, and with a pair of suspension loops,
one retaining its ring

82cm; 32D in blade

A number of swords of this type are preserved in the
Landeszeughaus, Graz, inv. nos. BL 166,167,168. See P.
Krenn 1997, pp.34-35. 

£1000-1200

166 167
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VARIOUS OWNERS

168
A FINE GERMAN TWO-HAND PROCESSIONAL SWORD,
LATE 16TH CENTURY

with long broad blade of flattened-hexagonal section
widening towards a short spear point, cut with a running
wolf mark retaining traces of latten on one face, and the
ricasso formed with a pair of up-turned flat lugs and
retaining much of its original leather and wood covering,
steel hilt retaining much of its original blue-black finish,
comprising a pair of drooping quillons of diamond section
with tightly curled terminals, cut with small decorative
panels, applied with pairs of slender iron coils towards the
terminals, symmetrical inner and outer ring-guards each
filled with a fleur-de-lys projection, boldly fluted plummet-
shaped pommel with punched and incised linear panels,
and retaining its original leather-covered wooden grip (the
leatherwork with small expert restorations)

126.5cm; 49N in blade

Exhibited: The Royal Hospital Chelsea, 2nd September
2006 (private exhibition).

A very similar sword with a closely related mark on the blade
is preserved in the Landeszeughaus, Graz, inv. no. BL40.

£6000-8000

169
A COMPOSITE GERMAN TWO-HAND SWORD, EARLY
17TH CENTURY AND LATER

with double-edged wavy blade of flattened-diamond
section, the ricasso formed with a pair of crescentic up-
turned lugs and covered with leather over its lower portion,
iron hilt of flattened bars decorated with pairs of incised
lines, comprising slightly down-turned quillons formed with
a pair of tightly curled scrolls at the terminals and a pair of
curled lugs at the base, inner and outer ring-guards,
compressed plummet-shaped pommel chiselled with an
expanded flowerhead on the top, and leather-covered
wooden grip

121cm; 47K in blade

£1500-1800

168 169
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170
A RARE SWEPT-HILT RAPIER, LATE 16TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY FRENCH OR NORTH ITALIAN

with slender blade of flattened-diamond section,
rectangular ricasso struck with the bladesmith’s mark, a
Maltese cross, on each side, iron hilt of rounded bars,
comprising down-turned slightly forward-canted quillon
with swollen tip, engraved quillon block chiselled with
circular mouldings at the joins with the the arms and
drawn-out at the base to a scrolling finial on each side,
knuckle-guard with recurved tip chiselled as a gaping hairy
monster, upper and lower ring-guards each swelling slightly
in the centre, the upper joined to the knuckle-guard by an
additional bar and at the base to a pair of arms, trifurcated
inner-guard, barrel shaped pommel decorated at the base
en suite with the quillon block, and original grip of plaited
wire and ‘Turks’ heads’

112.8cm; 40G in blade

The hilt conforms to Norman type 57. 

£4500-5500

171
AN ITALIAN SWEPT-HILT RAPIER, LATE 16TH/EARLY 17TH
CENTURY

with blade of flattened-diamond section, recessed
rectangular ricasso struck with the bladesmith’s mark, in a
shield the letters MS(?) arranged vertically beneath a
crown, and ‘Caino’ on the respective faces, steel hilt of
slender rounded bars, comprising straight quillons,
knuckle-guard, upper and lower ring-guards, the former
joined to the knuckle-guard by an additional bar, a pair of
arms joining the ring-guards at the base, trifurcated inner-
guard, tapering cylindrical pommel, and early grip of
plaited wire and ‘Turks’ heads’ 

113cm; 44I in balde

The inscription Caino probably refers to the place of
manufacture, some nine miles from Brescia, rather than a
family of bladesmiths of that name. An Italian swept-hilt
rapier stamped with the bladesmith’s mark of the so-called
Master S of Caino was sold Sotheby’s Olympia, 7th
December 2001, lot 38. See A.V.B. Norman 1986, p.123 and
L.G. Boccia & E.T. Coelho 1975, p.385.

£3000-4000

170 171
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172
A NORTH EUROPEAN PAPPENHEIMER RAPIER,
CIRCA 1630

with straight blade of flattened-hexagonal section, stamped
‘INETERNON’ and ‘CONFONDAR’ between a series of
decorative marks within a short fuller on the respective
faces, rectangular ricasso struck with a crowned F mark
three times and a further mark on each side (rubbed),
symmetrical steel hilt of faceted bars, comprising straight
quillons swelling towards the tips, fluted écusson, knuckle-
guard, upper ring-guard joined to the knuckle-guard by an
additional bar, lower ring-guard joined to the upper by a
pair of short C-shaped bars, fitted with a sprung-in plate
pierced with a series of stars, circles and squares and
enriched with punched dots, faceted ovoid pommel, and
later grip bound with plaited wire and ‘Turks’ heads’ 

111.8cm; 44in blade

£4000-5000

173
A NORTH EUROPEAN SWORD RAPIER, EARLY 17TH
CENTURY, POSSIBLY ENGLISH

with broad tapering blade of flattened-hexagonal section,
stamped ‘HS HHHS’ between a series of decorative marks
within a pair of short fullers on each face, steel hilt formed
of a series of near square-section bars, including a pair of
vertically recurved quillons swelling at the tips, knuckle-
guard , outer guard formed of a bifuracted frontal bar
joining the knuckle-guard to the quillons, fitted at the base
with a figure-of-eight shaped plate joined to the outer ring-
guard by a pair of curved short arms and to the inner-guard
by a short flat bar, slender inner-guard, thumb-hook,
faceted globular pommel, and wooden grip with an early
binding of plaited wire with ‘Turks’ heads’ (light pitting,
cleaned throughout)

91cm; 35N in blade

£2500-3500

172 173
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174
AN ENGLISH RAPIER, CIRCA 1630

with double-edged blade cut with a pair of slender fullers
over half of its length on each side, tapering ricasso, steel
hilt formed of a symmetrical arrangement of flattened bars,
comprising vertically recurved quillons, upper and lower
ring-guards, the latter joined to a scalloped plate by a pair
of short curved arms, and the former joined to the knuckle-
guard by a diagonal bar, faceted ovoid pommel, and later
grip bound with plaited silver wire and ‘Turks’ heads’ (the
hilt refinished)

11.8cm; 44in blade

The hilt of this sword is a variant of Norman type 86. A
sword of similar formed is preserved in the Royal
Armouries, Leeds. See A.V.B. Norman 1980, pp.160-161
and A.R. Dufty 1974, p.20, pl.28b.

£3000-4000

175
AN ENGLISH DISH-HILT RAPIER, CIRCA 1630-40

with straight slender blade (the tip slightly shortened),
stamped ‘Me Fecit’ and ’Solingen’ within a deep fuller on
the respective faces and pierced with a series of circles and
rectangular panels, steel hilt comprising a pair of straight
quillons with tightly scrolling terminals (restored), cup-
guard formed as an eight petalled flower, drawn-up at the
rear to form the knuckle-guard, pierced and chiselled
throughout with scrolling tendrils with monsterhead
terminals, foliage and grotesque masks, globular pommel
decorated with foliage and naïve masks, and later grip
bound with plaited wire and ‘Turks’ heads’

89cm; 35in blade

A sword with a hilt of similar form is illustrated in L.
Southwick 1982, no.104, p.50.

£2000-2500

174 175
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176
A GERMAN EXECUTIONER’S SWORD, EARLY 18TH
CENTURY

with broad double-edged blade of characteristic form,
etched with a bird feeding upon a bouquet of fruit, the
inscription ‘Justisia’, a Cherub holding the scales of justice
within a laurel wreath, and the further inscription ‘Profide Et
Patri’ and a rampant lion on one side and further designs
including the inscription ‘Nemcer Hut Mo’ on the other,
steel hilt including a pair of faceted tapering quillons,
faceted plummet-shaped pommel, and wooden grip bound
with brass wire and a collar top and bottom, in its leather
scabbard with large plain brass mounts

83.8cm; 33in blade

£2000-2500

177
A DUTCH CAVALRY SWORD OF THE TYPE ASSOCIATED
WITH THE AMSTERDAM TOWN GUARD, SECOND HALF
OF THE 17TH CENTURY

with double-edged blade stamped ’SAHAGAM’ within a
short fuller and cut with a running wolf mark on each side,
stamped with the bladesmith’s mark and Amsterdam Town
mark at the forte, steel hilt of characteristic form, including
inner and outer ring-guard each fitted with a sprung-in plate
pierced with a series of stars and circles, scrolling quillon
stamped with a clover leaf mark on the reverse, knuckle-
guard, thumb-loop, and compressed plummet-shaped
pommel, and the grip bound with twisted wire and ‘Turks’
heads’

89cm; 35in blade

For a discussion of this group see H.L.Visser 1996, pp.144-
157.

£800-1000

176 177
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178
A NORTH EUROPEAN BACKSWORD, MID-17TH CENTURY

with straight blade double-edged towards the point, struck
with a mark at the forte, steel hilt of flattened bars including
down-curved quillon, moulded knuckle-guard, outer ring-
guard fitted with a heart-shaped pierced sprung-in plate
and joined to the pommel by an additional arm en suite
with the knuckle-guard, inner-guard fitted with a further
pierced plate, thumb-loop, flattened heart-shaped pommel,
and later wire-bound grip

86.4cm; 34in blade

£500-600

179
A VENETIAN SCHIAVONA, SECOND HALF OF THE 18TH
CENTURY 

with tapering blade cut with three slender near full-length
fullers, rectangular ricasso retaining an early leather
covering, steel hilt with basket-guard of flattened bars, cut
with a brief cyrillic inscription at the front, incorporating
thumb-loop, forward-curled moulded quillon, brass shield-
shaped pommel cast with a grotesque in relief on each
side, and wooden grip bound with plaited brass wire

97.5cm; 38D in blade

£600-800

180
A SCOTTISH BASKET-HILTED BROADSWORD, SECOND
QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY

with broad flat tapering blade stamped ‘Me Fecit Solingen’
and with a series of decorative marks including the letter S
within three short fullers on each side (rubbed), decorated
with the later inscription ‘Right and Prosperity To Scotland’
on one side and ‘No Union 17--’ on the respective faces,
steel basket-hilt of rounded bars carrying rectangular and
alternating broad and slender panels each with cusped
edged and pierced with a series of hearts and circles,
scrolling quillon (repaired), fluted bun-shaped pommel, and
later grip (pitted throughout)

83cm; 32I in blade

£800-1000

178 179 180
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181
A DECORATED SPANISH CUP-HILT RAPIER, 19TH
CENTURY

with slender blade cut with a short fuller, steel hilt including
a pair of writhen quillons with button terminals, knuckle-
guard formed en suite, cup-guard with roped brim, the
outer surface chiselled with crowned grotesque masks
issuant with foliage terminating in further grotesques, and a
wreath around the base of the blade, compressed bun-
shaped pommel, and the grip bound with plaited wire and
‘Turks’ heads’; and A CUP-HILT RAPIER IN 17TH/18TH
CENTURY STYLE, MODERN

the first 99cm; 39in

(2) 

£800-1000

182
A SPANISH CUP-HILT RAPIER, EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with straight blade of flattened-hexagonal section, stamped
‘In Solingen’ within a short fuller on each face, steel hilt
including a pair of straight quillons with trumpet-shaped
terminals, knuckle-guard formed en suite, plain cup-guard,
pierced guardapolvo, compressed bun-shaped pommel,
and the grip with later wire binding with ‘Turks’ heads’

92cm; 36I in blade

£600-800

181 182
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183
A RARE HUNTING SWORD WITH TORTOISESHELL
VENEERED HILT, THIRD QUARTER OF THE 18TH
CENTURY, PROBABLY GERMAN

with associated French blade, steel hilt cast and chiselled
with geometric ornament, including down-turned shell,
moulded quillon with ovoid terminal, knuckle-guard
interrupted by a faceted oval moulding, and swelling
faceted grip entirely covered with tortoiseshell

77.5cm; 30I in blade

A series of hunting swords with tortoiseshell veneered
grips are preserved in the Stibbert Musuem, Florence.

£600-800

184
AN ENGLISH SILVER-MOUNTED HUNTING SWORD, LATE
17TH CENTURY

with slightly curved fullered blade double-edged towards the
point and stamped with a series of marks on one side
(rubbed), silver hilt comprising slightly down-turned quillon
with globular terminal, knuckle-guard interrupted by a central
moulding, moulded ferrule and cap pommel each engraved
with leaf ornament, and original grip of natural staghorn

44.5cm; 17I in blade

£600-800

185
A GERMAN WAIDBLÄTT FROM A HUNTING TROUSSE,
THIRD QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

with heavy wedge-shaped blade formed with a clipped-
back point and with a slender fuller along the back-edge on
one side, integral tang chiselled with simple linear
ornament along the back-edge, moulded quillon and
ferrule, fitted with side-ring formed with a pointed strongly
down-turned projection, and a pair of natural staghorn grip-
scales over brass fillets, retained by three iron rivets with
large domed iron caps; and A SMALL KNIFE FROM A
HUNTING TROUSSE, THIRD QUARTER OF THE 17TH
CENTURY, tapering blade double-edged at the tip, and
staghorn grip en suite with the waidblätt

the first: 47cm; 18I in 

(2)

£300-400
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186
A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, LATE 18TH CENTURY

with broad slightly curved blade double-edged towards the
point, cut with a long shallow fuller and etched with
scrolling foliage on each side at the forte, gilt-brass hilt
including cross-piece engraved with flowers on a beaded
background and bone grip retained by three pairs of rivets
with oval gilt-brass heads, in its original wooden scabbard
with engraved gilt-brass mounts en suite with the hilt (the
scabbard extensively worn); ANOTHER HUNTING SWORD,
19TH CENTURY, with straight double-edged blade etched
and gilt with trophies on a blued panel at the forte (worn),
steel hilt including down-turned shell-guard, and natural
staghorn grip, in its steel-mounted leather scabbard, the
locket stamped ‘Kohl’; and ANOTHER HUNTING SWORD,
18TH CENTURY, with slightly curved blade double-edged
at the point, and hardwood grip inlaid with a spiralling line
of staghorn and a series of moon masks (hilt incomplete),
and retaining a portion of its leather scabbard

the first: 60cm; 23K in blade

(3)

£600-800

187
AN AUSTRIAN HUNTING SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged blade formed with a clipped-back
point, etched with a hussar in contemporary dress beneath
the inscription ‘Vivat Pandur’ on each side at the forte, gilt-
brass hilt comprising stout cross-piece engraved with

flowers and festoons, and cap-pommel engraved with
expanded flower heads, green-stained spirally carved horn
grip retained by a pair of rivets each covered with an oval
gilt-brass washer, and in its original leather scabbard with
brass locket and chape

48.8cm; 19D in blade

£800-1000

188
A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, LATE 18TH CENTURY

with slightly curved broad single-edged blade, short steel
cross-piece pierced with a trellis pattern centring on a
rococo bouquet, engraved steel collar, and figured
hardwood shaped grip retained by three pairs of rivets with
oval washers, and the grip incised with patterns of wavy
lines in imitation of horn; and ANOTHER, THIRD QUARTER
OF THE 18TH CENTURY, with slightly curved broad blade
double-edged towards the point (repaired), steel hilt
including short down-curved quillon, curved knuckle-guard,
and shaped hardwood grip retained by three pairs of rivets
with oval heads

the first: 54cm; 21D in blade

(2)

A hunting sword of similar form to the first is preserved in
the Metropolitan Museum of Art New York, see H.L.
Blackmore 1971, ill. 34.

£600-800

187 188
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189
A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, MID-19TH CENTURY

with straight blade double-edged towards the point, etched
and gilt with foliage, trophies-of-music and a stag on a
blued panel at the forte (worn), German silver hilt including
a pair of slightly recurved quillons with cloven hoof
terminals, and cap pommel cast with a Wolf mask, and
natural staghorn grip, in its original leather-covered
wooden scabbard with German silver mounts
(accompanying knife missing)

57cm; 22M in blade

£400-500

190
A SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1750

with colichemarde blade etched with foliage and a sun-in-
splendour on each side at the forte (shortened), steel hilt
including double shell-guard pierced with pierced trellis
pattern within wavy borders, quillon block decorated en
suite, pierced globular pommel, knuckle-guard and ovoid
pommel matching the shell, and retaining an early grip of
plaited wire with ‘Turks’ heads’

68cm; 26N in blade

£350-450

191
A GERMAN SMALL-SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY

with hollow-triangular blade decorated with gilt foliage,
trophies and the bladesmith’s initials ‘I.G.B.’ on a blued
panel over the lower portion, steel hilt comprising double
shell-guard pierced with differing trophies-of-arms within a
scrolling frame, globular quillon, knuckle-guard, and ovoid
pommel pierced with foliage, and retaining an early grip of
plaited wire and ‘Turks’ heads’

84.5cm; 33D in blade

£300-400

189 190 191
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192
A NORTH EUROPEAN SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740

with two-stage blade inlaid with a running pattern of brass
flowers and foliage, steel hilt including short quillon with
faceted globular terminal, small double shell-guard,
knuckle-guard interrupted by a faceted spherical moulding,
faceted globular pommel, decorated throughout with
etched foliage and later grip; and A COMPOSITE SMALL
SWORD, 18TH CENTURY, with earlier blade stamped ‘Hans
Moun Solindio’ within a short fuller on each side, steel hilt
including shallow-bowl-shaped guard, and the quillon,
knuckle-guard, pommel and grip each decorate with a
faceted pattern

79cm; 31in blade

(2)

£700-900

193
A TRANSITIONAL SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1680

with associated blade of flattened-rounded section stamped
‘Inini’ on each side at the forte and cut with a very short
fuller, steel hilt of moulded bars including down-curved
quillon with fluted barrel-shaped terminal, inner and outer
shell-guards each fitted with a sprung-in plate pierced with
a panel of holes within a foliate frame, moulded knuckle-
guard joined by a pair of scrolling bars at the base, and
fluted pommel en suite with the quillon (later grip)

74.2cm; 29D in blade

£800-1000

194
A TRANSITIONAL SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1680

with blade of flattened-hexagonal section retaining traces of
a bladesmith’s stamp within a pair of short fullers on each
side, fluted steel hilt including double shell-guard, a pair of
flattened quillons swelling towards the terminals, a pair of
arms, and ovoid pommel, and later grip bound with plaited
wire and Turks’ heads’

84.5cm; 33D in blade

£700-900

192 193 194
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195
A FINE FRENCH SILVER-HILTED SMALL-SWORD, PARIS
CHARGE MARK FOR 1768-1774

with hollow-triangular blade, silver hilt cast, cast, pierced
and chased with rococo ornament in low relief, comprising
double-shell-guard decorated on the outer face with
differing trophies-of-arms and on the inner face with
differing trophies-of music, each within oval garland frames
and against an elaborate trellis background enclosed by a
festooned border, a pair of arms each decorated with
laurel, one struck with silver marks including the maker’s
mark, quillon-block decorated with further trophies on each
side, quillon and knuckle-guard en suite with the shell,
pierced ovoid pommel decorated with a trophy-of-arms on
the front and a garland on the rear, and original grip bound
with plaited wire and riband (loose)

83.8cm; 33in blade

£1000-1200

196
A SMALL-SWORD WITH CUT STEEL HILT BY JEFFERYS &
JONES, COCKSPUR STREET, LONDON, CIRCA 1780

with hollow-triangular blade etched and gilt with scrolling
foliage on a blued panel at the forte, steel hilt formed of
numerous faceted steel beads of differing size, including
oval shell-guard, a slightly canted quillon, knuckle-guard,
urn-shaped pommel and swelling grip (incomplete, losses),
in its parchment-covered wooden scabbard with steel
mounts including signed locket (chape missing); A SMALL-
SWORD BY DRURY, CUTLER TO HIS MAJESTY, CIRCA
1790, with hollow-triangular blade etched with scrollwork
over the lower portion, steel hilt including oval shell-guard,
knuckle-guard and solid grip each inlaid with twisted
patterns of copper wire (pommel missing, knuckle-guard
broken, hilt loose, worn), in its parchment-covered wooden
scabbard with signed steel locket; A SMALL-SWORD, LATE
18TH CENTURY, with etched blade, and steel hilt including
shell-guard studded with an alternating design of flowers in
faceted beadwork inside; and TWO FURTHER SMALL-
SWORDS, LATE 18TH CENTURY (worn)

the first: 81.5cm; 32B in blade

(5)

Jefferys & Jones are part of a prominent firm of Royal
goldsmiths, jewellers and sword retailers operating at 20
Cockspur Street from 1765-1828. Jefferys and Jones are
recorded on a bill dated 21st November 1775 for ‘a very
rich studded steel sword, a rich Moroco Belt, and a packing
case’. See L. Southwick 2001, p.150. 

£700-1000

195
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198
FINE EAST EUROPEAN SILVER-MOUNTED SABRE, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

with curved fullered blade double-edged towards the point,
etched with a sun-in-splendour, a moon mask and
scrollwork over the forte on each side, silver hilt cast and
chased with rococo scrolls in low relief, including a pair of
quillons with scalloped and bud-shaped terminals
respectively, langets decorated with a scalloped pattern and
set with a turquoise paste at the front, pierced back-strap
formed of a series of scrolls enclosing scallop shells and
flowers, set with three turqoise pastes in raised mouldings,
beaked pommel decorated en suite, and original velvet-
covered grip, in its velvet-covered wooden scabbard with
large silver mounts comprising chape, middle-band and
locket each cast and chased with scrolls enclosing scallop
shells and flowers en suite with the hilt, the inner face
retaining traces of early gilding and the outer with
turquoise pastes in raised settings, and with a pair of rings
for suspension (the velvet with areas of wear), and stamped
throughout with the makers mark, the letters CW conjoined,
and silver mark 12 each in a shaped cartouche

71.5cm; 28B in blade

£4000-5000

199
A SWORD IN SAXON EARLY 17TH CENTURY STYLE

with double-edged blade cut with a running wolf mark
between a pair of slender lines, tapering ricasso stamped
with a mark on each side, steel hilt of faceted bars
including moulded ring-guard fitted with a pierced sprung-
in plate, flattened faceted ovoid pommel, and the grip
bound with silver wire embossed with a criss-cross pattern
and ‘Turks’ heads’

97cm; 38D in blade

£1200-1800

200
A RAPIER IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

with blade of flattened-diamond section, steel hilt of
flattened rounded bars including vertically recurved
quillons and a pair of frontal bars each with scallop shell
terminals, flattened ovoid pommel decorated with
scalloped ornament, and the grip bound with plaited wire;
and A BRASS-HILTED RAPIER IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE,
20TH CENTURY

the first: 85cm; 33I in blade

(2)

£500-600

198

197
A SMALL-SWORD WITH CUT-STEEL HILT, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with hollow-triangular blade etched blued and gilt with
garlands, trophies and a strung horn on a blued panel at
the forte, steel hilt including pierced oval guard set with
faceted beads on the inner face, the outer face retaining
traces of blued finish, urn-shaped pommel applied with
further faceted beads, swelling grip en suite, and retaining
its original knuckle-chain, in its original fishskin-covered
wooden scabbard with steel mounts en suite with the hilt;
and ANOTHER, SIMILAR, EARLY 19TH CENTURY, with
slender blade etched and gilt with foliage, steel hilt applied
with faceted studs and chiselled with scalloped ornament
(shell-guard missing), in its scabbard with steel mounts en
suite with the hilt

the first: 80.5cm; 31N in blade

(2)

£350-450
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206
A PAPPENHEIMER RAPIER IN THE STYLE OF 1630

with 18th Century broad tapering blade engraved with sun
and moon masks, steel hilt of characteristic form, including
a pair of vertically recurved quillons and knuckle-guard
each formed with knop-shaped terminals, large mushroom-
shaped pommel, and wire-bound grip

95cm; 35I in blade

£700-900

199

201
A SWEPT-HILT RAPIER IN EARLY 17TH CENTURY STYLE

with blade of flattened-diamond section stamped ‘Respice’
twice within a short fuller on each side, steel hilt of
rounded bars including quillon with swelling down-turned
terminal, and fluted ovoid pommel, and wire-bound grip
with ‘Turks’ heads’

98.5cm; 38N in blade

£400-500

202
A SWEPT-HILT RAPIER IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE

with fullered blade, steel hilt of rounded bars including a
pair of straight quillons with trumpet-shaped terminals,
triple ring-guard, fluted ovoid pommel, and wire-bound grip
with Turks’ heads’

90cm; 35I in blade

£600-800

203
A DECORATED SWEPT-HILT RAPIER IN 17TH CENTURY
STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

with two-stage blade pierced with an arrangement of slots
and circles within its lower portion, steel hilt of flattened
bars including vertically recurved quillons, knuckle-guard,
upper and lower ring-guards, the pommel chiselled with a
differing profile mask on each side, and spirally moulded
wire-bound grip

103cm; 40I in blade

£800-1000

204
A COMPOSITE SWEPT-HILT RAPIER, 17TH CENTURY AND
LATER

with doubled-edged fullered blade, steel hilt of slender
rounded bars including a pair of vertically recurved quillons
swelling towards the tips, outer ring-guard fitted with an
additional bar above joined to the knuckle-guard and
beneath to the arm, lower ring-guard, trifurcated inner-
guard, fluted barrel-shaped pommel, and wire-bound grip

84.5cm; 33D in blade

£700-900

205
A RAPIER IN GERMAN EARLY 19TH CENTURY STYLE

of the type associated with the Munich Town Guard, with
tapering blade cut with a short fuller on each face,
rectangular ricasso, steel hilt of flattened bars, and
wire-bound grip

96.5cm; 38in blade

£600-800
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207
TWO DECORATIVE SPEARS, 19TH CENTURY

with leaf-shaped blades decorated on one side with a
symmetrical arrangement of foliage enclosing a stylised
fleur-de-lys, moulded necks, faceted sockets, each on its
wooden haft with steel shoe

21.5cm; 8I in heads

(2) 

£300-400

208
TWO BOAR SPEARS, 18TH CENTURY

each with leaf-shaped blade formed with a medial ridge,
tubular socket, a pair of short straps, on its wooden haft
with steel shoe

57cm; 22G in heads

(2)

£300-400

209
TWO EUROPEAN MILITARY SPEARS, 16TH CENTURY

each of robust hollow-diamond section, formed with a
conical socket at the base, and a pair of long straps, on a
later wooden haft (two straps shortened)

69cm; 27B in and 62cm; 24I in

(2)

£600-800

210
TWO INFANTRY SPEARS, 16TH CENTURY

the first with broad leaf-shaped blade of flattened-diamond
section, reinforced tip, conical socket, and a pair of long
straps, on a later wooden haft, the second of similar form,
in excavated condition, on a later wooden haft

53.5cm; 21in; and 44.5cm; 7I in heads

(2)

£400-500

207 208
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211
A LEADING STAFF, 19TH CENTURY

with two-stage double-edged blade, the lower portion
pierced with a series of geometrical shapes and retaining
some gold-painted finish, moulded neck, and a pair of short
straps, on a wooden haft (the head patinated)

32.5cm; 12N in head

£200-250

212
TWO BRASS-MOUNTED POLES FOR GUIDONS, 19TH
CENTURY

each with screw-in steel spike, moulded globular brass
neck and tapering socket, on a faceted wooden haft; and A
SPONTOON, 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY, with pierced
brass head, moulded brass neck, and wooden haft

24cm; 9I in head

(3)

£250-350

213
A MACE IN LATE 16TH CENTURY STYLE

of cast iron, with six-flanged head and decorated haft; TWO
HORSEMAN’S AXES IN 16TH CENTURY STYLE; A
PERSIAN SMALL JAMBIYA, 19TH CENTURY, of iron, the
hilt and scabbard decorated with koftgari silver; A LARGE
INDO-PERSIAN DOUBLE-HEADED AXE, 19TH CENTURY,
the head decorated with silver koftgari; and AN INDO-
PERSIAN FINIAL FROM A HAFTED WEAPON, 19TH
CENTURY

the first: 66cm; 26in

(6)

Provenance: The Counts von der Asseburg-Rothkirk,
removed from Scloss Falkenstein (the first four pieces) 

£400-500

209 210
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214
A RARE ITALIAN HALBERD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY VENETIAN

with broad central blade engraved with foliage (rubbed) ,
cut with a cusped pattern and fitted beneath with a broad
steel collar formed of six vertical loops each interrupted by
a chiselled mask, forward leaning axe-blade pierced and
engraved with designs of foliage and stylised
monsterheads, fitted with a bronze warrior mask on each
face, triangular rear fluke pierced and engraved en suite
and fitted with a pair of matching bronze masks, fitted with
later spiked transverse bolt, a pair of straps (restored), on a
later wooden haft

78.5cm; 30P in head

Another halberd from this distinctive group was sold in
these rooms, 28th June 2006, lot 347, £4320. 

£1500-2000

215
AN ITALIAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with long spike of diamond section, forward leaning curved
axe-blade pierced with a pair of cross-shaped apertures,
formed with a pierced rounded lug behind the upper and
lower tips, the former with a reinforced point, pierced
reinforced rear fluke, and a pair of long straps, on a later
wooden haft

110.5cm; 43I in head

£800-1000

214 215
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216
AN ITALIAN BILL (RONCONE), EARLY 16TH CENTURY

with tapering spike of diamond section, flat hook-shaped
blade stamped with a series of eye lash marks along the
back edge, straight reinforced rear fluke, a pair of basal
lugs, rectangular socket, and a pair straps, on a later
wooden haft

77cm; 30D in head

£800-1000

217
A LUGGED SPEAR, LATE 15TH CENTURY

with tapering blade of flattened-diamond section, short
recessed neck, a pair of triangular basal lugs, conical
socket, on a later wooden haft fitted with a pair of straps

53cm; 20N in head

£1400-1800

218
A RARE ITALIAN PARTISAN, CIRCA 1530-40

with broad tapering long blade formed with a medial ridge
and a pair of slightly up-turned basal lugs, decorated over
the lower portion with pointillé decoration, faceted tapering
socket, and a pair of later straps, on a later wooden haft
(the head pitted)

84.4cm; 33D in head

A number of partisans with similar pointillé decoration and
almost certainly from the guard of Henry VIII are preserved
in the Royal Armouries, Leeds. See G.M. Wilson 1985,
pp.15-20.

£1400-1800

216 217 218
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219
AN ITALIAN SPEAR, SECOND QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with broad tapering blade engraved on one side of the
blade with a coat-of-arms, six birds in a shield, and a single
bird within a wreath on the other, struck beneath with the
gothic letters ‘FT’ on either side of a two-stage medial ridge
running over the shaped recessed lower portion, and
faceted socket fitted with a moulded latten collar top and
bottom (the tip with a small chip), on a fabric-covered
wooden haft

76cm; 30in head

£700-900

220
AN ITALIAN BRANDISTOCK, EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with long central spike of diamond section, a pair of
strongly up-curved basal lugs, moulded collar, faceted
socket, and a pair of later straps, on a later wooden haft

72.5cm; 28I in

£400-500

219 220
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221
A SWISS POL-AXE, LATE 16TH CENTURY

with slightly curved axe-blade formed with diagonal back-
edges of differing length, and robust rear spike stamped
with a mark on each side, on a later wooden haft fitted with
four straps, perhaps the original

21cm; 8I in head

A pol-axe struck with a similar mark is preserved in the
Schweizerisches Landesmuseum. See Dr E.A. Gessler
1928, Taf 12. 

£800-1000

222
A GERMAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with long central spike of diamond section, forward leaning
axe-blade pierced with a circular arrangement of holes and
two further groups of three holes, pierced rear-fluke
stamped with a mark, a pair of long straps, decorated over
its surface with later etching (worn), on a wooden haft fitted
with an additional pair of straps 

127cm; 50in head

£400-500

223
A GERMAN HALBERD, LATE 16TH CENTURY

wirth broad leaf-shaped blade formed with a medial ridge,
the lower portion of the axe-blade formed with a small
cusp (the remainder removed), plain rear fluke, faceted
tapering socket, on a later wooden haft

41cm; 16D in head

£350-450
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224
A GERMAN ETCHED HALBERD OF THE SAXON
ELECTORAL GUARD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY

the head formed with a slender triangular spike with strong
medial ridge extending to a basal socket, short neck cut
with decorative cusped edges, and etched on both sides
with a two-stage scrollwork cartouche filled with foliage on
a blackened granular ground, plain flat hook-shaped rear
fluke fitted with an additional up-turned lug at the base (the
lower lug removed), S-shaped blade with cusped inner
edges, etched with a strapwork oval cartouche on both
sides, enclosing on one side the arms of Saxony and on
the other the arms of the Archmarshalship of the Holy
Roman Empire, and tubular socket extending to a pair of
straps: on a later wooden haft strong medial ridge

94cm; 33in head

A number of halberds of similar form and decoration
incorporate the abbreviated inscription CDAHZSC on the
rear spike for Christian der Andere Herzog zu Sachsen
Churfürst. See Kienbusch 1963, no. 571.

£2500-3500

PROPERTY REMOVED FROM A STYRIAN CASTLE

225
A FINE GERMAN ETCHED HALBERD OF THE GUARD OF
THE EMPEROR FERDINAND I, DATED 1558

with tapering central blade formed with a medial ridge,
crescentic axe-blade, and flat rear fluke, both sides etched
with a pattern of scrolling leafy tendrils on a matted
granular ground, incorporating the date on the fluke, and
the axe blade charged with the fire steels and ragged
crossed staves of Burgundy impaling a coronet and
dividing the cypher FAR, etched socket extending to a pair
of straps, on an early wooden haft, perhaps the original,
with an additional pair of side-straps (areas of light wear)

57cm; 22I in. 

Ferdinand I was born in Madrid on the 10th March 1503,
the younger brother of the Emperor Charles V. In 1526 he
was elected King of Bohemia following the defeat of
Suleyman the Magnificent. In 1529 his forces successfully
repelled the assault of Sulyeman at the first siege of
Vienna. In 1531 he was elected king of the Romans, making
him the designated heir of his brother. This continued the
process which would eventually convert the crowns of
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Bohemia and Hungary into the hereditary possession of the
Habsburgs. In 1538 Ferdinand succeeded to the crown of
Hungary from Prince John Zápolya by the treaty of
Nagyvárad/Grosswardein. In 1556 Charles V resigned the
empire to him though Pope Paul IV refused to acknowledge
Ferdinand. On March 14th 1558 Ferdinand assumed the title
Holy Roman Emperor without being crowned by the Pope. 

Another halberd from this group was sold Sotheby’s
Hanover, 5th October 2005, lot 259, £5185. 

£2500-3000

226
A RARE HALBERD, FIRST HALF OF THE 16TH CENTURY,
GERMAN OR SWISS

with tapering spike of diamond section formed with a
recessed rectangular panel at the base, crescentic axe-
blade cut with cusped rear edges, down-curved rear spike,

a pair of straps, and the head retaining traces of pointilée
decoration, on a later wooden haft

50.5cm; 19P in head

A pol-axe of very similar form is preserved in the Wallace
Collection, no. A928.

£1000-1400

227
A GERMAN HALBERD, LATE 16TH CENTURY

with central spike of diamond section, forward leaning
slightly curved axe-blade pierced with a slipped trefoil and
cut with cusps on the rear edges, rear spike stamped with a
mark on one side and pierced and cusped en suite, and a
pair of long straps, on a later wooden haft 

49.5cm; 19I in head

£600-800
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228
A GERMAN HALBERD, LATE 16TH CENTURY

with central spike of diamond-section, slightly curved
forward leaning axe-blade pierced with a quatrefoil, rear
spike pierced en suite, and a pair of straps (shortened), on
a later wooden haft with an additional pair of later straps

51.5cm; 20D in head

£500-600

PROPERTY OF A GERMAN NOBLEMAN 

229
A HALBERD, LATE 16TH/EARLY 17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY ITALIAN

with central spike of diamond section stamped with two
marks and lightly engraved at the base, engraved crescentic
axe-blade pierced with shaped holes and formed with a pair
lugs shaped as bird heads (a pair of spikes missing from the
sides), engraved rear spike pierced en suite and formed
with a reinforced tip, engraved socket, a pair of long plain
straps, on an early chip carved wooden haft

95.5cm; 37K in head

£800-1000
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230
A SWISS HALBERD, 17TH CENTURY

with stout central spike, long slightly curved axe-blade
stamped with a mark on one side (rubbed), triangular rear
fluke cut with a small projection above, a pair of long
straps, on its wooden haft fitted with a pair of additional
straps

99.5cm; 39D in head

For a halberd of strikingly similar form struck with a similar,
possibly the same, mark see J.A. Meier, p.245 and ill. 20. 

£1500-2000

231
A RARE GERMAN LINSTOCK, 17TH CENTURY

formed as a double-headed eagle, with central spike of
diamond-section, the base with a pair of heads each fitted
with a screw for fixing match, a pair of feathered wings and
four-clawed talons, engraved with patterns of feathers
throughout, moulded socket, and retaining much early
tinned finish throughout: on a later wooden haft

A similar linstock, formerly in the Beardmore collection, is
preserved in the Kretzschmar von Kienbusch Collection,
The Philadelphia Musuem of Art, no. 610. Another from the
Nuremberg Castle collection, was sold 1890, lot 1941.

£1000-1200
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VARIOUS OWNERS

232
AN EAST EUROPEAN MACE, 17TH CENTURY

with near spherical head formed of eight shaped flanges
and fitted with a moulded button finial at the top, tapering
polygonal haft formed with a raised moulding top and
bottom, the lower portion of tapering cylindrical form and
decorated with spiralling lines arranged in fours, and later
wooden grip (light pitting, the haft with small holes along
the seam)

68cm; 26N in

£1800-2200

233
AN EAST EUROPEAN MACE, 17TH CENTURY

with spherical head formed of six near semi-circular
flanges, cylindrical haft formed with a raised collar beneath
the head and pierced for a thong, the grip formed with a
raised moulding at the top and bottom, decorated with
spiralling linear ornament, and with a button finial top and
bottom (pitted throughout)

53.4cm; 21in

£1200-1800

234
A SAXON MINER’S GUILD AXE, LATE 17TH CENTURY

with iron blade pierced with a slipped quatrefoil and
stamped with a cross and orb mark on one side, square rear
pean, figured hardwood haft inlaid over its full surface with
pellets and engraved plaques, including a pair of praying
miners in contemporary dress at the foot of the cross at the
top, and engraved bone basal cap engraved with the
crossed swords of the Archmarshallship of the empire, the
owners initials IME, and a miner’s axe and hammer (losses)

71.8cm; 28D in

£800-1000

235
A DECORATED AXE IN 16TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY 

with stout central spike chiselled with beadwork around the
base, shaped axe blade chiselled with a mounted armoured
knight on one side and with a panel of scrolling foliage on
the other, set with nine conical spikes on the socket, on its
hardwood haft profusely inlaid with engraved staghorn
masks and pellets enriched with brass stars and wire, and
staghorn basal cap carved in relief with a pair of Herculean
figures clubbing a monster, and with iron suspension loop

76.5cm; 30B in overall

£800-1000
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A SPONTOON, SECOND QUARTER OF THE 18TH
CENTURY, POSSIBLY SAXON

with broad spear-shaped head, near circular pierced neck,
tapering moulded socket inscribed with an arsenal number,
on a later wooden haft adapted for mounting a flag

28cm; 11in head

A spontoon of similar form is preserved in the Stadt- und
Bergbau Museums, Freiberg. See K.Hilbert 1998, p.128, no.
196.

£300-350

237
TWO BAVARIAN PARTISANS FROM THE GUARD OF CARL
THEODORE, ELECTOR OF THE PALATINE, CIRCA 1777-95

with minor differences, each with broad double-edged
blade tapering to a spiked point, etched with the crowned
Electoral monogram on each face, faceted socket formed
with a pair of straps, on its original wooden haft fitted with
conical iron shoe (the heads each pitted, one monogram
refreshed, one haft warped)

93

33.5cm; 13D in and 35cm; 13N in heads

(2)

£600-800

238
A RARE ELIZABETH II YEOMAN OF THE GUARD
PARTISAN

etched and gilt with the crowned Royal Arms above the
Royal cypher on a blued panel within a gilt frame, white
metal socket and straps, on its wooden haft with white
metal shoe and complete with its tassel

69.5cm; 27I in head

PROVENANCE:
Wilkinson Sword Company

Partisans from this group rarely come on to the market as
the entire stock at the Tower of London and St James’s
Palace is normally sent to Wilkinson Sword Company to
have the new cypher applied with the change of each
monarch. 

£500-600
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239
ANOTHER ELIZABETH II YEOMAN OF THE GUARD PARTISAN

similar

69.5cm; 27I in head

Provenance:
Wilkinson Sword Company

See footnote to previous lot.

£500-600

240
AN OFFICER’S SMALL-SWORD BY BLAND & FOSTER, ST
JAMES’S, LONDON, CIRCA 1788-91

with straight single-edged blade of regulation type,
engraved with the crowned Royal arms on each side and
inscribed with the maker’s signature on the back-edge,
polished steel hilt including boatshell guard (chipped), a
pair of recurved quillons with flattened globular terminals,
faceted pommel, and original grip of plaited wire, complete
with its original signed steel locket, chape and a portion of
its leather scabbard (the mounts pitted)

82.5cm; 32I in blade

John Highmore Bland was Royal sword Cutler and
Beltmaker to George III working at 68 St James’s Street. He
was joined by Robert Foster in 1787.

£300-400

241
TWO RARE DIRKS AND TWO RELATED MINIATURES OF
GENTLEMEN, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

the first dirk with curved slender blade double-edged
towards the tip, etched and gilt with foliage and a trophy-
of-arms on a blued panel, gilt-brass hilt including recurved
quillons and diamond-shaped langets engraved with a tiger
mask on each side, gilt-brass grip engraved with a marine
monster and a scallop shell, and lion-head pommel (the hilt
loose, knuckle-chain missing), in its wooden scabbard
covered with shagreen and with large shaped gilt-brass
mounts engraved with foliage; the second dirk, with curved
single-edged blade (rusted), gilt-brass cross-piece with
engraved button-shaped terminals (one vent), engraved
ferrule, and ivory grip carved with a pair of spiralling lines,
and rising to a bulbous pommel fitted with a floral rivet
head on each side, in its leather scabbard with gilt-brass
mounts including middle band decorated with a female
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figure and an anchor; and two contemporary framed and
glazed hand painted miniatures, one depicting an Officer, of
the East India Company

the first: 28.5cm; 11D in 

(4)

By family tradition these all relate to the illustrated Officer
of the East India Company. 

£1000-1200

242
A SCOTTISH DIRK, 20TH CENTURY

with broad blade etched ‘Robert Allison & Son Ltd,
Glasgow’ formed with a notched back-edge, hilt of
characteristic form with silver coloured mounts decorated
with thistle foliage, the grip carved with basket-weave
designs, and the pommel set with a foil-backed piece of
glass, in its scabbard complete with by-knife and fork en
suite; and TWO MODERN COPIES OF SCOTTISH BASKET-
HILTED BROADSWORDS, each in its scabbard

the first: 44.5cm; 17I in 

(3)

£250-350

243
A MILITARY HANGER, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY,
ENGLISH OR AMERICAN

with slightly curved blade cut with a long fuller along the back-
edge on each side (shortened), brass slotted hilt (bent, two
bars broken), spirally fluted pommel, and banded wooden
grip, in its leather scabbard with engraved brass chape

56cm; 22in blade

£200-250

244
A 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY SWORD

the blade retaining some etched and gilt decoration
incorporating the crowned Spanish Royal arms, gilt-brass
hilt with folding shell-guard, and retaining its original grip of
twisted silver wire and with its sword knot

86.3cm; 34in blade

£350-450

245
A 1796 PATTERN LIGHT CAVALRY TROOPER’S SWORD

the blade inscribed ‘Runkel, Solingen’ on the back-edge
(pitted throughout); and a VICTORIAN 1845 PATTERN
INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD BY HENRY WILKINSON,
NO.19471 FOR 1874, with etched blade, in its regulation
brass scabbard 

the first: 83cm; 32N in blade

(2)

£250-350

244

246
SEVEN BLADES FOR 1796 PATTERN HEAVY CAVALRY
SWORDS

twenty-four ramrods for regulation percussion muskets, a
pair of chin-scales for a cavalry helmet, a Malaysian kris,
and four various jambiya, a tribal bow, two fencing epées,
and further miscellaneous items, all contained in a Victorian
uniform case

(qty)

£350-450

247
A VICTORIAN NAVAL OFFICERS SWORD BY STILLWELL &
SON, LONDON

with etched regulation blade, brass hilt with folding side-
guard, in its original brass-mounted leather scabbard

79cm; 31in blade

£200-250
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248
A MASONIC SWORD BY WOODS, LONDON

with straight double-edged blade etched with foliage and
the owner’s name, brass hilt of characteristic type, and
wire-bound grip

72.5cm; 28I in blade

£60-80

249
THE POST 1902 ROYAL NAVAL RESERVE OFFICER’S
SWORD OF LIEUTENANT WILLIAM HUGH LEADBEATER

complete with its scabbard and sword knot (the sword knot
worn); together with a contemporary framed and glazed
photograph of Leadbeater, and a quantity of paperwork
including his Ordinary Indenture, dated 1883, his
appointment as Sub Lieutenant in the Royal Naval Reserve
dated 1894, his appointment as Lieutenant in 1895, and
certificates for Torpedo instruction, Gunnery and Pilotage
(small tears), all contained in a steel tube 

82.5cm; 32I in 

(3)

£300-400

THE PROPERTY OF A GERMAN NOBLEMAN

250
A GERMAN OFFICER’S SMALL-SWORD, LATE 18TH
CENTURY

with earlier fullered blade pierced with a series of slotted
circles, burnished steel hilt including boatshell guard and a
pair of straight swelling quillons, and original grip

82.5cm; 32I in blade

£400-500

251
A GERMAN SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740

with straight blade of flattened-hexagonal section etched
and gilt over the lower portion, brass hilt cast and chased
in low relief including scrolls, tendrils and martial trophies
all on a finely punched ground and original grip bound with
plaited silver wire and Turks’ heads

83cm; 32N in blade

£500-700
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252
A GERMAN OFFICER’S SMALL-SWORD, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with straight blade of flattened hexagonal section,
rectangular ricasso, brass hilt incorporating a boatshell
guard, a pair of straight tapering quillons, ovoid pommel
and original grip bound with plaited copper wire

80cm; 31I in blade

£200-250

253
A GERMAN OFFICER’S SMALL-SWORD, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with straight two-stage blade stamped ‘En Toledo’ within a
short fuller on each side, fluted brass hilt incorporating a
boatshell guard, a pair of tapering quillons with small
bud-shaped terminals, ovoid pommel and original grip
bound with plaited brass wire

80.5cm; 31N in blade

£200-250

254
A GERMAN OFFICER’S SMALL-SWORD, 19TH CENTURY

with straight blade double-edged towards the tip, brass
triple-bar hilt, back-strap extending to form a cap pommel,
and original wire-bound leather grip

94.5cm; 37D in blade

£250-350

255
A GERMAN OFFICER’S SMALL-SWORD, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with straight fullered blade double-edged towards the
point, brass hilt incorporating a boatshell guard, a pair of
straight tapering quillons, ovoid pommel and original grip
bound with plaited copper wire

84.5cm; 33D in blade

£200-250
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256
A GERMAN OFFICER’S SMALL-SWORD, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with straight fullered blade double-edged towards the
point, gilt-brass hilt incorporating a boatshell guard, a pair
of straight tapering quillons, ovoid pommel and original
grips of gilt-brass cast in imitation of wire binding

84.5cm; 33D in blade

£250-300

257
A GERMAN ROBE SWORD, 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with earlier straight double-edged blade cut with a full-length
narrow fuller and etched with a pair of serpents towards the tip
on each side, the forte engraved with three crowned portrait
busts surrounded by scrolling foliage and stamped ‘--rt Sint in
der Not --Gelts werth’ and ‘--Guter freunt -- in Wolpruirts’ within
a pair of short fullers on the respective faces, rudimentary steel
hilt comprising straight cross-piece with pierced flattened
circular terminals, and compressed pommel and the grip
bound with plaited wire and a faceted collar top and bottom

80cm; 31I in blade

£450-550

VARIOUS OWNERS

258
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1848 ARTILLERY OFFICER’S SABRE

the blade retaining traces of etching, brass hilt cast in relief
including square langets, the outer decorated with crossed
cannon, wire-bound fishskin-covered grip, retaining a
portion of its leather knot, in its scabbard 

82cm; 32I in blade

£250-350

259
SIX PRUSSIAN MODEL 1848 INFANTRY SHORTSWORDS

each stamped ‘Weyersburg Kirschbaum & Co. Solingen’ at
the forte, and with a crowned W above ’86’

64cm; 25D in 

(6)

£300-350

257 258 259
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260
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1852/79 SABRE

with etched pipe-backed blade, nickel-plated hilt, original
fishskin-covered grip, and retaining its leather thumb-loop,
in its nickel-plated scabbard (light rust throughout)

86cm; 33P in blade 

£250-300

261
A SAXON MODEL 1867 INFANTRY OFFICER’S DEGEN

with straight polished blade inscribed ‘C.A Westmann
Dresden’ and ’ Eisenhauer Garantiert’ within a pair of long
fullers on the respective sides, brass regulation hilt with
folding double shell-guard, retaining its sword knot, in its
scabbard, applied with the crowned Royal cypher of
Johann I (worn)

76.8cm; 30D in blade

£300-400

262
A PRUSSIAN CAVALRY OFFICER’S SWORD, DATED 1869

with slender curved fullered blade etched over the forte
and signed ‘Eichwede in Hannover', brass hilt cast and
chased in low relief, including square langets and knuckle-
guard decorated with crossed flags, and with an inscription
incorporating the date on the back-strap, in its scabbard
(the hilt blade and hilt rubbed, the scabbard patinated)

80.5cm; 31N in blade

£200-250

263
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1889 INFANTRY GUARD OFFICER’S
SABRE

with brass hilt retaining traces of gilding incorporating the
cypher of Kaiser Wilhelm II, engraved with the owner’s
coat-of arms on the pommel, the grip applied with
enamelled Garde star on one side (very small chips),
retaining its original leather thumb loop, in its scabbard

75.5cm; 29N in blade

£300-400
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264
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1889 INFANTRY GUARD OFFICER’S
SABRE BY M. NEUMANN, HOFLIEFERANT, BERLIN

with etched deluxe blade inscribed with the maker’s name
on the back-edge, and a presentation inscription on a
rectangular panel at the forte, brass hilt retaining traces of
gilding, incorporating the cypher of Kaiser Wilhelm II and
engraved with the owner’s coat-of-arms on the pommel
(areas of corrosion), the grip applied with enamelled Garde
star on one side (the enamel with losses), retaining its
original leather thumb loop, in its scabbard

81cm; 31N in blade

£400-500

265
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1889 INFANTRY GUARD OFFICER’S
SABRE

the blade by Weyersberg, Kirschbaum & CLE, Solingen,
brass hilt retaining traces of gilding, incorporating the
cypher of Kaiser Wilhelm II, the grip also applied with the

crowned gilt cypher, retaining its original leather thumb
loop, in its scabbard

78cm; 30N in blade

£300-400

266
A PRUSSIAN INFANTRY OFFICER’S DEGEN, SECOND
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with straight fullered blade double-edged towards the point
and etched with foliage over the lower portion, brass
regulation hilt including double shell-guard (each bent up-
wards), and urn-shaped pommel cast with acanthus (the
grip binding loose and with losses), in its brass-mounted
leather scabbard; ANOTHER, MID-19TH CENTURY, with
straight fullered blade double-edged at the point, in its
brass-mounted leather scabbard (the belt-hook now
detached)

the first: 83.5cm; 32P in blade 

(2)

£250-300
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267
A GERMAN SWORD FOR A CHILD, SECOND HALF OF THE
19TH CENTURY

with straight single-edged blade, brass hilt cast with foliage
in low relief and wire-bound fishskin-covered grip, in its
scabbard; ANOTHER, LAST QUARTER OF THE 19TH
CENTURY, with curved fullered blade, engraved steel hilt,
fishskin-covered grip, in its scabbard (the hilt bent, areas of
wear)

the first: 53.5cm; 21in blade

(2)

£100-150

268
A PRUSSIAN ARTILLERY OFFICER’S SWORD, LATE
19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

with pipe-backed blade inscribed ‘Eisenhauer’ and
‘Damaststahl’ on a scroll on the respective faces, regulation
brass stirrup hilt cast with a pair of crossed cannon on the
cross-piece, in its scabbard

76cm; 29P in blade

£200-250

269
A GERMAN CAVALRY OFFICER’S SABRE, CIRCA 1900

with curved fullered blade etched and gilt with trophies and
foliage over the lower portion, gilt-bass hilt cast in relief,
including down-turned quillon with lionhead terminal,
langet with a warrior mask, and back-strap decorated with
foliage rising to a lionhead pommel, and original fishskin-
covered grip, in its scabbard with two brass mounts each
carrying a ring for suspension

83.8cm; 33in blade

£350-450

267 268 269
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270
A GERMAN CAVALRY OFFICER’S SABRE, CIRCA 1900

with slender fullered blade etched with foliage over the
lower portion, gilt-bass hilt cast in relief, including down-
turned quillon with lionhead terminal, langet with a warrior
mask on the front and engraved with the owner’s coat-of-
arms on the reverse, back-strap decorated with foliage
rising to a lionhead pommel, and original fishskin-covered
grip, in its scabbard 

86cm; 33N in blade

£350-450

271
A PRUSSIAN ARTILLERY OFFICER’S SABRE

with etched blade, regulation brass stirrup hilt, wire-bound
fishskin-covered grip, in its steel scabbard with two brass
mounts for sling swivels (worn)

80.5cm; 31N in blade

(2)

£200-250

272
A GERMAN OFFICER’S SWORD, LAST QUARTER OF THE
19TH CENTURY

with regulation curved fullered blade, brass stirrup hilt with
plain square langets, and fishskin-covered grip (losses), in
its scabbard (worn)

77cm; 30D in blade

£150-200

273
A GERMAN MAMELUKE-HILTED SWORD IN THE TURKISH
TASTE, 19TH CENTURY

with curved fullered blade, brass cross-piece with globular
terminals, and horn grip rising to a swollen pommel, in its
leather-covered wooden scabbard with large brass mounts
(worn throughout)

60.5cm; 23N in blade

£300-400
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274
FOUR FRENCH CHASSEPOT BAYONETS 

two dated 1869 and two dated 1874, in their scabbards

(4)

£120-180

Militaria
275
AN AUSTRIAN MODEL 1798/1809 INFANTRY HELMET

of leather, with a tall comb bound with brass (fur crest and
plume missing), brass helmet plate embossed with the
initials ‘F II’ for Franz II (1792-1835) and with the letter ‘D’ on
the corner, a pair of brass cockades, brass-mounted peak,
and a pair of leather ear-defences with a thong for securing
under the chin ( areas of wear)

31cm; 12D in high

£500-600

276
A GERMAN CAMPAIGN WATER BOTTLE, 19TH CENTURY

with leather-covered glass body, and retaining a portion of
its carrying straps; A CARVED WOODEN FLASK, and A
GERMAN POWDER-FLASK, 18TH CENTURY, of flattened
cow horn

the first: 22.5cm; 8K in high

(3)

£80-100

277
A PAIR OF HANOVERIAN EPAULETTES, 19TH CENTURY

each with gold bullion fringes, fitted with gilt buttons, padded
red felt undersides, and contained in their original box, the lid
stamped ‘Wilhelm Stahl, Dusseldorf’ (the rank badges
removed); A PAIR OF EPAULETTES, 19TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY HANOVERIAN, each with a large applied white
metal crescent, silver bullion fringes, and with padded white
felt undersides, in their original case (the case worn)

(2)

£300-400

275
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278
AN OFFICER’S TUNIC

of blue cloth, with red collar, silver bullion epaulettes, each
with blue chevrons and applied with a pair of star-shaped
buttons, and with plain copper buttons at the front

£350-450

279
A PRUSSIAN OFFICER’S GREATCOAT

of field grey cloth, with red-lined blue collar, and brass
buttons decorated with the Imperial crown

£200-250

280
A PRUSSIAN OFFICER’S GREATCOAT

of field grey cloth, with blue collar fitted with a pair of red
straps, and with plain copper buttons throughout

£150-200

281
A PRUSSIAN DRAGOON OFFICER’S PICKELHAUBE

with leather skull fitted with round spike on a cruciform
base retained by fluted star-shaped rivets, gilt-brass helmet
plate and chin-scales, the latter retained by a black cockade
on the left and a red cockade on the right, retaining much
original gilding throughout (the leather with cracks, minor
wear and losses): its original leather case

23.5cm; 9D in high

£1200-1800

282
A PRUSSIAN LANCE CAP FOR AN OFFICER OF THE
WESTPHALIAN NO. 5 LANCER REGIMENT

with padded leather skull, white metal helmet-plate, the
finial with white felt underside, trimmed in silver and blue
piping and complete with its chin-scales (cockades
incomplete, areas of wear and fading): in its original leather
case

15.2cm; 6in high

£1000-1200

281 282
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283
THE SILVER-MOUNTED DRESSING CASE OF CAPTAIN S.G.
HARDING, LONDON SILVER HALLMARKS FOR 1914-15

including two ivory-mounted razors, boot-hooks, scissors,
numerous pill boxes, and powder containers, the silver lids
engraved with the owner’s crest, contained in a two-tiered
velvet-lined case veneered in rosewood, the corners bound
with brass and the lid fitted with an escutcheon engraved with
the owner’s initials, and retaining part of its original leather
cover embossed ‘Captain S.G. Harding’ (one pillbox chipped)

‘Lieut. Harding is the Regimental Survey Officer of 53
Heavy Regiment RA. On 24th Oct. 44 he was ordered to
survey four battery positions in the region of Schindel to
enable the Regiment to harass the enemy retreating across
the river Maas. While on his reconnaissance his jeep was
blown up by a mine and his driver was killed. Although
suffering from severe shock and injuries, Lieut. Harding
completed his task and the positions were ready for
occupation by the guns that evening.’ Taken from Army
Form W.3121.

Lieutenant S.V.G. Harding was mentioned in despatches, 4
June 1946. His Second World War group were sold Morton
& Eden, 13th December 2005, lot 135. 

£500-600

284
A GROUP OF THREE PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS OF
AERONAUTICAL INTEREST COVERING THE PERIOD
1928-40

(3)

£120-180

283
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285
A FINE AND RARE SOUTH GERMAN COMPOSITE
TOURNEY ARMOUR, AUGSBURG CIRCA 1580, THE
CUIRASS STRUCK WITH THE SO-CALLED TRISKELES
MARK OF ANTON PEFFENHAUSER

comprising close helmet of heavy make formed of a one-
piece skull rising to a high roped comb, fitted at the nape
with a brass plume-holder decorated with arabesque
interlace (its right arm cracked through) and pierced to
either side of it with a pair of lace-holes for the rear ends of
the internal cross-straps, each fitted with a brass eyelet
(one missing), visor, upper bevor and bevor attached by
common pivots (the right replaced, the left missing), each
secured at the right side by a spring-catch, that for the
visor lacking its combined pull and lifting-peg, that for the
upper visor of sliding form, that for the bevor locked by a
swivel-hook, visor of ‘frog-mouthed’ form with a centrally-
divided vision-slit, prow-shaped upper bevor pierced at the
right side with twenty-eight small circular ventilation holes,
and three articulated gorget-plates front and rear, the front
ones descending to an obtuse central point, the helmet
retaining many of the internal lining-bands, breastplate of
deep ‘peascod’ from, finely roped at the neck and stamped
with the triskeles mark beneath, moveable gussets at the
arm openings (the left associated), associated hinged lance-
rest attached by two screws, fauld of one lame and

pendant tassets each of three upward-overlapping lames,
matching backplate formed in one piece with projecting
flange at the waist, the breastplate and backplate joined by
hinged hasps and studs at their sides, and each struck
internally with the pearled A mark of the city of Augsburg, a
pair of large characteristic asymmetrical pauldrons, the
right with a narrow front, formed of seven upward
overlapping lames, the left with a broad front, formed of six
upward-overlapping lames, vambraces of fully articulated
construction, each formed of a tubular upper and lower
cannon, the former fitted with a turner of three lames, and
a winged bracelet-couter of three lames, right gauntlet
formed of a flared and slightly pointed cuff with a fixed
inner plate, boxed at its lower end, an articulated inner
wrist-lame, seven upward-overlapping metacarpal-plates, a
shaped knuckle-plate and four scaled finger-defences sewn
to an underlining leather glove (thumb-defence missing),
cuisses each of four upward-overlapping lames, separated
between the third and fourth, and fixed at their lower ends
with winged poleyns of five lames overlapping outwards
from the third, and tubular greaves each cut at the heel
with a slit to accommodate a spur, and at the front with an
arch to receive an integral sabaton of eight lames that
overlap inwards to the fourth, the last forming a toe-cap
that narrows to its end, the armour decorated at its main
edges with file-roped inward turns (areas of pitting and
heavy patination throughout, the greaves, sabatons and
tassets possibly restored, the straps with some
disarticulations), stand not included

The armour is of a kind worn in the tourney which
originally took the form of a mock battle fought between
two teams of mounted contestants armed with rebated
lances and swords. However, by the late 16th Century it
had evolved into a simpler sport, often referred to by
modern writers as the tourney course, in which individual
mounted contestants fought with rebated swords alone.

The triskeles or triquet mark is the coat-of-arms of the
celebrated Augsburg armourer Anton Peffenhauser
(recorded 1545-1603). It is seen on his etched iron epitaph,
formerly in an Augsburg church, inscribed Master Antonius
Peffenhauser with his two wives and fourteen children. This
armour is related to another by this armourer, also struck
with the triskeles mark, preserved in the Wallace Collection,
no. A45. Together they may have formed part of a series
ordered from Peffenhauser for the Bavarian Electoral
armoury in 1579. 

The present armour is also struck with a number of marks
related to the Wallace Collection example, including dots,
crescent-shaped marks and the fir cone mark of the City of
Augsburg. These are found on the bevor, the gorget, the
pauldrons, and the cuisses. The pearled A mark is found
inside the cuirass as already noted, inside both cuisses and
inside the right-hand pauldron (the latter is rubbed and
largely obscured).

See J. Mann 1962, p.54, A.V.B. Norman 1986, p.19, A. von
Reitzenstein 1975, pp.72-77, and 1971, pp.111-127.

£35000-45000

Armour
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286
A COMPOSITE GERMAN FLUTED FIELD ARMOUR IN THE
SO-CALLED MAXIMILLIAN FASHION, CIRCA 1515-1530 

comprising close helmet formed of a rounded one-piece
skull rising to a low roped medial comb, bellows visor and
bevor attached by later common rivets, the former roped at
the front of the step beneath its centrally divided vision slit,
pierced with ten horizontal ventilation slots and fitted at is
right side with a short lifting peg (replaced), the latter
flanged outwards at its lower to form a short front neck-
guard (lower right corner with a small welded repair) and
secured to the skull at the right of the neck by a spring-
catch (replaced), and rear neck-guard of three lames (each
with a welded repair at the left end), collar of four lames
front and rear (originally of 'almain' type), the top lames
finely etched with foliate scrolls on a stippled ground (one
lame at each side modern), breastplate formed of a
rounded main plate with detachable folding lance-rest,
movable gussets at the arm-openings, waist-lame and fauld
of the two separable lames (the first associated, the second
restored), and tassets each of four lames, backplate formed
of a main plate with a pair of side plates and a waist-lame
(associated) flanged outwards to form a short culet cut with
a shallow notch at the centre of its lower edge, the main
plate struck at its upper edge with the quality control mark
of the city of Nuremberg, long spaudlers, each of seven

lames overlapping outwards from the third, and articulated
by transverse sliding-rivets to fully articulated vambraces
formed of a tubular upper and lower cannon fitted at the
inside of the elbow with a narrow lame, and a couter of
three lames, the central lame projecting inwards at the
front as a large flat oval wing with a medial pucker (the
spaudlers and vambraces with internal patches), a pair of
later circular besagews each with an applied conical boss at
its centre, gauntlets each formed of a short straight-ended
cuff with a hinged inner plate, five metacarpal-plates in the
case of the left one and six in the case of the right, a
knuckle-plate decorated with a roped transverse rib, five
finger-plates in the case of the left one and eight in the case
of the right, and a hinged thumb-defence (the right
restored) terminating in a pair of scales (the gauntlets not a
pair), cuisses each formed of a gutter-shaped main plate
fitted at its upper edge with a crescentic extension-plate
and its lower edge with a winged poleyn of four lames
(associated, not a pair, internal repairs), tubular full-length
greaves each pierced at the heel with a pair of holes for
attaching a spur and cut at the front with an arch to
accommodate a sabaton of nine lames overlapping inwards
towards the fourth, the last forming a toe (the sabatons
associated and possibly later), the armour decorated
throughout with boldly fluted ornament framed in many
cases by incised lines, and at its main edges with boldly
roped inward turns, accompanied by recessed borders in
most cases (showing some pitting and wear overall,
especially on the helmet, vambraces, gauntlets and
cuisses): on a wooden mannequin with a moulded
rectangular wooden base 

PROVENANCE 

The greaves and sabatons: Sir Edward Barry, Ockwells
Manor, Berkshire, sold Sotheby's 5 July 1965, lot 33 

John. F. Hayward, sold Sotheby's, London, 1st November
1983, lot 28 

EXHIBITED 

The Art of the Armourer, Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, 19 April - 5 May 1963, Cat no. 4, p.9. 

£50000-70000
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287
A COMPOSITE GERMAN CUIRASSIER'S ARMOUR BY THE
MASTER HM OF NUREMBERG, CIRCA 1620 

comprising collar formed of a single plate front and rear,
associated one-piece pikeman's breastplate struck with a
maker's mark (indistinct), flanged outwards at its V-shaped
waist to receive a pair of long tassets each of fourteen
lames separable between the fourth and fifth, and
terminating in a poleyn of five lames with a small side wing
issuing from the third, associated one-piece backplate with
outwardly flanged lower edge and struck with a maker's
mark (indistinct), large symmetrical pauldrons each of nine
lames overlapping outwards from its fourth, the latter
decorated at the front and rear with groups of brass-
capped rivets arranged in concentric circles, and connected
by a turner decorated at its upper edge with a triangular
boss to three-piece vambrace formed of tubular upper and
lower cannons, the lower of 'tulip-shape', narrow bracelet-
couter articulated by a pair of internal leathers, two
gauntlets (not a pair) each formed of a flared and obtusely-
pointed cuff with a fixed inner plate, a wrist lame, the left
with five metacarpal-plates and the right with six, a shaped
knuckle-plate, scaled finger-defences and winged thumb-
defence terminating in matching scales, each fitted with an
old lining-glove of canvas and a later internal wrist-strap, all
elements painted black over an early blackened finish
(partly worn), decorated at the main edges (except for the

cuirass) with plain inward turns accompanied by recessed
border, the subsidiary edges with bright bevels
accompanied by single incised lines, and struck with the
quality control mark of the city of Nuremberg accompanied
by the maker's mark (except the cuirass), within a shield the
initials HM over a winged cherub's head (the backplate with
short cracks at neck and left arm-opening; the left pauldron
and turner slightly disarticulated, buckles and minor fittings
replaced throughout) 

It would appear from surviving examples of marked pieces
that the Master HM was active from the late 16th to the
early 17th Century. His mark is on a morion in the Wallace
collection, London, Cat No. A114, forming part of a series
made for the guard of the Elector August of Saxony (1553-
86). However, this may have been added during the reign
of his successor Christian I (1586-91). It can further be
recorded on armours in the armouries at Schwarzburg, Cat
No. 14, Solothurn, Cat No.116, and the Musée de l'Armée,
Paris, Inv No. G23, as well as a burgonet in the Deutsches
Historiches Museum, Berlin, Inv No. W652, a gauntlet
formerly associated with the armour Inv No. II.33 in the
Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds, three pieces in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, and another in the
helmet museum, St. Petersberg (See J.G. Mann, 1962,
p.116, C.J. Ffoulkes, Vol 1 1916, p.117, and H. Müller & F.
Kunter, 1989, p. 182 & 271). 

£10000-12000

287
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288
A GERMAN INFANTRY ARMOUR (KNECHTISCHER
HARNASCH), NUREMBERG, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY 

comprising burgonet with two-piece skull joined by a roped
comb, formed with pointed peak struck with an ownership
mark, a pair of crossed sword, 'almain' collar, comprising
gorget formed of three plates front and rear, stamped with
Augsburg control mark on the front lame, spaudlers of six
lames, a pair of associated gauntlets each embossed with a
fleur-de-lys on the cuff (restorations), breastplate of strong
peascod form, struck with Nuremberg mark and a pair of
serial marks at the neck, original fauld of two lames, a pair
of tassets of seven lames, well matched backplate struck
with Nuremberg mark and the maker's mark MR, associated
culet, and a pair of matched fingered gauntlets each
embossed with a fleur-de-lys on the cuff (restorations) 

The ownership mark on the burgonet relates to Saxony.
Other pieces struck with the same mark are preserved in
the Schwarzburg Armoury. The maker's mark, MR, on the
back-plate is found on a number of morions of the Saxon
Electoral Guard and is that of Martin Rotschmied, Michel
Roth, or Martin Rothschuch.  See A.V.B. Norman, 1986,
no.A118, pp.52-53.     

£10000-12000

288
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289
A COMPOSITE EUROPEAN CUIRASSIER'S ARMOUR,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY 
comprising later collar formed of a single plate front and
rear, heavy one-piece breastplate, possibly Flemish, of
vestigial 'peascod' fashion decorated with three narrow
bands of incised lines radiating from the waist, the latter
lightly flanged and fitted with a heavy fauld of one lame
fitted at either side with a modern brass bolt for a pair of
long tassets, possibly Flemish, each of thirteen lames
terminating in a winged poleyn of five lames, decorated on
the front of its third with an embossed six-pointed star,
early 16th century backplate formed of a main plate, a pair
of side-plates and a culet plate fitted at the centre of its

waist with a  modern hook to receive a culet of five lames,
the lower four are formed in two halves joined medially by
rivets, a pair of pauldrons of  five lames incorporating a
large pointed lower plate,  vambraces of three lames, upper
and lower cannons, poleyns of five lames with central
winged plate with a recessed border, a pair of fingered
gauntlets (restorations and repairs): painted black
throughout and with some recessed borders and incised
linear ornament 

Stand not included 

£6000-8000

289
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290
A RARE ITALIAN VISOR FOR A BASCINET OR BARBUTA,
CIRCA 1350

of one-piece bulbous form for a T-shaped face opening,
with near circular upper part pierced with a pair of flanged
vision slots and narrowing to form a long slightly in-curved
lower ‘tongue’ with straight sides towards the base, the
lower edge rounded, pierced with a series of circular
breathes on each side of a medial ridge, and fitted at the
top with an iron strap pierced with two slots for attaching
to a pair of hooks on a helmet (chemically cleaned)

26.8cm; 10I in high overall

Provenance:
Aroldi Collection, Milan

R.T. Gwynn, sold Christie’s 24th April 2001, lot 75, £11,162
(including premium).

A visor of similar form is preserved in the Stibbert Museum,
Florence. Another, formerly in the Bargello, Florence passed
through the collections of Londesborough, Cripps-Day and
Sir James Mann and is now in the Royal Armouries Leeds.

£6000-8000

290
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291
A RARE GERMAN BREASTPLATE FOR FIELD USE, CIRCA
1520 

of strong globose form, the neck with a boldly roped edge,
pierced on the right for a lance rest, fitted with a pair of
strongly roped arm gussets (the left associated), associated
waist flange, and decorated over its main surface with pairs
of embossed ribs and with traces of etched ornament
(perhaps later) 

35.5cm; 14in high 

£2000-2500

291
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292
A GERMAN GORGET, 16TH CENTURY 

formed of four plates front and rear, hinged on the right
and secured by a stud on the left, with neck of three lames,
the top lames each with plain rounded turn, with a pair of
large plates beneath, fitted with a pair of later buckles for
straps at the rear, and the front plates pierced with holes
for attaching a lining (light pitting) 

11.5cm; 4I in in high

£700-900

293
A PAIR OF GERMAN GREAVES AND SABATONS, 16TH
CENTURY AND LATER 

the greaves each fitted with a pair of shaped hinges on the
outside and closed on the inside by a stud top and bottom,
the sabatons each formed of nine lames, the last three each
embossed with thirteen radiating ribs 

43cm; 17in high 

(2) 

£600-800

292

293
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294
A SOUTH GERMAN BURGONET, MID-16TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY NUREMBERG 

with one-piece skull embossed with four broad centrally
divided ribs rising to a pronounced acorn finial, strongly
flanged outwards at the base, fitted with pivoting peak, a
pair of hinged cheek-pieces each pierced with a circular
arrangement of holes, plume-holder and neck-defence, the
main surfaces painted black and the edges with recessed
borders and lightly roped turns (restorations and repairs) 

22.5cm; 8 Pin high 

£2500-3000

295
A SOUTH GERMAN BURGONET, CIRCA 1540 

with one-piece skull formed with four triangular panels
rising to a near pyramidal point, fitted with associated fixed
peak and neck guard each with recessed border and finely
roped edge, and a pair of later cheek-pieces 

A burgonet of similar form and struck with the mark of the
Vienna City arsenal is preserved in the Fitzwilliam Museum
Cambridge, inv.no. HEN.M.80-1933.  See I.Eaves 2002,
p.190. 

£1500-2000

296
ELEMENTS OF ARMOUR IN 15TH CENTURY GOTHIC
STYLE

comprising hinged visor from a sallet, a pair of tournament
gauntlets, the left of heavy construction, extending almost
to the elbow and formed with a pointed moulding over the
terminal of the ulna, a pair of pauldrons, decorated with
fluting and with strongly flanged upper borders, besagews,
cuisses and poleyns, and a pair of articulated sabatons with
pointed toes; and TWO MACES IN 16TH CENTURY STYLE,
the first with head of seven shaped flanges each formed
with a reinforced spike and spirally moulded haft

(11)

£400-500

294 295
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297
A FINE ITALIAN CUIRASSIER'S CLOSE HELMET, CIRCA
1620-30 

with rounded skull formed in two pieces joined by a roped
low medial comb and fitted at the nape with a plume-
holder, prominent peak, flat face-defence and bevor
attached to the skull by common pivots with large rosette
washers beneath, the peak shaped at the brow to fit the
front of the comb of the skull, the face-defence cut at each
side with four vertical ventilation slots and at its upper edge
with a pair of shallow rectangular notches forming the
lower edges of the vision slits separated by an upward
projecting central division, the bevor pierced at each side
by ventilation-holes in rosette formation continuing into the
skull, the face-defence and the bevor each secured to the
right side by means of a well-formed swivel hook, a single
gorget-plate at the rear (the lower rear gorget-plate and
front gorget-plates missing), decorated at its main edges
with roped inward turns and with bands and borders of
triple and quadruple incised lines (pitted overall, minor
chips at the edge of the peak, the rear gorget-plate) 

Related helmets are preserved in the armoury of the
Knights of St. John, Malta, The Art Institute of Chicago, and
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.  See C. Spiteri
2003,  p.283 & pp.300-1; W.Karcheski Jr 1995, p.35, and
S.Pyhrr et. al. 2002, p.20). 

£3000-4000

298
AN EAST EUROPEAN ZISCHÄGGE, MID-17TH CENTURY 

with one-piece skull rising to a ring finial on a large circular
plain washer, incised with a roped pattern around the base
and over the middle of the skull, fitted with plain peak
(nasal bar missing), neck-guard of four articulated lames,
the lowest drawn-out to a point, a pair of pendant ear-
defences each pierced with a circular arrangement of holes,
and with an early blackened finish throughout 

25.5cm; 10in high 

£1500-2000

298

297
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299
A FINE FLEMISH CUIRASSIER'S HELMET, CIRCA 1620-30 

with egg-shaped skull formed in two pieces joined medially
by rivets, fitted at the nape with a plume-holder and
embossed with a pattern of V-shaped flutes radiating from
a small acorn finial riveted through a large pierced rosette
washer, and the flutes divided by roped ribs, the peak,
face-defence and bevor attached to the skull by common
pivots, the peak decorated at its brow with flutes and roped
ribs serving as a continuation of the skull, the flat face-
defence cut at each side with elaborately fretted ventilation-
holes and at its upper edge with a broad rectangular notch
forming the lower edge of the vision-slit (the central
division chipped), well-formed bevor retained by a strap
and buckle passing around the front of the neck from each
side of the skull, gorget of three plates front and rear, the
lowest in each case descending to an obtuse central point,

the helmet decorated at its main edges with roped inward
turns, at its subsidiary edges with pairs of incised lines
repeated to either sides of the crests of the flutes on the
skull and peak (pitted overall, minor damage and repairs) 

This belongs to a distinctive group of high quality Flemish
armours now mainly preserved in the Real Armeria, Madrid
(A380-401 & 414-21). A number of them may be identified
as the work of the 'Master MP', purchased for Phillip IV of
Spain in Brussels in 1624 and 1625. See Karcheski Jr 1985,
p. 307-14). Other examples from this group are preserved
in the Musée de l'Armée, Paris (H.150), the Hermitage
Museum, St. Petersburg (Z.O. 3288), the Livrustkammaren,
Stockholm (2635), the Art Institute, Chicago (2661), and the
Smith Art Museum, Springfield ( 17.23.9)). See also the
helmet on the three quarter armour sold in these rooms,
14th of December 2005, lot 114. 

£7000-9000

299
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301

PROPERTY REMOVED FROM A STYRIAN CASTLE

301
A GERMAN BLACK-AND-WHITE COMB MORION, FIRST
QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

formed in two pieces joined by a tall roped comb formed
with a recessed border, the skull embossed on each side
with an expanded flowerhead within a circular arrangement
of c-scrolls on a black painted ground, outwardly flanged
brim rising to strong up-turned points front and rear, fitted
with a plume-holder at the rear (one rivet missing), the
base encircled with brass rosette rivets (three missing), and
the edges finished with plain turns

29.2cm; 11I in high 

£1000-1500
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302
A GERMAN BLACK-AND-WHITE COMB MORION, FIRST
QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

formed in two pieces joined by a tall roped comb, the skull
embossed on each side with a large fleur-de-lys on a black
painted ground, outwardly flanged brim rising to strong up-
turned points front and rear, the base encircled with brass
rosette rivets, the edges finished with a notched pattern,
and with no provision for a plume-holder

26cm; 10D in high 

£1000-1500

303
A GERMAN BLACK-AND-WHITE COMB MORION, FIRST
QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

formed in two pieces joined by a tall roped comb, the skull
embossed on each side with a large fleur-de-lys on a black
painted ground, outwardly flanged brim rising to strong up-
turned points front and rear, the base encircled with brass
rosette rivets (one missing, one replaced), the edges
finished with a notched pattern, and with no provision for a
plume-holder

26cm; 10D in high 

£1000-1500

302 303
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THE PROPERTY OF A GERMAN NOBLEMAN

304
A FINE AND RARE GOTHIC ROWEL SPUR OF TINNED
STEEL, LATE 15TH CENTURY, PROBABLY BOHEMIAN

with large rowel formed of six slender points each
engraved with hatched ornament, three-stage neck of
alternating tapering-rectangular and flattened-hexagonal
section, decorated with a panel of chevron at the rowel, a
panel of scale ornament in the centre, and tightly scrolling
foliage towards the heel, contoured heel band rising to a
point at the back, formed with a recessed upper panel with
delicately roped border, decorated over its full surface with
scrolling foliage and four rondels each filled with three
gothic letters, pierced at the upper corners with a pair of
holes on one side fitted with a small hook buckle and with
three further holes on the other fitted with a further small
hook buckle and a buckle decorated with a series of three
gothic letters en suite with the heel band, the inner surface
left plain, and retaining much early tinned finish throughout
(two small cracks, small areas of light rust)

23.5cm; 9D in long

The initials appear to be the gothic letters SD in a mirrored
monogram and are presumably those of the owner. This
spur belongs to a small group of which the most
distinguished are those made for King Kasimir II of Poland
(1427-1492), preserved in the Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna (inv. no. A28). A further pair are in the Royal
Armoury, Turin (inv. no. D113/114) and another pair, of iron
sheathed in engraved brass in the Royal Armouries, Leeds
(inv.no.VI.371). 

£4000-6000

304

Miscellanea
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305
A RARE ROWEL SPUR, 17TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
FRENCH

with finely chiselled heel band decorated with beaded
ornament and fitted with a filigree band top and bottom,
hooped terminals decorated with filed ornament and fitted
with a hinged upper loop carrying the buckle on one side
and a catch on the other (one broken), short moulded neck,
fitted with a finely pierced eight-pointed rowel at the top
and a further pair beneath, and complete with its original
buckle and catches

17cm; 6N in 

A spur of related form is preserved in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, no. 14.25.1702 B. See S.Grancsay 1955,
no.104. 

£300-400

306
A ROWEL SPUR, SECOND QUARTER OF THE 17TH
CENTURY

with seven-pointed star-shaped rowel lightly engraved with
scrolls, curved moulded neck, and faceted side bars each
pierced with a pair of holes at the terminal for attaching
buckles

17cm; 6N in long

£200-300

305 306
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307
A RARE GERMAN GOTHIC CURB BIT OF TINNED STEEL,
LATE 15TH/EARLY 16TH CENTURY

the mouth-piece formed of a hooped bar fitted with an
additional pierced pivoting plate in the centre, the side bars
each with pierced kidney-shaped terminals at the base,
fluted cube-shaped mouldings over their length, applied
with a pierced tracery panel, finely pierced upper terminals
with filed c-shaped scrolls, fitted with a series of screw-in
rivets throughout each with finely chiselled monsterhead
terminal, and retaining much early tinned finish

28.5cm; 11D in high

£1000-1400

308
A RARE GERMAN CURB BIT OF TINNED STEEL, LATE
16TH CENTURY

the mouth-piece formed of a single pierced rectangular
plate and fitted with a series of discs, the side bars with
engraved flattened terminals pierced with a kidney-shaped
aperature at the base and extending to slender recurved
terminals at the top, decorated with scrolling mouldings
throughout and retaining much early tinned finish

36.5cm; 14D in high

£500-600

307 308
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309
A FINE SOUTH GERMAN ETCHED STEEL CASKET, LAST
QUARTER OF THE 16TH CENTURY

formed of large iron plates, reinforced at the edges with
shaped bands, the lid fitted with four shooting bolts inside,
all fitted onto a steel plate decorated with blued foliage and
retained by small etched steel plates, the outside profusely
etched with scrolling flowers and foliage within an
elaborate framework of arabesque strapwork and expanded
flowerheads, and the lid fitted with an etched moulded
carrying handle and retaining its key (feet missing)

22.5cm; 8N in by 11.2cm; 4I in by 13.5cm; 5F in

£3000-5000

310
A DETACHED GERMAN DOOR LOCK, 18TH CENTURY

of block construction, with two bolts and a sprung latch
operated by a shaped handle on each side, hinged cover,
associated key, mounted on a portion of a contemporary
door, the reverse applied with a shaped escutcheon

15.2cm; 6in x 20.2cm; 8in 

£250-300

311
A SMALL HORN FLASK, 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

and two small German silver-mounted leather scabbards
for hunting daggers

the first: 16cm; 6D in 

(3)

£50-60

309
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312
A GERMAN CIRCULAR INLAID POWDER-FLASK, THIRD
QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

with turned fruitwood body of doughnut form, fitted with a
pierced bone plug in the centre, profusely inlaid over its
entire surface with circular arrangements of plain and
stained horn pellets within frames of brass wire and all
enriched with brass nails, fitted with a pair of suspension
loops, and later nozzle (small losses)

11.5cm; 4I in high

£1000-1200

313
A GERMAN ENGRAVED STAGHORN POWDER-FLASK,
LATE 16TH CENTURY

of bifurcated form, the inner face left natural, the outer
engraved with an amorous couple in contemporary dress
surrounded by foliage, steel mounts comprising two plain
basal caps, a pair of suspension loops and nozzle with
spring closure (perhaps later, belt hook and nozzle fixing
screws missing)

19cm; 7I in 

£600-800

312 313
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314
A GERMAN ENGRAVED COWHORN POWDER-FLASK,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with curved flattened body, the inner face decorated with a
series of concentirc circles and the outer decorated with a
large panel centring on a rondel filled with a criss-cross
pattern and a demi-sunburst at each end, steel mounts
comprising basal cap with, belt hook, tapering nozzle with
spring cut-off, and a pair of suspension loops

32cm; 12I in 

£400-600

315
A GERMAN ENGRAVED COWHORN POWDER-FLASK,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with curved flattened body, the inner face decorated with a
series of concentric circles and the outer näively decorated
with a large panel filled with a hunter and a mythical beast
within a woodland, steel mounts comprising basal cap belt
hook, tapering nozzle with spring cut-off, and a pair of
suspension loops (the engraved worn)

32.5cm; 12N in

£350-450

316
A GERMAN ENGRAVED COWHORN POWDER-FLASK,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with curved flattened body, the inner face decorated with a
series of concentric circles and the outer decorated with a
large central sunburst within a rondel supported by a pair
of stylised classical warriors, and fitted with later wooden
cap top and bottom, the upper incorporating an engraved
bone nozzle, and with a shaped brass mount (the body
shortened at each end)

19.8cm; 17N in 

£300-350

314

315
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PROPERTY REMOVED FROM A STYRIAN CASTLE

317
A GERMAN ENGRAVED COWHORN POWDER-FLASK,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with curved flattened body, the inner face decorated with a
series of concentric circles and the outer decorated with a
large panel including two warriors, one mounted, in a
woodland, steel mounts comprising basal cap, tapering
nozzle with spring cut-off, and a loop for suspension (the
belt hook and one loop missing)

32.5cm; 12N in

£300-400

318
A RARE LARGE TURKISH FLASK, LATE 17TH
CENTURY/EARLY 18TH CENTURY

with tapering body of near oval-section formed of velvet-
covered hide retained by stitched red leather borders,
incorporating a pair of loops for suspension at the top,
decorated on each side in silver thread with elaborate
flowers and cartouches carried by scrolling tendrils, all
within broad borders, and retaining an early turned wooden
stopper (small losses, areas of wear and fading)

34.5cm; 13I in high

£3000-4000

VARIOUS OWNERS

319
A SOUTH GERMAN GILT-BRASS POWDER-FLASK, EARLY
18TH CENTURY CENTURY

of compressed spherical form, the outer face embossed
with a vacant cartouche carried by a stylised trophy-of-
arms, and the inner face decorated with an expanded rose
head, each framed within a corbelled border, fitted with
moulded nozzle with spring-catch (perhaps later), and with
four rings for suspension

13.5cm; 5D in high

£1000-1400

320
A QUANTITY OF POWDER-FLASKS AND RELOADING
TOOLS 19TH CENTURY

including two embossed copper flasks and an embossed
brass flask by G & J.W. Hawksley; a pig-skin-covered
powder-flask with German silver nozzle by James Dixon &
Sons Sheffield (incomplete); a leather shot-flask by G &
J.W. Hawksley; a copper flask by Dixon & Sons; another by
Sykes; sixteen various modern flasks; a percussion cap
dispenser; a bandolier; a quantity of modern flasks; four
powder measures; a quantity of loading tools for pin-fire
cartridges, and two Chassepot bayonets, dated 1871 and
1874, each in its scabbard

(qty) 

£350-450

317

318

319
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323
A CASED SET OF ARCHERY EQUIPMENT, EARLY 20TH
CENTURY

including four bows, four sets of arrows, a leather purse
with leather tabs, all contained in original pine case painted
with the owner’s name S.H. Baker

£300-400

321
A GERMAN PAINTED IRON STRONG BOX, LATE
17TH/18TH CENTURY

formed of a series of large iron plates overlaid with broad
interlaced iron bands, fitted with a pair of hasps at the front
for securing the lid, false lock with embossed frontal
escutcheon, a writhen carrying handle at each end , the
inside fitted with a lock mechanism incorporating five
shooting bolts retained by a pair of pierced engraved
plates, and with a writhen support for the lid, the inside
painted red and the outer surfaces and the lid painted with
foliage on a green ground (now faded)

55cm; 21N in by 32.5cm; 12N in by 31.5cm; 12D in 

£2000-2500

322
A PAIR OF SOUTH AMERICAN ROWEL SPURS, EARLY
19TH CENTURY 

with large pierced multi-spiked rowels engraved with a
large expanded flowerhead on each face, broad heal bands
cut with diagonal flutes, and retaining some of their original
brass and silver finish 

17.8cm; 7in 

(2) 

£350-450

322

321
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324
A FINE GERMAN SPORTING CROSSBOW SIGNED BY THE
MAKER HGA, LATE 16TH CENTURY

with steel bow stamped with a mark on one side (Neue
Støckel 5217), etched on the upper and lower edges with
ropework, on the outer face with a running band of
anthemion, and on the inside with elaborate patterns of
scrolling foliage with differing flowers and fruit inhabited by
a moth and birds-of-prey, fitted with later string and
retained by later cords, fruitwood tiller veneered with large
ebonised panels on each side and contrasting panels of
staghorn top and bottom, with raised cheek-piece on one
side, signed with the maker’s initials HSA on a staghorn
panel at the front, fitted with later stirrup, a pair of lugs for

324

a cranequin, long slender trigger and an additional later
modified trigger, later fore-sight, and bone nut (basal cap
missing, small losses)

57cm; 22G in tiller

It would appear that this bow was modified with the
second trigger, fore-sight and probably a back-sight (now
missing) in the 18th Century. Another bow stamped with
the same mark is preserved in the Museum Für Deutsche
Geschichte, Berlin and another in the Armoury at
Skokloster. 

£2000-3000
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Books
THE FOLLOWING TWENTY ONE LOTS ARE SOLD NOT SUBJECT
TO RETURN

325
ARMS AND ARMOUR SOCIETY: The Art of the Armourer
(1963); AZIZ, ABDUL:Arms and Jewellery of the Indian
Mughuls (1948); BLAIR, CLAUDE & BOCCIA, LIONELLO
GIORGIO: Armes et Armures ; CIMARELLI, ALDO: Arms &
Armour (1973); COCKLE, MAURICE J.D.: A Bibliography of
Military Books up to 1642 (1957); CREPIN & LEBLOND: Les
Couteaux de Jet (1978); GRÜND: Encyclopédie des Armes
(1993); HAROLD L. PETERSON (EDITOR): Encyclopaedia of
Firearms (1964); HELD, R.: A Review of 162 Antique Arms
and Pertinent Objects (1976); HELD, ROBERT: Arms and
Armor Annual, Vol  ; HUBER (PUBLISHER): Hand und
Faust-feuer-waffen, Schweizerische Ordonnanz 1817-1975
(1971); KOSAR, FRANZ: A Pocket History of Artillery Light
Fieldguns (1974); LHOSTE, JEAN & BUIGNE, JEAN-
JACQUES: Symbolisme Inscriptions Marquages,
Fourbisseurs, Manufactures (1999); NICKEL, HELMUT
(INTRODUCTION): The Art of Chivalry; OGAWA,
MORIHIRO: Japanese Master Swordsmiths: The Gassan
Tradition (1989); ORLOFF, ARNE: Vaabenhistoriske aarbøger
(1989); PAYNE-GALLWEY, SIR RALPH: The Crossbow
(1986); PETERSON, HAROLD L.: The Remington Historical
Treasury of American Guns (1966); PITOUS,J.-P. & CRÉPIN-
LEBLOND: Le tir aux armes anciennes (1979);
SARGEAUNT,B.E: Weapons (1908); SCOTT, J G: European
Arms & Armour at Kelvingrove (1980); TARASSUK, LEONID
& BLAIR, CLAUDE (EDITORS): The complete encyclopaedia
of Arms and Weapons (1982); THE SCOTTISH ART
REVIEW: Scottish Weapons (1963); VENNER, DOMINIQUE:
Les Armes de Cavalerie (1977)

£200-300

326
BERTOLOTTO, CARTESEGNA, DI MACCO, DONDI,
MAZZINI, SOLERI, ROMANA, SPANTIGATI: L'Armeria Reale
di Torino (1982); CALDWELL, DAVID H.: Scottish Weapons
& Fortifications 1100-1800 (1981); CIMARELLI, ALDO G. :
Armi Bianchi (1969); CORTÉS, JAVIER: Royal Armoury of
Madrid (1967); DUFTY, ARTHUR RICHARD: European
Armour in the Tower of London (1968); GAIBI, AGOSTINO
& EDITRICE, BRAMANTE : Armi Da Fuoco Italiane (1978);
GLASGOW MUSEUMS: Treasures of the Warrior Tombs
(1996); HAYWARD, J F: European Firearms (1955 & 1969)
x2; HENDERSON, JAMES: Sword collecting for Amateurs
(1969); HRADÈANY CASTLE Ancient Weapons, from the
Collection of the State History Museum, Moscow (1993) x2;
HRADÈANY CASTLE: Selective Catalogue of the Museum
Military History (1991); KOPP, PETER F.  UND REINHART,
CHRISTIAN: Valentin Sauerbrey in Basel 1846-1881 (1972);
KUNSTHISTORISCHES MUSEUM, WIEN: Katalog der
Leibrüstkammer, Vol. 1 500 - 1530 (1976); LAKING, GUY
FRANCIS: Wallace Collection Catalogues, Oriental Arms
and Armour (1964); LEBEDYNSKY, IAROSLAV : Alexandre II
en 1869 ; LYNDSAY, MERRILL: Miniature Arms (1970);
MANN, JAMES G.: A Further Account of the Armour
preserved in the Sanctuary of the Madonna delle Grazia

near Mantua (1938); MILLER, YURI (EDITOR): Russian Arms
and Armour (1982); MORIN, MARCO & HELD, ROBERT:
Beretta, The World's Oldest Industrial Dynasty (1980);
MUSEE D'ARMES DE LIEGE: Collection Pierre Solvay ;
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM OF VIENNA: Guide to the
Collections (1975); NORMAN, A.V.B.  & WILSON, G.M.:
Treasures from the Tower of London (1983); NORTH,
ANTHONY : Islamic Arms (1985); PURICELLI-GUERRA,
ARTURO: Armi in occidente (1966); PUYPE, JAN PIET  &
DER HOEVEN, MARCO VAN: Het arsenal van de wereld
(1993); REVERSEAU, JEAN-PIERRE: Musee de L'Armee
Paris (1982); REVERSEAU, JEAN-PIERRE: Musee de
L'Armee Paris (1982); ROSSI, FRANCESCO: Medieval Arms
and Armour (1990); SCHAAL, DIETER: Suhler Feuerwaffen
(1981); SMALL ARMS ARMOURY CATALOGUE - The
Pagean of Royal Fashion Crown Princess Victoria;
TARASSUK, LEONID & BLAIR, CLAUDE (EDITORS): The
complete encyclopaedia of Arms and Weapons (1982);
TEMESVÁRY, FERENC: Waffenschätze Prunkwaffen (1982);
THE ARTS COUNCIL Prestige de l'armurerie portugaise La
part de Liège (1991); THE ARTS COUNCIL: Art Treasures
from Vienna (1949)

Cortez, J. The Kremlin Armoury 1993; VARIOUS AUTHORS:
The Invalides of the Army Museum (1993); VON
KIENBUSCH, CARL OTTO & LAROCCA, DONALD J.:
Kienbusch Centennial (1984); WILLIAMS, ALAN AND DE
REUCK, ANTHONY: The Royal Armoury at Greenwich 1515-
1649, A History of its Technology (1995); ZELLER, ALFRED
P: Waffen des Abendlandes (1966)

£350-450

327
BARRY, MICHAEL : An Affair of Honour (1981); BIBESCO,
LE PRINCE ; GEORGES: Conseils pour les Duels (1900);
CHENEVIX TRENCH, CHARLES: A History of Marksmanship
(1972); CORNFIELD, SUSIE: The Queen's Prize, The Story of
the National Rifle Association (1987); KELVER, GERALD O.:
Schuetzen Rifles, History and Loadings (1989);
KOTTENKAMP, DR F.: The History of Chivalry and Armour
(1988); KÜGLER, DIETMAR: Das Duell, Zwiekampf um die
Ehre (1986); LE COMTE DE VERGER SAINT-THOMAS:
Noveau code du Duel (1887); LE COMTE DE VERGER
SAINT-THOMAS: Noveau code du Duel (1887); POWELL,
GEORGE H. : Duelling Stories of the Sixteenth Century ;
RANGSTRÖM, LENA: Tournaments and the Dream of
Chivalry (1992); RICHARD BARBER AND JULIET BARKER:
Tournaments, Jousts, Chivalry and Pageants in the Middle
Ages (1989); SILVER, G.: Paradoxes of Defence (1933)

£200-250

328
BOWLING, A.H.: British Hussar Regiments 1805-1914
(1972); BOWLING, A.H.: Indian Cavalry Regiments 1880-
1914 (1971); BOWLING, A.H.: Scottish Regiments and
Uniforms 1660-1914 (1971); CASSIN-SCOTT, JACK & FABB,
JOHN : Ceremonial Uniforms of the World (1973); ÈEPIÈKA,
LADISLAV, DOLåNEK, VLADIMåR,; KONOPISK_, PETR:
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Armes d'Apparat, des collections du Musée militaire
historique de Prague (1993); CHAPPELL, MICHAEL &
HAYTHORNTHWAITE, PHILIP : World Uniforms and Battles
1815-50 (1976); CHARLES STADDEN: Coldstream Guards,
Dress and Appointments 1658-1972 (1973); COCHRANE,
PETER: Scottish Military Dress (1987); D.H. HAGGER:
Hussars and Mounted Rifles, Uniforms of the Imperial
German Cavalry 1900-1914 (1974); DEPARTMENT OF THE
ENVIRONMENT: Henry VIII and the Development of Coastal
Defence (1976); DOUGLAS MILLER: Die Landsknechte,
Armeen und Waffen Band 5 (1980); DUFFY, CHRISTOPHER:
The Army of Maria Theresa (1977); ELLIS, C. & BISHOP, D.:
Military Transport of World War I (1970); ELLIS, JOHN:
Cavalry, The History of Mounted Warfare (1978); FJESTAD,
S.P.: Blue Book of Gun Values 17th edition ; FLETCHER, IAN
: A Guards Officer in the Peninsula (1992); FOSTEN, D.S.V.:
Cuirassiers and Heavy Cavalry, Dress Uniforms of the
German Imperial Cavalry 1900-1914 (1973); FOSTEN,
D.S.V.: Great Battles, Blenheim (1975); FUNCKEN LILIANE
AND FRED: Arms and Uniforms, the Age of Chivalry Part 1&
3 (1982); FUNCKEN, LILIANE AND FRED: The Lace Wars
Part 1 & 2 (1977); GILES, W.B. AND GILES, G.D.: Yeoman
Service (1985); GLOVER, MICHAEL : Wellington's Army In
the Peninsula 1808-1814 (1977); GRANT, GEORGE:
Highland Military Discipline of 1757 (1967);
HAYTHORNTHWAITE, PHILIP J: Napoleon's Military
Machine (1988); HOWELL, LT. COL. R.L.: The Pembroke
Yeomanry (1987); JAMES CRAMER: Military Marching, A
Pictorial History (1992); KIGHTLY, CHARLES: Great Battles,
Flodden 1975; KINNA, H.  & MOSS, D.A.  : Jäger &
Schützen, Dress and Distinction 1910-1914 (1977); LAHOZ,
ANTONIO MANZANO  & GONZÁLEZ, LUIS GRÁVALOS: Los
Uniformes del Estado Militar de España del año 1815
(1987); LUCAS, JAMES: Fighting Troops of the Austro-
Hungarian Army 1868-1914 (1987); MARRION, R.J.  :
Lancers and Dragoons, Uniforms of the Imperial German
Cavalry 1900-1914 (1975); MARTIN, PAUL: European
Military Uniforms, A Short History (1963); MEDINA ÁVILA,
CARLOS J.:  Organización y Uniformes de la Artillería a la II
República (1992); MITCHELL, MAJOR T. L: ….His Majesty's
Regulations - 1828 (1965); MOLLO, BORIS: The Indian
Army (1981); MOLLO, JOHN & MCGREGOR, MALCOLM:
Uniforms of the Seven Years War 1756-63 (1977); MOLLO,
JOHN: Military Fashion (1972); MOLLO, JOHN: Waterloo
Uniforms, 1. British Cavalry (1973); NASH, D.B.: Imperial
German Army Handbook 1914-1918 (1980); NASH, DAVID:
The Prussian Army 1808-1815 (1972); NICHOLSON, LT-COL
J B R (INTRODUCTION): Military Uniforms, The Splendour
of the Past (1973); NORTH, RENÉ: Military Uniforms 1686-
1918 (1970); PATRICK MILEHAM: The Yeomanry Regiments
(1994); PERKINS,  ROGER AND DOUGLAS-MORRIS,
CAPTAIN K J: Gunfire in Barbary (1982); PHIMLOTT, JOHN:
Nations in Arms 1800-1815 British Light Cavalry (1977);
ROBERT WILKINSON-LATHAM: Uniforms & Weapons of the
Crimean War (1977); ROTHERO, CHRISTOPHER: Medieval
Military Dress 1066-1500 (1983); SACHSE,  L. & CO: Full-
Color Uniforms of the Prussian Army, 72 Plates from the
Year 1830 (1981); SCHROEDER, JOSEPH J. (EDITOR): Rare
Selection from Old Guns Catalogs 1880-1920 (MCMLXXVII);
STADDEN, CHARLES: The Life Guards, Dress and
Appointments 1660-1914 (1971); STRØM, KNUT ERIK:
Norsk Våpenhistorisk Selskap Årbok 1986 (1986); THE
BRITISH MODEL SOLDIER SOCIETY: The Bulletin (1967);
THE WAR OFFICE: Notes on Military Railway Engineering,

Part II (1940); THOMPSON, LEROY & MACSWAN, KEN:
Uniforms of the Soldiers of Fortune (1985); WILKINSON-
LATHAM, ROBERT & CHRISTOPHER: Cavalry Uniforms of
Britain and the Commonwealth, including Mounted Troops
(1969); WILKINSON-LATHAM, ROBERT & CHRISTOPHER:
Infantry Uniforms, including Artillery and other supporting
Corps of Britain and the Commonwealth 1742-1855 (1972);
WINDHAM, WILLIAM: A Plan of Discipline for the use of
The Norfolk Militia (1969); WINDROW & GREENE'S: Militaria
Directory and Sourcebook 1994, The Essential Reference
Book for the Military hobbyist (1994); WINDROW, MARTIN
& EMBLETON, GERRY  Military Dress of the Peninsular War
(1974)

£300-350

329
BROSSE, J. ET LACHOUQUE, H.: Uniformes et Costumes
du 1er Empire (1972) ; BUKHARI, EMIR: French Napoleonic
Line Infantry 1796-1815 (1973) ; BUKHARI, EMIR:
Napoleon's Cavalry (1979); CASSIN-SCOTT, JACK:
Uniforms of the Napoleonic Wars in colour 1786-1814
(1973); DE GRANCEY, GÉNÉRAL: La Première Guerre
Mondiale 1914-1918 (1968); DEMPSEY, JR, GUY C..:
Napoleon's Army 1807-1814 (1997); FUNCKEN, LILIANE &
FRED: L'Uniforme et les Armes des Soldats de la Guerre
1914-1918 (1970) ; FUNCKEN, LILIANE ET FRED:
L'Uniforme et les Armes des Soldats du Premier Empire
Vol. 1 & 2 (1968 & 1969 x2) ; GLOVER, MICHAEL: Warfare in
the Age of Bonaparte (1980) ; GRIFFITH, PATRICK: French
Artillery, Nations in Arms 1800-1815 (1976) ;
HAYTHORNTHWAITE, PHILIP & CHAPPELL, MICHAEL:
Uniforms of the Retreat from Moscow (1976);
HAYTHORNTHWAITE, PHILIP & WARNER, CHRISTOPHER:
Uniforms of the French Revolutionary Wars (1789-1802);
HAYTHORNTHWAITE, PHILIP J.: British Infantry of the
Napoleonic Wars (1987); HAYTHORNTHWAITE, PHILIP J:
Napoleon's Military Machine (1988); HAYTHORNTHWAITE,
PHILIP: Uniforms of the French Revolutionary Wars 1789-
1802 (1981); HAYTHORNTHWAITE, PHILIP: Weapons &
Equipment of the Napoleonic Wars 1979); HEAD, MICHAEL
G.: Foot Regiments of the Imperial Guard (1972); HEAD,
MICHAEL G.: Foot Regiments of the Imperial Guard (1972);
HEAD, MICHAEL G.: French Napoleonic Lancer Regiments
(1971); HEAD, MICHAEL: French Napoleonic Artillery
(1970); HEAD, MICHAEL: Grenadiers à cheval de la Garde
Impériale (1978); JANSSON, PER-ERIC: Leipzig, The Battle
of the Nations (1975); MICHAEL HEAD: Chasseurs à Cheval
de la Garde Impériale (1978); QUENNEVAT, JEAN-CLAUDE:
Les vrais soldats de Napoléon (1968); THE ARIEL PRESS,
LONDON: The Imperial Guard of Napoleon Bonaparte
(1968); THORBURN, W.A.: French Army Regiments and
Uniforms, from the Revolution to 1870 (1969); VON PIVKA,
OTTO: Armies of 1812 (1977); VON PIVKA, OTTO: Armies
of the Napoleonic Era (1979); WARNER, RICHARD:
Napoleon's Enemies (1977); WINDROW, MARTIN: Uniforms
of the French Foreign Legion 1831-1981 (1981)

£200-300
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330
EPES BROWN, JOSEPH: The North American Indians, A
selection of photographs by Edward S. Curtis (1972);
GIBBS, PETER: The Battle of the Alma (1963); HAMILTON
COX, KURT & LANGELLIER, JOHN P.: Longknives, The U.S.
Cavalry and other Mounted Forces, 1845-1942 (1996);
HAYTHORNTHWAITE, PHILIP: Uniforms of the American
Civil War (1975); HOLLON, W. EUGENE: Frontier Violence,
another look (1974); HORAN, JAMES D.: The Gunfighters
(1994); HUNT, C.J. & EMBLETON, G. A.: The American Civil
War (1974); KATCHER, PHILIP: Confederate Forces of the
American Civil War ; LANGELLIER, JOHN P.: Bluecoats, The
U.S. Army in the West 1848-1897 (1995); LORD, FRANCIS
A. & WISE, ARTHUR: Uniforms of the Civil War (1970);
MAY, ROBIN & EMBLETON, G.A.: The American West
(1973); MCLOUGHLIN, DENIS: Wild & Woolly, An
Encyclopaedia of the Old West (1975); MOLLO, JOHN &
MCGREGOR, MALCOLM: Uniforms of the Seven Years War
1756-63 (1977); O'NEAL, BILL: Encyclopaedia of Western
Gun-Fighters (1979); ROSA, JOSEPH G & MAY, ROBIN:
Gunsmoke, A study in Violence in the Wild West (1977);
TURNER, GEOFFREY: Indians of North America (1979);
URWIN, GREGORY J.W: The United States Cavalry (1983);
WARNER, CHRIS: American Civil War, Union Infantry
Uniforms (1977); WATTS, PETER: Dictionary of the Old
West (1977); WEST, TOM: Heroes on Horseback, The story
of the Pony Express (1969)

£100-150

331
BARNETT, CORRELLI: Marlborough (1974); BATCHELOR,
JOHN & HOGG, IAN: Artillery (1973); BLACKMORE, H.L.:
The Armouries of the Tower of London (1976); BOUDRIOT,
JEAN: Armes a feu Françaises Modeles D'Ordonnance
(1961); CHAMBERLAIN, PETER AND GANDER, TERRY:
Heavy Artillery (1975); CHAMBERLAIN, PETER AND
GANDER, TERRY: Infantry Mountain and Airborne Guns
(1975); CHAMBERLAIN, PETER AND GANDER, TERRY:
Infantry Mountain and Airborne Guns (1975);
CHAMBERLAIN, PETER AND GANDER, TERRY: Machine
Guns(1974); CHANDLER, DAVID: The Art of Warfare on
Land (1974); CONTAMIE, PHILIPPE: War in the Middle Ages
(1984); CORMACK, A.J.R.: Famous Rifles and Machine
Guns (1977); DE NICOLAY, NICOLAS: Dans L'Empire de
Soliman Le Magnifique (1989); DUFFY, CHRISTOPHER: The
Army of Frederick the Great (1974); DUNHAM, KEITH : The
Gun Trade of Birmingham ; EGG, JOBÉ, LACHOUQUE,
CLEATOR & REICHEL: Guns, An Illustrated History of
Artillery (1971); ELLACOTT, S.E.: Guns (1960); LOVER,
MICHAEL: Warfare from Waterloo to Mons (1980); GUNDI,
MARTHA TEACH: The Various and Ingenious Machines of
Agostino Ramelli (1976); GUSH, GEORGE AND WINDROW,
MARTIN: The English Civil War (1978); GUSH, GEORGE:
Renaissance Armies (1975); HOBART, F.W.A.: Pictorial
History of the Sub-Machine Gun (1973); HOGG, IAN &
BATCHELOR, JOHN: Naval Gun (1978); HOGG, IAN AND
BATCHELOR, JOHN: The Submachine-gun (1978); HOGG,
IAN V, SARSON, PETER & BRYAN, TONY: Artillery in Color
1920 - 1963 (1980); HOGG, IAN V.  : The Encyclopaedia of

Infantry Weapons of World War II (1977); HOPPEN, ALISON:
The Fortification of Malta by the order of St John (1979);
HUGHES, MAJOR-GENERAL B. P.: Firepower (1974);
HUMBLE, RICHARD: Warfare in the Ancient World (1980);
JOHNSON, CURT: Artillery, The Big Guns Go to War (1975);
KOCH, H.W.: Medieval Warfare (1978); KOCH, H.W.: The
Rise of Modern Warfare 1618-1815 (1981); LANGER,
HERBERT: The Thirty Years' War (1978); LATHAM, J.D.&;
PATERSON, LT.CDR. W.F.: Saracen Archery (1970); MAY,
ROBIN & EMBLETON, G.A.: The Franco-Prussian War 1870
(1975); ROGERS, COLONEL H.C.B.: A History of Artillery
(1975); ROGERS, COLONEL H.C.B.: A History of Artillery
(1975); SOMMER, FRANÇOIS: Les Armes de chasse à
canons rayés (1972)

£300-400

332
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE, HORSE GUARDS: General
Regulations and Orders for the Army to 1816 (1970) ;
BARON VON STEUBEN, FREDERICK WILLIAM: Baron von
Steuben's Revolutionary War Drill Manual (1985); FOCH,
MARÉCHAL F.: Principles de la Guerre (1918); FRANCE
HECTOR: L'Armee de John Bull (1887); HALE R.E., MAJOR
LONSDALE A: Tactical Studies of the Battles of Columbey-
Nouilly and Vionville (1877); HANGER, GEORGE:
Reflections on the Menaced Invasion (1970); TAYLOR, F.L.:
The Art of War in Italy 1494-1529) (1993); VON
CLAUSEWITZ, GENERAL CARL: Principles of War (1943)

£200-300

333
BLACKMORE, HOWARD L.: Guns and Rifles of the World
(1965); BLACKMORE, HOWARD L.: The World's Finest
Sporting Guns (1983); BLAIR, CLAUDE: Pistols of the World
(1968); BLANCH, H.J.: A Century of Guns (1976);
BOGDONAVIÆ, BRANKO & VALENÈAK, IVAN: The Great
Century of Guns (1986); BOUDRIOT, JEAN: Armes a Feu
Françaises Modeles D'Ordonnance (1961); BOWMAN,
HANK WIEAND: Antique Guns from the Stagecoach
Collection (1969); CADIOU, YVES LOUIS: Grands Noms de
L'Armurerie (1999); CHAPEL, CHARLES EDWARD: The Gun
Collector's Handbook of Values (1983); DE WITT BAILEY,
HOGG, IAN, BOOTHROYD, GEOFFREY & WILKINSON,
FREDERICK: Guns & Gun Collecting (1972); DILL, KEITH R.:
London Gunmakers and the English Duelling Pistols 1770-
1830 (1995); DURDÍK, JAN, V MUDRA, MIROSLA & _ÁDA,
MIROSLAV: Firearms (1981); GATTIA, ALARICO: Fucile E
Pistole (1969); GEORGE A. HOYEM (PUBLISHER):
Cumulative Alphabetical Index to Patents for Inventions
Class 119, Small Arms (1993); HEINRICH, DIETER: Die
Handfeuerwaffen von ihrem ersten Aufkommen bis zu den
Repetierwaffen (1985); HELD, ROBERT: The Age of
Firearms, A Pictorial History (1957); KEMPERS, IR. R.T.W.:
Antike Vuurwapens (1978); KENNARD, A N: French Pistols
and Sporting Guns (1972); LORAIN, PIERRE: Petite histoire
des armes à feu & Cinquante ans d'armes françaises 1866-
1916 (1975); LUPI, GIANOBERTO: I Primi Fucili A
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JOSEPH E.  : The Book of Rifles (1972); WALLACK, L.R.:
American Pistol & Revolver Design and Performance (1978);
WALLACK, L.R.: American Rifle Design and Performance
(1977)

£200-300

336
ABBIATICO,MARIO: Modern Firearms Engravings (1980);
BRESSON, JEAN MARIE: Le Tir aus Armes de Poing (1977)
; CHAMBERLAIN, PETER AND; GANDER, TERRY: Allied
Pistols, Rifles and Grenades (1976); CLERGEAU, JEAN
RENÉ: Armes Insolites et Systèmes (1983) ; CLERGEAU,
JEAN RENÉ: Armes Insolites et Systèmes (1983) ; COLLET,
ANDRÉ & BUIGNE, JEAN-JACQUES: La Reglementation
des Armes (1995) ; COLLET, ANDRÉ & BUIGNE, JEAN-
JACQUES: La Reglementation des Armes (1998 - 1999) x2 ;
CORMACK, A.J.R.: Famous Pistols and Hand Guns (1977) ;
DEBAEKER, JEAN-PIERRE & DELPORTE, GEORGES: Le Tir,
Les Armes, Les Cartouches a Poudre Noire 1860 - 1900
(1981) ; EZELL, EDWARD C.: Handguns of the World,
Military Revolvers and self-loaders from 1870-1945 (1981) ;
EZELL, EDWARD C.: Small Arms of the World (1977) ;
EZELL, EDWARD C.: Small Arms of the World (1983);
EZELL, EDWARD CLINTON: Small Arms Today (1984);
FEYS, CLAUDE & SMEETS, RENÉ: Les Revolvers et les
Fusils Nagant (1982); FORISSIER, MAURICE: L'Armurerie
Stephanoise (1994); HEINRICH, DIETER: Die Selbstlade und
automatischen Handfeuerwaffen (1985); HINCHLIFFE, K.B.:
Target Pistol Shooting (1981); HOGG, IAN AND WEEKS,
JOHN: Pistols of the World (1992); HOGG, IAN V. AND
WEEKS, JOHN: Military Small Arms of the 20th century
(1981); HOGG, IAN V.: The Complete Machine-gun 1885 to
present (1979); KÖNIG, KLAUS-PETER & HUGO, MARTIN:
Service Handguns (1988); LADD, JAMES & MELTON,
KEITH: Clandestine Warfare (1988); MELTON, H. KEITH: CIA
Special Weapons & Equipment (1994); MEYER, BERNARD:
L'Age D'Or des Armes a Feu (1994); MILLER, DAVID &
RIDEFORT, GERARD: Weapons of the Elite Forces (1992);
MÜLLER, ROLF H.: Geschichte und Technik der
europäischen Militärrevolver, Vol. 1 & 2(1982); MYATT M.C.,
MAJOR FREDERICK: Modern Small Arms (1979);
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA:
International Pistol Rules (1992); REYNOLDS, MAJOR
E.G.B: The Lee-Enfield Rifle (1960); RORET, MANUELS:
Armurier Arquebusier Vols I & II (1984); STANDL, HANS:
Pistol Shooting (1975); STEVENSON, JAN: Modern
Sporting Guns (1988); UNITED STATES ARMY
MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING UNIT: The Advanced Pistol
Marksmanship Manual ; WALTER, JOHN: The Pistol Book
(1988); WEEKS, COLONEL JOHN (EDITOR): Jane's Pocket
Book 17 Rifles and Light Machine Guns (1980); WEEKS,
JOHN: World War II Small Arms ; WRIGHT, GRAEME:
Shooting the British Double Rifle (1996)

£250-350

Ripetizione (1976); MÜLLER, H.: Guns, Pistols, Revolvers
(1981); MYATT MC, MAJOR F: The Illustrated
Encyclopaedia of 19th Century of Firearms (1979) x 2;
MYATT MC, MAJOR F: The Illustrated Encyclopedia of
Pistols and Revolvers (1980) x 2; NORTH, ANTHONY AND
HOGG, IAN V.: The Book of Guns and Goldsmiths (1978);
POPE, DUDLEY: Guns (1970); SCHNEIDER, DR. HUGO:
Hand- und Faustwaffen 1540-1820 (1957); SMITHURST,
PETER & MOYLE, NICOLA (FORWARD): Lock, Stock and
Barrel, Sheffield Craftsmanship in shooting accessories
(1991); WENNBERG, K Svenska Pistolsmeder (1979);
WILKINSON, FREDERICK (INTRODUCTION): Firearms, The
History of Guns (1973) ; WOODCROFT, BENNET:
Alphabetical Index of Patentees of Inventions 1617-1852
(1969)

£200-300

334
AKEHURST, RICHARD: Random Shots (1974); BRUSEWITZ,
GUNNAR: Hunting (1969); BY A CORPORAL OF RIFLEMEN:
Scloppetaria (1971); CUMMINS, JOHN: The Hound and the
Hawk, The Art of Medieval Hunting (1988); FORD, EMMA:
Falconry (1984); HAWKER, PETER: The Diary of Peter
Hawker 1802 - 1853 Vols. I & II (1988); HOBUSCH, ERIC:
Fair Game (1980); JOHNSON, DEREK: Victorian Shooting
Days (1981); MARSHALL -BALL, ROBIN : The Sporting
Rifle, A User's Handbook (1986); PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY,
CLIVE: Big Game Shooting (1895); PHILLIPS-WOLLEY,
CLIVE : Big Game Shooting (1895); POLLOCK, GROVE,
PREVOST, MICHELL, ARMSTRONG: Fencing, Boxing,
Wrestling (1890); STONEHENGE: The Shot-Gun and the
Sporting Rifle (1859); TICKNER, JOHN : Tickner's Rough
Shooting (1976); WILLOCK, COLIN: The Gun-Punt
Adventure (1958)

£200-300

335
BERTON, PIERRE: Les Revolvers Smith and Wesson, Des
Trois Generations (1982); BRUNELLI, VISCARDO: W Come
Winchester (1980); CARTER, AMON MUSEUM OF
WESTERN ART, FORT WORTH: Frontier Guns 1964);
CHAPEL, CHARLES EDWARD: Single-shot Pistols (1962);
DOWNEY, FAIRFAX: The Guns of Gettysburg (1958);
GLASS, HERB & SHEERIN, LARRY (PUBLISHERS): The
American Gun, Winter & Summer 1961 (1961) x2; JAMES,
EDSALL: The Golden Age of Single-Shot Rifles (1974);
JAMES, EDSALL: The Revolver Rifles (1974); KIRKLAND, K
D: America's Premier Gunmakers Remington (1988);
LESPART, MICHEL : Messieurs Smith & Wesson (1973);
LIEGE MUSEUM OF ARMS: Winchester, Fabulous Firearms
(1992); LORAIN, PIERRE: Petite histoire des armes à feu &
Cinquante ans d'armes françaises 1866-1916 (1975);
MOORE, WARREN: Weapons of the American Revolution
(1967); PETERSON, HAROLD L.: The Remington Historical
Treasury of American Guns (1966); ROSA, JOSEPH G.:
Guns of the American West (1985); SERVEN, JAMES E.:
200 year of American Firearms ; SMITH, W.H.B.  & SMITH,;
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337
AMBER, JOHN T. (EDITOR): Gun Digest Treasury, the best
of the first fifteen years of The Gun Digest (1961); AMBER,
JOHN T. (EDITOR): Gun Digest, 28th Anniversary Deluxe
Edition (1974); AMBER, JOHN T. (EDITOR): Handloader's
Digest, 6th edition ; AMBER, JOHN T. (EDITOR):: Gun
Digest, 31st Anniversary Deluxe Edition (1977); AMBER,
JOHN T. (EDITOR):: Gun Digest, Silver Anniversary Deluxe
Edition (1971); BAILEY, COLONEL: Mission to Tashkent
(1999); BARNES, FRANK C.: Cartridges of the World, 3rd
edition (1972); BARNES, FRANK C: Cartridges of the World,
7th edition (1993); DOBSON, CHRISTOPHER AND PAYNE,
RONALD: The Weapons of Terror (1979); EDITED BY JOHN
T. AMBER: Gun Digest, 33rd  Anniversary Deluxe Edition
(1979); ELLIS, JOHN: Eye-Deep in Hell Life in the Trenches
1914-1918 (1977); GANDER, TERRY: Guerrilla Warfare
Weapons (1989); JOLEX PUBLICATIONS: The International
Arms Review ; LEWIS, JACK: The Gun Digest Book of
Modern Gun Values, 5th edition ; LEWIS, JACK: The Gun
Digest Book of Modern Gun Values, 8th edition ; MUNSON,
KENNETH: Fighters 1914-19 Attack and Training Aircraft
(1976); NONTE, MAJOR GEORGE: Pistol & Revolver Guide
(1967); OLDHAM, PETER: Pill Boxes on the Western Front
(1995); SAVILLE-SNEATH, R. A.: Aircraft Recognition (1943)
; SCHROEDER, JOSEPH J.: Gun Collector's Digest, 3rd
edition ; SCOTT, ROBERT F. (EDITOR): Shooter's Bible
(1980); SIR LEES KNOWLES, BARONET, C.V.O.,: A Day with
Corps-Students in Germany (1913); STEINDLER, R.A.:
Reloader's Guide (1965); WARNER, KEN (EDITOR): Gun
Digest, 36th Anniversary, Deluxe Edition (1982); WARNER,
KEN (EDITOR): Gun Digest, 47th Annual Edition (1993);
WARNER, KEN (EDITOR): Gun Digest, 40th Annual Edition
(1986); WARNER, KEN (EDITOR): Gun Digest, 44th Annual
Edition (1990); WESTWOOD, J.N.: Illustrated History of the
Russo - Japanese War (1973); WHITE, B.T. Wheeled
Armoured Fighting Vehicles in Service (1983)

£100-150

338
BLACK POWDER - The Official of The Muzzle Loaders'
Association of Great Britain From March 1968 - Winter 2005
Incomplete (Aprox. 132 editions); GAZETTE DES ARMES -
from November 2000 - October 2003 (incomplete) 15 copies.;
GUNS REVIEW - from April 1963 - June 1996 (incomplete)
aprox. 263 copies; HANDGUNNER MAGAZINE - from
September/October 1980 - June/July 1995 (incomplete) 56
copies.; MEN AT ARMS - Edition numbers 21 - 277
(incomplete). 85 copies. Further misc issues, aprox. 41
copies; NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION JOURNAL - From
Summer 1987 - Winter 2005 Incomplete (Aprox. 50 journals);
PISTOL PUBLICATION - from '83 - 93 (incomplete) 7 copies

SAM WAPENMAGAZINE - from number 67 - 109
(incomplete) 21 copies; SMALL ARMS PROFILE MAGAZINE
- editions 5, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19 & 20. Classic Arms and
Militaria - from Vol 10. Issue 1 - Vol. 6, Issue 6 (incomplete)
47 copies. Report, The Quarterly Bulletin of the H.B.S.A
from October 2000 - October 2005 (incomplete) 15 copies.
Cibles - from August 1990 - May 1997 (incomplete) 20
copies; TARGET GUN - From December 1980 - April 2001

(incomplete) 112 issues; THE JOURNAL OF THE
HISTORICAL BREECHLOADING SMALLARMS
ASSOCIATION - from August 1979 - December 2005
(incomplete) 19 copies. 

£100-150

339
Aylward, J.D., The small-sword in England: Its History, its
Forms, its Makers, and its Masters (1960); Blackmore,
Howard L., The Arms and Armour Series: Hunting
Weapons (1971); Blair, C. The James A De Rothschild
Collection at Waddeston Manor (1974); Calvert, A. F.,
Spanish Arms and Armour (1907); Curtis, Tony (Editor), The
Lyle official Arms and Armour Review (1976); Frabri, Fratelli
(Editor), Armi in occidenti (1966); Franzozi, Umberto,
Armoury of the Dogs Palace in Venice (1968); Giorgetti,
Giovanni, A guide to the Arms and Armour collection of
Cesta castle (1969); H.M Tower of London Exhibition of
Spanish Royal Armour (1960); Metropolitain Museum of
Art, Guide to the Collections: Arms and Armour; Norman
A.V.B, Small-swords and Military Swords, Their
development and dating , from the Middle of the
Seventeenth Century of the Early Nineteenth Century
(1967); Stone, G, A glossary of the construction,
destruction and use of Arms and Amrour (1934); Wallis and
Wallis, Centenary: Some of the Best and Most Interesting;
Waterman, Charles F., The Treasury of Sporting Guns
(1979); Wilkinson-Latham, Major J., Discovering Edged
Weapons (1972); Journal of the Arms and Armour society,
Volume 1, 1953, and seven others 1968-1981; GLADIUS,
Volumes 1 & 2

£80-100

340
SALE CATALOGUES:

BONHAMS AND SPINK - April 1961 - September 2001
(incomplete) 75 catalogues.; BUTTERFIELD AND
BUTTERFIELD SALES CATALOGUES - May 1994 -
November 1998 (incomplete) 26 copies; GLENDINING &
CO. LIMITED SALES CATALOGUES - March 1960 - July
2001 (incomplete) 33 copies.

£50-100

341
SALE CATALOGUES:CHRISTIE'S

A portion of the famous collection of Arms and Armour
and Works of Art, The Property of the late Clarence H.
Mackay, esq. Thursday 27th July 1939; The Important
Collection of Arms and Armour, The Property of S. E. Lucas
esq. Monday 14th May 1956; Coins, Miniatures, Watches
and Objects of Vertu also Arms and Armour, The Properties
of The RT. Hon. The Dowager Lady Foley, Mrs W. Green
and others. Tuesday, 8th December 1959.

£120-180
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345A
DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ADJUTANT-
GENERAL TO THE FORCES, LONDON 1868
with engraved book plate of Field Marshal Viscount
Wolseley of Wolseley County of Stafford, Baron Wolseley of
Cairo, and inscribed 'H.R.H. The Filed Marshal Commanding
in Chief'

£100-200

342
SALE CATALOGUES :
CHRISTIE'S -  1960 - 2005 (incomplete) aprox. 383
catalogues.

£80-100

343
SALE CATALOGUES:

HOLT'S- October 1999, June 2001, September 2001,  June
2002, 4 copies. ; KENT ARMS - from 1975 - 1978
(incomplete) 36 copies.; KNIGHT, FRANK AND RUTLEY -
April 1961 - September 1970 (incomplete), 21 copies; LE
HUSSARD - January 1984 - Autumn 2004 (incomplete) 81
copies; PHILLIPS - October 1968 - July 2001 (incomplete)
aprox. 23 copies; WALLIS & WALLIS - May 1968 - August
1982 (concise but incomplete), 184.; WELLER & DUFTY LTD
- January 1986 - May 1996 (incomplete), 151 copies.

£60-80

344
SALE CATALOGUES:

SOTHEBY'S  - July 1964 to August 1994 (incomplete) 276
catalogues.

£80-100

345
SALES CATALOGUES:

SOTHEBY's- Highly Important Arms from the Saxon Royal
Collections, 23rd March 1970; The Hever Castle Collection:
Arms and Armour, 5th May 1983; The Hever Castle
Collection: Works of Art, 6th May 1983; The Visser
Collection: Fine Rare and Important Arms, Part I, 3rd July
1990; The Visser Collection: Fine Rare and Important Arms,
Part II, 3rd June 1991; European and American Firearms
and Edged Weapons, 3rd July 1973; Arms Anciennes:
Collection Charles Draeger, 7th December 1987; 55 various
Sotheby's Arms and Armour catalogues, 1976-2002, with
prices realised; CHRISTIES- The Armoury of Their Serene
Highnesses the Princes zu Salm-Riefferscheidt-Dyck, Part I,
15th April 1992; The Armoury of Their Serene Highnesses
the Princes zu Salm-Riefferscheidt-Dyck, Part II, 23rd
September 1992; 53 Various Christie's Arms and Armour
catalogues, 1973-2003 with prices realised. WALLIS &
WALLIS AND ST. JOHN SMITH & SON- Sheffield Park near
Uckfield Sussex: Catalogue of the Arms & Armour
collection of the late Lionel Frank, McCardle 24th April and
25th May 1971. PHILLIPS- 3 Arms Armour and Militaria
catalogues: 27th September 1990; 5th July 1990; 6th
December 1990.

£80-100
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Cannon
346
A FINE BRONZE CANNON, MID-16TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY SPANISH 

with multi-stage barrel swelling towards the muzzle, raised
astragal bands, decorated in relief with conventional foliage
enclosed within drop-shaped frames behind the muzzle and at
the top of the chase, the latter formed with a series of raised
near rectangular panels chiselled with scale ornament and with
scrolls of foliage in relief over the lower portion above a band
of slender triangular foliate panels, the top of the chase
inscribed 'Taken at Portobello NouR 21 1739', second reinforce
decorated in relief with a band of alternating crowned coats-of-
arms at the top and bottom, the latter surmounted by a further
band of scrollwork cartouches beneath scale ornament en
suite with the chase, the first reinforce with a band of triangular
panels top and bottom on a ground of matching scale
ornament and charged with a crowned coat-of-arms on a , vent
field filled with two bands of running foliage, raised vent, base-
ring with traces of the makers name and the probably the date
incorporating number '40', cascabel decorated with a
concentric arrangement of volutes, the outermost drawn-out to
form a spiral moulding to a segmented button, a pair of
trunnions, and chiselled lifting handles formed as a pair of
marine monsters (corroded throughout): fitted with an iron
elevating mechanism added in it working life, and with a

copper-covered wooden tampion: on a later stepped wooden
carriage (damaged) 

183cm; 72in barrel 

The arms are those of Espinosa of Castille and Zúñiga of
Navarre. A number of members of this prominent family
are recorded in South America in the 16th Century,
including Gaspar de Zúñiga y Acevedo, Count of Monterrey
and Ninth Viceroy of New Spain from 1595. 

Puerto Bello was an important silver exporting port for the
Spanish treasure fleets and under Spanish control from the
16th - 18th Century. The Battle of Puerto Bello took place on
21st November 1739 between the English and Spanish troops
in present day Panama. It was part of the War of Jenkins ear,
so named after the Captain Robert Jenkins who supposedly
had his ear severed by a Spanish Coastguard and later
exhibited it, pickled, to the House of Commons in 1738. This
rallied British feeling against the Spanish and the Prime
Minister, Robert Walpole, reluctantly declared war. Puerto
Bello was captured with relative ease by six ships under the
command of Admiral Edward Vernon commanding six ships
on 21st November 1739. The news was received
enthusiastically in London with God save the King being sung
for the first time and the London street named after the
victory. The war continued with a number of indecisive naval
battles and a great deal of privateering on both sides. 

346

£8000-10,000



347
A TURKISH BRONZE MORTAR, DATED 1269 (AD1852/3)

formed in three stages with strongly moulded turned
muzzle, raised reinforce with astragal engraved with a
flower and a tughra, the vent with a raised semicircular
moulding behind and a brief inscription in front, and a
robust pair of trunnions each cut with a further brief
inscription, the left including the date (cleaned): on an early
iron clad wooden bed retaining one cap-square (worn)

The tughra is that of the Ottoman Sultan ‘Abd al-Majid
(1255-77/1839-61). The other inscription specifies its
capacity for sixty four balls.

40.5cm; 16in barrel

14.5cm; 5N in bore

£3500-4500

347

137
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348
A FINE BRONZE CANNON DATED 1752, PROBABLY
FLEMISH 

with multi-stage tapering barrel strongly moulded at the
muzzle, with raised astragals, chiselled with a rising dove
displayed above a pair of crossed hatchets and the
inscription 'La Gaiete' on the chase, inscribed with the date
on the second reinforce, and cast and chased with a
crowned coat-of-arms supported by a pair of rampant lions
over the first reinforce, plain vent field, a pair of well
formed dolphin lifting handles, plain trunnions, and drawn-
out to a cross-hatched acorn-shaped cascable, on its brass-
mounted field carriage with a pair of spoked cambered
wheels (the carriage with losses) 

57cm; 22 I in barrel

2.8cm; 1B in bore

£2000-2500

348
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349
A PAIR OF ENGLISH BRONZE SALUTING CANNON,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with multi-stage tapering barrels formed with raised
mouldings at the muzzles, and raised bands dividing each
section, struck with London view and proof mark on each
side of the vents, globose cascabels, a pair of plain
trunnions, and stamped ‘3’ and ‘4’ respectively beneath the
middle bands: each on an associated stepped oak carriage
(the carriages worn)

47.5cm; 18N in barrels

(2)

£1200-1800

349
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350
A CHINESE BRONZE CANNON IN THE EUROPEAN TASTE,
19TH CENTURY

with multi-stage barrel swelling at the muzzle, formed with
raised mouldings, a pair of trunnions, one inscribed with
characters, raised cartouche-shaped moulding about the
vent, and the base-ring drawn-out to a globose cascabel

76.8cm; 30D in barrel

3.5cm; 1G in bore

£800-1000

351
A MALAYSIAN BRONZE LANTAKA, LATE 18TH/19TH
CENTURY

with tapering multi-stage barrel, formed with a large
moulded muzzle incorporating the fore-sight, cast with
characteristic bands and panels of foliage, raised vent fitted
on each side with a pair of pierced brackets for a cover,
long hollow cascabel for a tiller, and a pair of short
trunnions fitted with a pivot mount

107.2cm; 42B in barrel

3.5cm; 1G in bore 

£600-800

350

351
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352
AN IRON MODEL COASTAL CANNON, 19TH CENTURY

with heavy tapering barrel formed with a moulded section
in the middle and drawn-out to a globose cascabel at the
base, fitted in the centre with a sweated-on ring carrying
the trunnions, on its iron carriage fitted with an elevating
mechanism and three bronze trucks

47.5cm; 18N in barrel

3.8cm; 1I in bore

£500-700

353
AN ORNAMENTAL BRONZE MINIATURE CANNON, 19TH
CENTURY

with bronze multi-stage tapering barrel formed with a
moulded base ring and globose cascabel, on its iron field
carriage, mounted on a marble stand with gilt-bronze base
with a clawed lion’s foot at each corner

40.7cm; 16in by 28cm; 11in

£600-800

354
A MODEL CANNON 

with multi-stage moulded barrel, on its iron-mounted
wooden carriage with solid trail

22cm 8N in barrel

£80-120

352 353
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THE PROPERTY OF A COLLECTOR

355
A LARGE SOUTH GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, LATE
15TH/16TH CENTURY

with a single sprung bolt and an additional catch, the plate
of rectangular form flaring to a cusped terminal, applied
over its outer surface with a series of slender shaped foliate
plates, stamped with a mark, possibly a spur, in the centre,
and with a key

35.5cm; 14in wide

£2000-2500

356
A LARGE PAIR OF GERMAN DOOR HINGES, FIRST HALF
OF THE 17TH CENTURY

each of rectangular form with a single loop for a spigot,
finely pierced and chiselled over its entire surface with an
arrangement of scrolling tendrils terminating in profile Turk
masks issuant from a central calyx (small repairs,
chemically cleaned)

40.5cm; 16in

£500-600

355 356
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357
AN IRON DOOR KNOCKER, 16TH/17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY SPANISH

formed of a pierced circular rosette boss fitted with a
horned monster clenching the knocker handle in its jaws,
the latter pierced en suite with the boss and retaining
traces of early tinned finish (small chips and cracks)

22cm; 8N in high

£600-800

358
A GERMAN LARGE STEEL DOOR LOCK, FIRST HALF OF
THE 17TH CENTURY

with two long sprung bolts, the mechanism retained by a
series of engraved plates decorated with foliage, the fixing
plate pierced and embossed with scrolling foliage, and with
a key (chemically cleaned, one cover loose)

38.5cm; 15B in 

(2)

£1200-1800

357

358
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359
A GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, 17TH CENTURY

with two sprung bolts, enclosed mechanism covered by a
shaped plate decorated with scrolls involving Turk head
profiles, with engraved shaped brackets, fitted with a
faceted conical cover over the lock, and with a key

24.5cm; 9K in 

(2)

£800-1000

360
A GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, 18TH CENTURY

with three sprung bolts, fully enclosed mechanism covered
by a blued plate and applied with a gilt-brass plaque
pierced and embossed with large scrolls of foliage, with its
key (restorations)

19cm; 7I in 

(2)

£600-800

359 360
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361
A GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, 17TH CENTURY

with three sprung bolts, enclosed mechanism covered by
an engraved and blued steel plate decorated with scrolling
foliage involving a central mask and stylised figures and
beasts, retained by five blued moulded knobs, and pierced
fixing plate engraved and blued en suite, and with a key
(refreshed)

28cm; 11in 

(2)

£1400-1800

362
A LARGE GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, 17TH CENTURY

with two sprung bolts and a further latch, enclosed
mechanism covered with an engraved and blued plate
decorated with a large scroll of foliage terminating in a
serpent head issuant with a further large foliate scroll,
pierced fixing plate pierced and chiselled with scrolling
foliage (cleaned and refreshed), and with a key

28cm; 11in 

(2)

£1000-1200

361 362
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363
A LARGE GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, FIRST HALF OF
THE 17TH CENTURY

with three sprung bolts, operated both by the key and a
ring handle on the reverse, partly enclosed mechanism
covered with solid plates faced with a pair of large iron
plates pierced and engraved with scrolling foliage
terminating in profile masks, the lock covered by a large
faceted cone-shaped cover, with a key (chemically cleaned,
losses)

38cm; 15in 

(2)

£1000-1500

364
A GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, 17TH CENTURY

with a single sprung bolt, the mechanism retained by a
blued plate engraved with foliage, and the fixing plate
pierced and chiselled with foliage, with key (cleaned the
bluing oxidised)

21.5cm; 8I in 

(2)

£300-400

363 364
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365
A GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, 18TH CENTURY

with two sprung bolts and a latch, the former operated by a
scalloped lever at the top, fully enclosed mechanism with
engraved and blued cover decorated with scrolling foliage,
and with a key (cleaned and refreshed)

21cm; 8D in 

(2)

£700-900

366
A GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, 17TH CENTURY

with two sprung bolts, full enclosed mechanism decorated
on the top with incised scrolling foliage on a blued ground,
on a shaped fixing plate decorated en suite and with a
pierced border, and with a key

14cm; 5I in 

(2)

£400-500

365 366
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367
A GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, 17TH CENTURY

with two sprung bolts, enclosed mechanism covered by a
blued and engraved plate decorated with scrolling foliage
and retained by five domed screws, on a pierced and
chiselled fixing plate, and with a key (restorations and
repairs)

19cm; 7I in 

£500-600

368
A GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, 17TH CENTURY AND
LATER

with three sprung bolts, the mechanism fully enclosed and
applied with an embossed gilt-brass plaque decorated with
strapwork and foliage inhabited by birds of prey, shaped
pierced fixing plate decorated with blued foliage and
strapwork, and with a key

26cm; 10D in 

(2)

£400-500

367 368
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369
A GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, LATE 17TH/18TH
CENTURY

with a single shooting bolt, fitted with a bulb-shaped plate
embossed with scrolls and a flowerhead, and with a key
(cleaned)

18.5cm; 7D in

£300-400

370
A GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, 17TH CENTURY

with two sprung bolts, the springs retained by a pair of
engraved scrolling plates, and the barrel engraved with
classical profile on the top, with a key 

16cm; 6G in high 

£300-400

369

370
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European & American Firearms
VARIOUS OWNERS

371
A SILESIAN WHEEL-LOCK BIRDING RIFLE (TSCHINKE),
MID-17TH CENTURY 

with slender octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with
six narrow grooves, punched and chiselled with scrollwork
about the fore-sight, over the median and the breech,
punched and engraved barrel tang, lock of characteristic
form decorated en suite with the barrel, fitted with sliding
pan-cover with button release, button catch for setting the
sear, flash-guard, and finely engraved dog decorated with a
marine monster and further masks, fruitwood full stock
profusely inlaid over its entire length with engraved
staghorn plaques within symmetrical arrangements of
tendrils and pellets all within horn segmental lines (minor
restorations and repairs), including hounds, rabbits, marine
monsters and scrolls with grotesque heads issuant with
flowers,  a bear pawing a hound and a camel ridden by a
game bird on the cheek-piece, a lion under the trigger-
guard, a pair of grotesque jesters forming the trigger-plate,
enriched with mother-of-pearl ball flowers throughout,
sliding patchbox-cover decorated en suite, engraved horn
butt-plate, ramrod-pipes and fore-end cap, iron trigger-
guard, and later horn-tipped wooden ramrod  

85cm; 33I in barrel 

£4000-5000

371



372
A SILESIAN WHEEL-LOCK BIRDING RIFLE (TSCHINKE),
MID-17TH CENTURY 

with slender octagonal swamped barrel rifled with eight
narrow grooves, chiselled with scrollwork over the median,
the breech and the tang, lock of characteristic form
decorated en suite with the barrel, fitted with sliding pan-
cover with button release (button catch for setting the sear
missing), flash-guard, and the dog engraved with scrolls,
fruitwood full stock profusely inlaid over its entire length
with engraved staghorn plaques within a panel of tendrils
and pellets all within horn segmental lines (restorations and
repairs, the last portion of the fore-end replaced), including
hounds, rabbits, and scrolls with grotesque head terminals,
a surrendering bear impaled by a huntsman on the cheek-
piece, enriched with mother-of-pearl ball flowers
throughout, sliding patchbox-cover decorated en suite,
engraved horn butt-plate, ramrod-pipes and fore-end cap,
iron trigger-guard, and later horn-tipped wooden ramrod  

88cm; 34 Nin barrel 

£3500-4000

372
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373
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING GUN, DATED 1663  

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel stamped with the
date and Gotha mark ahead of the back-sight (Neue Støckel
1450), grooved over the breech and stamped twice with the
barrelsmith's mark (similar to Neue Støckel 1848), plain flat
lock fitted with internal wheel retained by a punched and
engraved brass cover, sliding pan-cover with engraved
button release, flash-guard, engraved and chiselled dog
decorated with a bird on the top-jaw, set trigger, fruitwood
full stock inlaid with engraved staghorn plaques including
symmetrically arranged pairs of marine monsters over the
fore-end within segmental lines, two marine monsters
opposite the lock, and the cheek-piece decorated with a
horse within a foliate frame, carved with recessed panels in
imitation of bark behind the barrel tang and cheek-piece,
sliding patchbox-cover engraved with a framed
contemporary figure, pierced steel trigger-guard, horn butt-
plate, engraved horn ramrod-pipe and fore-end cap, and
original engraved horn-tipped wooden ramrod 

71cm; 28in barrel 

A number of firearms of this style stamped with dates
ranging from 1655-1683, with Gotha town mark and the
makers mark of a bird in conjunction with either the initials
AF or GF were in the Gewerkammer of the Princes zu Salm-
Reifferscheidt-Dyck. 

£3500-4500

374
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE DATED 1653 

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with eight
grooves, stamped with the date between a series of
punched dots ahead of the back-sight, the barrelsmith's
initials 'CR' and a pair of panels of scrolls and flowers over
the breech, flat lock fitted with internal wheel retained by
an engraved brass cover, sliding pan-cover (button release
missing), double set trigger, figured fruitwood full stock
inlaid with engraved staghorn panels, including a series of
shaped panels enclosing fruit over the fore-end, a hunter
taking aim at a stag on the cheek-piece and applied with a
further plaque engraved with the date beneath, steel
trigger-guard, horn butt-plate and associated bone-tipped
wooden ramrod (restorations and repairs, varnished
throughout) 

77.5cm; 30I in barrel 

£3000-4000

373
374
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375
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE FOR A CHILD,
CIRCA 1640

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with six
grooves, stamped with the barrelsmiths mark and a further
mark over the breech including the letters ‘IF’ (rubbed),
plain flat lock with external wheel retained by a pierced
shaped bracket, sliding pan-cover with button release,
fruitwood full stock inlaid with numerous engraved
staghorn plaques, including a hunter taking aim at a rabbit
within an architectural landscape and further designs
involving game, all enriched with pellets and within horn
segmental lines, iron trigger-guard shaped for the fingers,
and later engraved staghorn ramrod-pipes and fore-end
cap (the steel parts cleaned, the stock and inlays with
restorations and repairs)

59.5cm; 23G in barrel

£3000-4000

376
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE FOR A CHILD,
CIRCA 1660 

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with nine
grooves, plain lock fitted with external wheel retained by a
c-shaped bracket, flash-guard, and sliding pan-cover with
button release, double set trigger, figured fruitwood full
stock inlaid with engraved staghorn rondels and pellets
over the fore-end, a pair of expanded flowerheads opposite
the lock, and a vacant panel on the cheek-piece, carved
with a panel of foliage behind the butt, steel trigger-guard
shaped for the fingers, engraved staghorn ramrod-pipe,
and later horn-tipped wooden ramrod 

43cm; 17in barrel 

£2000-2500

375
376
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THE PROPERTY OF A GERMAN NOBLEMAN

377
A FINE PAIR OF VIENNESE WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING
RIFLES BY ANDREAS ZENNER IN WIENN, CIRCA 1720-30

with octagonal swamped barrels rifled with seven grooves,
signed in gold divided by the barrelsmith’s gold-lined mark,
numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ in gold respectively and inlaid with a
gold cartouche over the breeches, fitted with gilt-brass
fore-sights and folding leaf back-sights, engraved barrel
tangs, finely engraved locks each decorated with a stag
hunting scene and rococo scrolls, enclosed wheels, sliding
pan-covers, flash-guards, the dogs each engraved with an
allegorical figure, double set triggers, figured walnut full
stocks carved with rococo scrolls in low relief about the
barrel tangs, ahead of the trigger-guards and to the rear of
the butts, carved cheek-pieces, inlaid in contrasting colours
with horn and burrwood, sliding patchbox-covers inlaid
with further contrasting panels of horn and burrwood, gilt-
brass mounts comprising side-plates pierced with

strapwork and foliage inhabited by a stag, trigger-guards
shaped for the fingers, engraved with a reclining female
figure, a portrait bust and with strapwork terminals,
engraved trigger-plates, engraved butt-plates, fitted with an
engraved recessed plaque for the thumb on the spine of
the butt, three faceted ramrod-pipes, horn fore-end caps
inlaid with contrasting colours of horn behind, and original
wooden ramrods with tips of contrasting pieces of horn en
suite (one butt with worm damage, the other fore-end
repaired)

82cm; 32D in barrels

(2)

Andreas Zenner came from Bielsko, Poland and is recorded
in Vienna circa 1710-26. 

£10000-12000

377
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A RARE PAIR OF AUSTRIAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING
RIFLES BY HEINRICH AUER IN SALZBURG, CIRCA 1730

each with swamped octagonal sighted barrel rifled with
seven grooves, signed within a linear panel behind the
back-sight and stamped with the platinum lined
barrelsmith’s stamp, in an oval the letters HA above a
shield carrying a bird, engraved tang, engraved flat lock
decorated with a bear confronted by a hunter within a
landscape, internal wheel, flash-guard, sliding pan-cover,
the dog pierced with an arrangement of three entwined
serpents, double set trigger (one missing), hardwood full
stock stained in imitation of rootwood, lightly carved with
foliage about the barrel tang and moulded over the fore-
end (one stock with light worm damage, each with small
chips), carved cheek-piece inlaid with a panel of contrasting
pieces of horn and burrwood, sliding patchbox-cover inlaid
with contrasting colours of horn and burrwood, moulded

steel trigger-guard shaped for the fingers, steel trigger-plate
with foliate terminal, the side nails each with a horn
flowerhead washer, horn butt-plate, horn fore-end caps
inlaid with contrasting colours of horn, and horn-tipped
wooden ramrods, one the original (the ramrod-pipes
missing, the steel parts lightly cleaned with chemicals)

84.5cm; 33D in barrels

(2)

This maker, and his mark, appear to be unrecorded. He is
presumably a relative of Johann Heinrich Auer, recorded at
451 and 458 Linzergasse, Salzburg between 1721-63. He
stopped working in 1761 when he was disabled by a
landslide which severly damaged his house and workshop.
The mark may be a pun on Auerhahn, a capercaillie.

£8000-10000

378
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379
A BAVARIAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY BALTHASER
KIRSCHENHOFER IN BAMBERG, DATED 1709

with two-stage sighted barrel signed and dated ahead of a
finely chiselled panel of entwined foliage involving
monsterhead profiles and greenman masks over the
breech, engraved barrel tang, bevelled lock signed ‘BK a
Bamberg’, finely chiselled with further masks and foliage
terminating in grotesques, the steel face and cock each
chiselled en suite, engraved trigger decorated with a
pierced grotesque mask behind, figured walnut half-stock
carved with rococo foliage in relief about the barrel tang
and ahead of the trigger-guard, chiselled steel mounts
including side-plate centring on a grotesque, butt-plate
decorated with acanthus and masks on the tang, trigger-
guard engraved with a monsterhead scroll on the bow and
with acanthus finial, faceted ramrod-pipes, and vacant
escutcheon incorporating a grotesque, and horn fore-end
cap (later ramrod)

106cm; 41N in barrel

A number of guns by this maker are recorded in the 1724
inventory of the Counts von Schonborn. See A.Sitte 1906,
pp.105-109. A gun signed Aeichinger a Bamberg with a
strikingly similar side-plate formerly in the collections of the
Counts Schenk von Stauffenbergby was sold Sotheby’s
Olympia, 10th July 2002, lot 248. 

£2000-2500

380
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1720

with three-stage sighted barrel engraved with a profile bust
within a frame of foliage over the breech (rubbed) and
stamped with a series of marks on the left, plain rounded
lock stamped with a mark (Neue Støckel 3222) on the
inside, figured walnut half-stock profusely inlaid with
arrangements of scrolling flowers and foliage in steel wire
and enriched with steel pellets, steel mounts including
pierced side-plate involving tendrils with grotesque
terminals, trigger-guard with acanthus finial, vacant
escutcheon, and butt-plate with tang of shaped outline
engraved with foliage (worn, later ramrod) 

97.5cm; 38D in barrel

£2000-2500

379
380
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A ROMAN-LOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1720,
NEAPOLITAN OR SPANISH

with tapering barrel formed with a long sighting rib
terminating in a bead fore-sight, a pair of further ribs over
the breech and stamped with the barrelsmith’s marks for H
G Coma, engraved breech and barrel tang, a single steel
barrel band pierced and engraved with foliage and flowers
enclosing a hound retrieving a bird, moulded back-sight
carried on a pierced and engraved apron, rounded lock
finely engraved with foliage inhabited by an exotic bird and
the forward edge chiselled with beaded ornament,
engraved with the initials ‘FP’ inside, highly figured
rootwood half-stock, fluted butt in the Italian taste, applied
with steel plaques pierced and engraved with elaborate
designs of scrolling foliage inhabited by monsters and
demi-figures about the barrel tang, on the top and bottom
of the butt, and ahead of the trigger-guard, carved wooden
trigger-guard reinforced with a further pierced and
engraved steel plaque, pierced and engraved steel trigger-
plate, applied with a pierced and engraved steel bird-of-
prey ahead of the trigger-guard, engraved steel ramrod-
pipe, and engraved steel-tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps
the original (the stock with worm damage)

108cm; 42N in barrel

£1800-2400

382
A RARE GERMAN MIQUELET-LOCK SPORTING GUN IN
THE SPANISH TASTE SIGNED RENZI, EARLY 18TH
CENTURY

with two-stage swamped sighted barrel, sparsely engraved
with foliage on a short flat and stamped with the letter F
beneath the breech, engraved tang, signed engraved lock
fitted with engraved brass bridle, highly figured hardwood
full stock carved with a raised moulding about the barrel
tang, brass mounts including side-plate pierced and
chiselled in the French manner with scrolling tendrils with
monsterhead terminals, butt-plate engraved en suite,
applied with a further panel of monsterhead tendrils
inhabited by an exotic bird on the underside of the butt,
engraved trigger-guard with acanthus finial, faceted
ramrod-pipes, the rear rarmod-pipe with a panel matching
the side-plate, vacant escutcheon carried by scrolling
tendrils and fruit, and fitted with a steel ring behind the
side-plate (later ramrod, the stock repaired)

80.6cm; 31N in barrel

£800-1000

381
382
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383
A GERMAN AIR GUN OF BELLOWS TYPE BY
F.A.ROTMAUER IN LEGAU, CIRCA 1760

with signed octagonal swamped sighted barrel fitted with a
brass sleeve, plain tang, fully enclosed mechanism, figured
walnut full stock carved and incised with rococo scrollwork
about the tang, behind the ramrod-pipe and over the butt,
raised cheek-piece carved with further designs and fitted
with a bolt for winding the mechanism behind, wooden
trigger-guard with brass reinforce of shaped outline, brass
mounts including a pair of scrolling panels on each side of
the mechanism in imitation of a side-plate, two-piece butt-
plate, three ramrod-pipes, and complete with its original
brass ramrod (incomplete, the stock with minor repairs and
worm damage)

81.5cm; 32 in barrel

A gun of similar date and signed Franz Anthony Rotmauer
in Legau is preserved in a German ancestral collection.

£1800-2400

384
A POLISH BUTT RESERVOIR AIRGUN BY MARTIN
SCHOLTZ A BRESLAU, CIRCA 1720

with three-stage swamped sighted barrel sleeved in brass,
fitted with moulded brass apron back-sight, signed rounded
dummy lock engraved with a figure from antiquity and the
terminals chiselled with a grotesque issuant with foliage
and a serpent respectively, chiselled cock decorated with a
serpent top and bottom and fitted with a ring at the top,
steel bridle engraved with a dragon, figured walnut full
stock carved with conventional foliage about the barrel
tang and over the fore-end, detachable butt, brass mounts
including side-plate pierced and engraved with foliage
terminating in a dragon head, trigger-guard with acanthus
finial, three moulded ramrod-pipes, horn fore-end cap, and
original steel ramrod (the stock with minor cracks and
repairs)

95.1cm; 37I in barrel

Martin Scholtz is recorded in Breslau (now Warsaw) circa
1670-1700. This would appear to be an early use of the
detachable butt reservoir system, or a working adaption to
this system in the 18th century.

£1800-2200

383
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385
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1750

with two-stage barrel retained by a chiselled shaped brass
band, fluted breech stamped with a mark, the letter A,
beneath, plain tang, flat lock chiselled with a boar hunting
scene and a mounted hunter taking aim at a mythical
creature all on a punched ground within a framework of
rococo scrolls, the lower portion of the cock concealed
inside the lock, figured walnut half-stock carved with
rococo scrolls behind the tang, raised cheek-piece
decorated with further scrolls and shell ornament, engraved
and chiselled brass mounts including side-plate decorated
with a courtly scene within a framework of scrolls en suite
with the lock, butt-plate decorated with further scrollwork
frames and Diana the huntress on the tang, trigger-guard
decorated with a halberdier, fore-end cap, a pair of faceted
ramrod pipes, and crowned escutcheon decorated with an
enthroned female figure (later ramrod)

96cm; 37N in barrel

£1800-2200

386
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY IOHANN
ROTER, CIRCA 1730

with Italian three-stage sighted barrel stamped ‘Domenico
Bonemino’ over the breech and retained by an engraved
shaped brass band, signed lock decorated with a stag
hunting scene, figured walnut half-stock carved with rococo
scrolls about the barrel tang and over the butt, engraved
brass mounts including pierced side-plate decorated with
scrolling foliage, trigger-guard with shaped finial decorated
with scrollwork, butt-plate with tang of shaped outline
decorated with an elaborate pattern of scrolls enclosing a
reclining stag, and three moulded ramrod-pipes, a pair of
steel sling swivels mounted on the side of the stock, and
horn fore-end cap (later ramrod, the stock with areas of
wear and light worm damage)

112.3cm; 44D in barrel

This maker appears to be unrecorded.

£1200-1800

385
386
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387
A BAVARIAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY ANDREAS
GANS IN AUGSBURG, CIRCA 1740

with blued two-stage sighted barrel, stamped with a series
of decorative marks and the brass-lined barrelsmiths marks
over the breech (including Neue Støckel 422), signed
bevelled lock finely engraved with trophies-of-arms and a
cherub playing a harp beneath the pan, the cock engraved
with strapwork and chiselled with a serpent head beneath
the jaws, figured walnut full stock carved in relief with
rococo flowers and foliage behind the barrel tang, raised
cheek-piece carved en suite, brass mounts of shaped
outline, including two-piece side-plate and butt-plate,
wooden trigger-guard reinforced with brass, and three
brass ramrod-pipes, horn fore-end cap, and horn-tipped
wooden ramrod

87.7cm; 34I in barrel

The second mark on the breech, that of the maker’s name
rendered in the Spanish style, is not recorded in Støckel.
Two pairs of guns by this maker are preserved in the
Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, inv.nrs.13/781,783,785 and
791. See E.Schalkhauser 1988, pp.122-123.

£1500-1800

388
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN OF
EXCEPTIONAL LENGTH, CIRCA 1740 

with octagonal swamped barrel fitted with brass fore-sight,
plain bevelled lock, figured walnut half-stock carved with
rococo mouldings about the barrel tang, over the fore-end,
the comb of the butt and the cheek-piece, brass mounts of
shaped outline including two-piece side-plate, two-piece
butt-plate, wooden trigger-guard reinforced with a brass
band en suite, horn fore-end cap, and original bone-tipped
wooden ramrod (the stock with light worm)  

155cm; 61in barrel

£1200-1800

387
388



389
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING RIFLE BY ZIILY, CIRCA
1730

with blued two-stage signed sighted barrel rifled with
twelve grooves, bevelled lock engraved with a mounted
hunter attacking a bear beneath the pan and a further
hunting scene on the tail, figured walnut full stock carved
with rococo foliage and flowers in low relief about the
barrel tang, raised cheek-piece carved with scrollwork and
flowers behind, wooden trigger-guard reinforced with a
plain brass plaque of shaped outline, and brass mounts
including two-piece side-plate and two-piece butt-plate,
horn fore-end cap, and original horn-tipped wooden
ramrod (incomplete)

87.6cm; 34I in barrel

This gun was probably made by Joseph Zilly, recorded in
Kirchheim, Wurttemberg circa 1701-45. 

£1000-1500

390
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1730

with two-stage swamped sighted barrel struck with the
barrelsmith’s mark, a sabre, engraved with a band of
beadwork over the breech and retained by a pierced brass
band, plain bevelled lock, the lower portion of the cock
concealed within the lock and retained by a blued plate,
figured walnut half-stock carved with rococo ornament in
low relief, plain brass mounts of shaped outline including
side-plate, trigger-guard with moulded bow, butt-plate,
pierced vacant escutcheon and faceted brass ramrod-pipes
(later ramrod, fore-end cap and one sling swivel missing,
the stock with minor repairs)

105cm; 41F in barrel

£1000-1500

389
390
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391
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1730

with two-stage barrel stamped with a brass-lined
barrelsmith’s mark at the breech, in an oval three letters
above a bird within a cartouche (rubbed, fore-sight
removed), plain rounded lock, figured walnut half-stock
carved with rococo scrollwork about the barrel tang and
beneath the lock, carved wooden trigger-guard, and
decorated throughout with incised lines in imitation of
mounts, including a shaped outline on the spine of the butt
and a pair of wooden ramrod-pipes, steel sling-swivel, and
brass forward ramrod-pipe (ramrod replaced)

102.2cm; 40D in barrel

A very similar mark is on the barrels of the pair of wheel-
lock guns, lot number 378

£1000-1200

392
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1740

with three-stage Italian barrel stamped ‘Gio Maria Aqvisii’
and fitted with silver fore-sight, plain bevelled lock, the
neck of the cock chiselled with foliage, figured walnut half-
stock carved with rococo ornament in low relief about the
barrel tang and ahead of the lock, plain brass mounts,
including butt-plate and side-plate with brass sling swivel,
wooden trigger-guard reinforced with a brass panel, horn
fore-end cap, and the butt applied with an inventory label
(the steel parts with light rust, the stock with minor chips
and repairs)

110.2cm; 43F in barrel

£800-1000

391
392
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PROPERTY REMOVED FROM A STYRIAN CASTLE

393
AN AUSTRIAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, MID-18TH
CENTURY

with heavy blued twist Turkish barrel rifled with eight
grooves, strongly swamped and encased in a band of silver
at the muzzle, stamped with the barrelsmiths mark,
decorated with silver scrolls between a pair of raised silver
bands and with a silver cartouche over the breech, gilt-
brass fore-sight and back-sight, the latter fitted with a
tubular shade, gold-lined vent, bevelled lock engraved with
scrolls, stags, and the reclining figure of Diana and Acteon
as a stag on a leash, double set trigger, figured walnut full
stock carved with a rococo moulding about the barrel tang,
raised cheek-piece, sliding patchbox-cover with a gilt-brass
mounts at each end cast and chased with scrolls on a
punched ground, full gilt-brass mounts comprising side-
plate pierced and chiselled with a scene from the chase,
trigger-guard decorated with a hunter within a scrollwork
cartouche, butt-plate decorated with a pair of birds preying
upon a rabbit and the figure of Diana above, crowned
escutcheon decorated with a feeding stag, and a pair of
faceted ramrod-pipes, and horn fore-end cap (ramrod
missing)

70cm; 27K in barrel

£3000-3500

394
AN AUSTRIAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING RIFLED CARBINE
SIGNED GAM, CIRCA 1730

with blued octagonal swamped sighted barrel stamped
with a brass-lined makers mark, the letters GAM above a
standing figured within a crested oval and inscribed ‘Inri’
over the breech, plain tang, signal border-engraved
rounded lock, double set trigger, figured walnut full stock
carved with scrolling foliage about the barrel tang and over
the fore-end, raised cheek-piece carved with further scrolls
and inlaid with pieces of horn, blued steel mounts including
pierced side-plate formed as a scrolling serpent, trigger-
guard with acanthus finial, butt-plate with pronounced heel
and slender tang, and vacant escutcheon, horn fore-end
cap, and original horn-tipped wooden ramrod

59cm; 23I in barrel

£400-600

393
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VARIOUS OWNERS

395
AN ITALIAN SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK SPORTING
GUN BY FRANCESCO NUTI, CORTONA, CIRCA 1820-25

with two-stage swamped Spanish barrel fitted with gold
’spider’ fore-sight, chiselled and gilt girdle decorated with
anthemion and flowerheads, signed ‘Fabricado en Eibar.
Juan Francisco De Y Rusta. Ano de 1816’ in gold and
enriched with elaborate sprays of foliage on each side,
stamped with gold lined barrelsmith’s mark and a series of
decorative marks over the breech, finely engraved breech
and barrel tang decorated scrolling flowers and foliage, the
former inlaid with a gold line, signed flat lock engraved
with scrolling foliage and flowers en suite with the breech,
the hammer retaining screw chiselled with a classical head,
figured walnut half-stock, finely chequered fore-end and
grip each enriched with a trellis pattern of silver stars, the
latter carved with a bearded mask and foliage in the round,
carved cheek-piece decorated with an expanded
flowerhead, engraved full silver mounts comprising slender
foliate side-plate, trigger-guard decorated with a
symmetrical pattern of foliage on the bow and the tail en
suite with the lock, butt-plate with tang of shaped outline
and surrounded by an additional scalloped band, silver
sling swivels, moulded silver rear ramrod-pipe, gold
forward ramrod-pipe, inlaid with the owners initials in gold
ahead of the comb, and horn fore-end cap (steel parts with
light surface rust, stock with areas of wear, ramrod missing)

95cm; 37G in barrel

Francesco Nuti is recorded in Cortona, Tuscany, circa 1825.
The barrelsmiths marks are reproduced in W.Keith Neal
1955, p.100 no.153.

£1200-1800

396
A FINE BRESCIAN FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS  BY
GV.BANCHI, CIRCA 1780 

with strongly swamped barrel, flared elliptical muzzle engraved
with two pairs of lines, chiselled with a sighting flat and a
female portrait medallion carried by an elaborate trophy-of-
arms over the breech, engraved barrel tang decorated with
foliage, signed rounded lock chiselled with further trophies-of-
arms, moulded figured walnut full stock carved with scrolls at
the fore-end, inlaid with silver scrolls over the fore-end and the
butt, and incorporating engraved silver flowerhead plaques
about the barrel tang, folding butt carved and inlaid en suite,
steel mounts cast and chiselled with classical profile medallions
carried by trophies-of-arms en suite with the lock and breech,
comprising solid side-plate, trigger-guard with acanthus finial,
butt-plate including a Turk's head, a pair of ramrod-pipe, and
horn-tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the original (some inlays
lifting, areas of wear, varnished throughout) 

91.5cm; 36in

See N.di Carpegna 1997, p.142.  

£1200-1800

395
396
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AN 8 BORE FLINTLOCK WILDFOWLING GUN BY
CARTMELL, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820

with rebrowned twist two-stage barrel fitted with silver
fore-sight, signed stepped lock (cock replaced), figured
walnut half-stock (repairs), chequered grip, and steel
mounts of shaped outline (later ramrod)

137.5cm; 54B in barrel

£400-600

398
A FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY WILLIAM PARR,
CHARLOTTE STREET, BIRMINGHAM, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1810

reconverted from percussion, with signed rebrowned two-
stage sighted barrel, platinum vent, signed lock fitted with
roller and engraved with a scroll of foliage, figured walnut
half-stock, chequered grip, engraved steel mounts, white
metal fore-end cap, and brass-tipped wooden ramrod

82.8cm; 32K in barrel

William Parr is recorded at this address circa 1799-1807.
This gun was presumably reproofed when it was converted
to percussion. 

£300-400

397
398
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399
A GLOBE RESERVOIR AIRGUN BY C. PARKER, BURY,
CIRCA 1820

with signed rebrowned twist sighted barrel cut with multi-
groove rifling, engraved case-hardened action decorated
with foliage, fitted with chamber lever on the left and inlaid
with a platinum line towards the breech, with a threaded
lug beneath for a globe reservoir, highly figured walnut full
stock with take-down fore-end, finely chequered grip,
engraved steel mounts including trigger-guard and butt-
plate, vacant silver escutcheon, silver fore-end cap, a pair
of silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and with its original brass-
tipped wooden ramrod (globe missing)

79cm; 31in barrel

Charles Parker is recorded at 18 Abbeygate Street, Bury St
Edmunds 1822-39.

£700-900

399
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401
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS SIGNED BUNNEY,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA
1790

with four stage brass barrel belled at the muzzle, plain steel
tang, signed stepped lock engraved with border ornament
and fitted with bolt safety-catch, figured walnut full stock
(repaired behind the lock, cracks and minor chips), and
moulded brass mounts including scrolling waisted side-
plate, and trigger-guard with bud-shaped terminal, and
original horn-tipped wooden ramrod

74.3cm; 29D in 

£800-1000

402
A PERCUSSION BLUNDERBUSS BY B.TATE, LOUTH,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820

converted from flintlock, with brass barrel belled towards
the muzzle (spring bayonet and fore-sight each removed),
engraved tang fitted with bayonet release catch, signed
stepped bolted lock, figured walnut full stock (cracked
through and chipped behind the lock), and engraved brass
mounts including trigger-guard with pineapple finial and
spurred butt-plate (later ramrod)

75.5cm; 29N in 

Bryan Tate is recorded at Butcher Market, Louth circa 1810-
35. 

400-500

401
402
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403
A RARE NAVAL SEVEN BARRELLED FLINTLOCK VOLLEY
GUN BY HENRY NOCK, TOWER PROOF MARKS, CIRCA
1780

with browned sighted barrels signed H. Nock’ ahead of the
lock, plain action tang with sighting groove, bevelled lock
engraved with ‘Tower’ and ‘GR’ crowned, stamped ‘HN’
inside (mainspring broken), figured walnut butt impressed
’VII’ inside the lock cavity, regulation brass mounts
including side-plate and three ramrod-pipes, the forward
ramrod-pipe with sprung steel catch (trigger-guard
missing), and contemporary steel ramrod (the steel parts
with areas of wear, stock bruised)

50.8cm; 20in barrels

Nock’s Sea Service Volley guns were designed to provide
an effective means of clearing the enemy decks and
fighting tops of sharpshooters. Sharpshooters in the tops
were both a danger to the enemy and themselves. The
dramatic fire on the Orient at the Battle of the Nile in 1798
was apparently caused this way, afterwards Nelson banned
the use of such weapons and consequently the French
sniper that fired the fatal shot at Trafalgar went unmolested.
It was of little consolation to the British to read after the
battle that one of the French sharpshooters had set fire to
their own vessel, as Nelson had predicted. See H.L.
Blackmore 1955, pp.165-192. 

£6000-8000

403
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404
A FINE BELGIAN D.B. PERCUSSION SHOTGUN BY J.B.
RONGÉ FILS A LIÈGE, PRESENTED TO CAPTAIN A.P.
ALLEN BY KING LEOPOLD I OF BELGIUM, ANTWERP,
DATED 3RD JULY 1839

with browned twist damascus barrels fitted with silver fore-
sight, inscribed ‘Damas Curr Superfin’ in gold script with
flourishes of silver foliage and inlaid with a gold line at the
breech, engraved case-hardened breech, engraved case-
hardened breech tang extending to a slender panel over
the grip, engraved case-hardened locks signed in gold on a
blued scroll, engraved case-hardened hammers en suite
with the locks and fitted with blued safety-catches released
by an engraved blued grip lever, highly figured rootwood
half-stock with chequered grip, engraved blued steel
mounts comprising trigger-guard formed with broad flutes
on each side, butt-plate, ramrod-pipe also forming the fore-
end cap, blued sling swivels, the rear on a German silver
escutcheon, gold barrel bolt escutcheons, original ivory-
tipped whalebone ramrod, and retaining much original
finish throughout: in its original brass bound case veneered
in highly figured burrwood (the back with extensive chips),
the case lid fitted with brass escutcheon engraved with
presentation inscription, the inside lined in plum velvet and
complete with its padded silk cover and with its full
compliment of original accessories including copper
powder-flask finely embossed with star signed ‘B a Paris’
and with brass nozzle incorporating an optic, ebony and
ivory-mounted turnscrew, and polished steel wad cutter
(the case lining with light wear and fading); together with
the original accompanying letter of delivery, a
contemporary translation, an engraved maker’s label for
No.604 Rue Vinave-d'Isle, and a contemporary newspaper
cutting

77cm; 30D in barrels

The presentation inscription on the lid escutcheon reads:

'Presented to Capt A.P. Allen of the ship Magistrate by
Leopold 1st King of Belgium in commemoration of his
Majesty’s visit to that vessel at Antwerp 3rd July 1839.'

The newspaper cutting reads:

The King of Belgium, a few days ago, paid a visit to an
English Merchant ship, the Magistrate, Captain Anthony
Allen then at Antwerp. He examined the noble vessel very
minutely, and expressed himself much gratified by the
information he had received and the entertainment
provided for him. The next day Captain Allen was gratified
by the receipt of a sum of money to be distributed to the
seamen, and a beautiful and costly fusil as a present to
himself. The following letter accompanied the valuable
gift:-

“CAPTAIN SIR,- The King has commanded me to forward to
you, in his name, and I lose no time in obeying his
Majesty’s order, the accompanying fusil- the manufacture
of Liege, of which his Majesty begs your acceptance, in
acknowledgement of the handsome reception you gave to
him on board your vessel, on the 3rd instant…

It is particularly agreeable to me, captain, to be charged
with this commission from his Majesty; and I avail myself
of the opportunity of offering you the assurance of my
profound esteem…”

£4000-5000

404
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405
A D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY JOHN MANTON
& SON, DOVER STREET, LONDON NO. 10530, FOR 1830

with signed rebrowned twist barrels fitted with silver bead
fore-sight, engraved case-hardened breech decorated with
a panel of entwined scrolls and foliage, pierced platinum
plugs, scroll-engraved breech tang, signed back-action
locks with engraved borders and finely engraved with
scrolling foliage and a monsterhead terminal on the tails,
scroll-engraved hammers, highly figured walnut half-stock
(the underside of the butt cracked), chequered grip,
engraved blued steel mounts including trigger-guard and
butt-plate (bluing oxidised, sling swivel missing), silver
escutcheon engraved with the owner’s crest and initials
GCA (rubbed), silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and brass-
tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the original

76.2cm; 30in barrels 

£500-600

406
A D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY JOHN
GRAINGER 106 KING STREET WEST TORONTO,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, MID-19TH CENTURY

with signed twist sighted barrels, engraved breech
decorated with a pheasant, inlaid with a pair of platinum
lines and with platinum plugs, scroll-engraved flush-fitting
locks, highly figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip,
engraved steel mounts including trigger-guard with acorn
finial and butt-plate: in its fitted relined mahogany case, the
lid painted with the owner’s initials and previously fitted
with flush-fitting handle (worn throughout)

76cm; 30in

£400-500

405
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407
AN 8 BORE PERCUSSION WILDFOWLING GUN BY
BURNETT, SOUTHAMPTON, WITH BARREL BY CHARLES
LANCASTER LONDON PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1850

with rebrowned twist sighted barrel signed ‘Charles
Lancaster 131 New Bond Street, London’, engraved patent
breech inlaid with a platinum line, platinum plug, signed
lock boldly engraved with border ornament and scrolling
foliage (hammer replaced), highly figured walnut half-stock,
chequered grip, engraved brass mounts including trigger-
guard decorated on the bow with a hound putting up a
duck, vacant silver escutcheon, silver barrel bolt
escutcheons, horn fore-end cap, and brass-tipped wooden
ramrod

105.5cm; 41I in barrel

£800-1000

408
A 4 BORE PERCUSSION WILDFOWLING GUN BY GEORGE
FORREST, JEDBURGH, CIRCA 1860

with rebrowned twist sighted barrel, case-hardened patent
breech with platinum line, pierced platinum plug, and
platinum-lined barrelsmith’s stamp, engraved breech tang,
signed lock engraved with foliage and with engraved
border, figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, fitted
with leather-covered cheek-rest on the butt, engraved steel
mounts including trigger-guard with shaped finial and butt-
plate, vacant silver escutcheon, silver fore-end cap, and
original brass-tipped wooden ramrod (incomplete)

96.5cm; 38in barrel 

George Forrest & Sons are recorded at 7 Abbey Place,
Jedburgh circa 1874-1901.

£800-1000

407
408
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409
A 6 BORE PERCUSSION WILDFOWLING GUN,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, MID-19TH CENTURY

with rebrowned two-stage sighted barrel, platinum lined
breech, pierced platinum plug, engraved lock, figured
walnut half-stock, chequered grip and fore-end, steel
mounts including trigger-guard with engraved pineapple
finial, vacant white metal escutcheon, horn fore-end cap,
and brass-tipped wooden ramrod (the steel parts pitted,
stock worn and with repairs)

91.5cm; 36in barrel

£200-300

410
A PERCUSSION WILDFOWLING GUN BY WILLIAM FOX,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1850

with rebrowned sighted barrel formed in two stages,
engraved breech and breech tang, signed engraved back
action lock decorated with a hound putting up a snipe,
figured walnut half-stock stained in imitation of burrwood,
chequered grip, engraved steel mounts, white metal fore-
end cap, and brass-tipped wooden ramrod (the steel parts
pitted)

79.5cm; 31D in barrel

£100-150

409
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411
A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY COOK, BATH,
CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with two-stage Spanish barrel
stamped with the gold-lined marks of Juan Esteban
Bustindui of Eibar (Neue Støckel 124 and 130) within a
series of decorative marks at the breech, chiselled and gilt
with a band of acanthus at the girdle (light pitting fore-sight
missing), stepped bevelled lock signed on a scroll, figured
walnut half-stock (fore-end cracked), tutenag mounts
including pierced stepped side-plate, trigger-guard with
acorn finial, butt-plate pierced en suite with the side-plate,
vacant silver escutcheon, and horn fore-end cap

82cm; 32B in barrel

John Cook is recorded at Kingsmead Street, Bath, circa
1797-1839.

£300-400

412
A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN SIGNED H. NOCK,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1800

converted from flintlock, with three-stage sighted barrel,
engraved breech inlaid with a gold line, platinum plug,
signed stepped bevelled lock, figured walnut half-stock,
chequered grip, engraved steel mounts, vacant silver
escutcheon, and associated brass-tipped wooden ramrod
(worn throughout, the steel parts pitted, losses)

80.5cm; 30N in barrel

It would appear that this gun was proofed at the time it was
converted. 

£100-150

413
AN AUSTRIAN MODEL 1851 PERCUSSION RIFLED
CAVARY CARBINE

of regulation type, with 14I-in barrel retained by a single
band, plain lock rebuilt from a flintlock plate, figured walnut
three-quarter stock, regulation steel mounts including
saddle ring, and with no provision for a ramrod

76.2cm; 30in overall

£200-250

411
413
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414
A DUTCH MILITARY WHEEL-LOCK HOLSTER PISTOL,
MID-17TH CENTURY  

with two-stage sighted barrel stamped with a series of
marks beneath, rounded lock retained by three side nails
(mainspring missing), fitted with sliding pan-cover with
button release (inoperative), external wheel engraved with
the letter 'S' and retained by a  bracket at the bottom,
moulded full stock (the butt and fore-end each cracked and
repaired), plain steel trigger-guard and fore-end cap (butt-
cap missing), and with a contemporary wooden ramrod 

57cm; 22I in 

The engraved letter S on the wheel marks the point to
which the wheel should be spanned for firing and is an
almost exclusively Dutch feature.  See A.Hoff 1978, p.39. 

£2000-2500

PROPERTY OF A GERMAN NOBLEMAN

415
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK ‘PUFFER’ PISTOL, DATED 1588,
THE STOCK SIGNED HS

converted from wheel-lock, with two-stage barrel fitted with
18th Century fore-sight and stamped with two marks over
the breech (rubbed), flat stepped lock, figured fruitwood full
stock profusely inlaid over its surface with scrolling foliage
carrying ball flowers and terminating in foliage and
flowerheads, the fore-end inlaid with a pair of marine
monsters, on one side and with a staghorn plaquette
engraved with a contemporary portrait bust signed ‘HS,
fitted with a pair of staghorn portrait profiles about the
barrel tang, a long engraved staghorn panel including the
signature HS and the date behind the barrel tang,
compressed spherical pommel profusely inlaid en suite and
enriched with pellets, fitted with a cast and chased gilt-
brass plaquette decorated with a classical scene including
the figure of Mercury within a frame of laurel, and steel
trigger-guard (the stock cracked and with small losses, later
ramrod)

49cm; 19D in 

The lock, fore-sight and a number of repairs were
apparently executed during the second quarter of the 18th
Century.

£2000-3000

414
415
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416
A PAIR OF FRENCH FLINTLOCK LONG HOLSTER PISTOLS
BY PUSSET A LUNEVILLE, CIRCA 1710

with slender tapering barrels formed with sighting flats and
fitted with moulded fore-sights, moulded breeches
stamped with a series of marks on the left (indistinct), plain
tangs, signed stepped locks sparsely engraved with foliage
and decorated with a delicate wavy linear pattern about the
principal borders, the cocks engraved en suite, set triggers,
figured walnut full stocks carved with a raised moulding
about the tangs and over the fore-ends, carved with a leafy
moulding about the rear ramrod-pipes, full steel mounts
comprising side-plates pierced with a strapwork design
carrying a portrait medallion and involving leafy scrolls,
moulded trigger-guards decorated with a recessed panel
on the bow and with acanthus finials issuant from a
grotesque half-mask, engraved trigger-plates, spurred
pommels fitted with chiselled profile medallion caps, oval
escutcheons decorated with a portrait medallion, and a pair
of faceted ramrod-pipes (later ramrods)

57cm; 22I in 

(2)

There are three makers of this name, Pierre Francois
recorded in Besancon circa 1708 and his two sons Jean
Claude and Antoine, recorded in Strasbourg circa 1708 and
1737-43 respectively.

£5000-6000

416
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417
A PAIR OF BRESCIAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOLS BY
PICI FRUSCA, BRESCIA, LATE 17TH CENTURY

with tapering three-stage barrels stamped ‘Lazarino
Cominazzo’ over the breeches, rounded locks signed ‘Pici
Frusca Ba’ and chiselled with leafy ornament in relief on the
tails, each stamped ‘I’ on the inside, the cock retaining
screws and steels chiselled en suite, figured walnut full
stocks carved with scrolls over the fore-ends, applied with
numerous steel plaques finely pierced and engraved with
foliage, comprising a demon mask issuant with foliage
about the barrel tang, further issuant masks on each side of
the pommel and another mask ahead of the trigger-guard,
steel mounts, comprising side-plates pierced and engraved
with scrolling foliage, fruit and a grotesque mask, trigger-
guards chiselled with leafy tendrils inhabited by a serpent
and with finials pierced en suite, spurred pommels
chiselled with beaded borders surrounding tightly scrolling
foliage, flowers and fruit inhabited by serpents, a pair of
ramrod-pipes chiselled with acanthus, pierced steel fore-
end caps, and each with its original steel-tipped wooden
ramrod (the stocks with repairs, the steel parts with areas
of wear)

These pistols have been shortened during their early
working life. It would appear that a German gunsmith
replaced the fore-ends, probably at the same time. Two
makers of this name are recorded, the older Picin Frusca is
mentioned circa 1684 and was known, in his lifetime, as a
skilled lockmaker. He is supposed to have perfected the
manufacture of the flintlock system though there is no firm
basis for this. The younger, probably his grandson, is
mentioned proving military firearms and as a direct
producer and supplier of flintlocks to the Venetian
government in 1721 and 1725. See N.di Carpegna 1997,
p.176. 

£3000-4000

417
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418
A FINE PAIR OF GERMAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOLS
SIGNED DE GRAFFEN, SUHL CONTROL MARKS, CIRCA
1720

with swamped barrels each formed with a long flat and
fitted with moulded brass fore-sights, chiselled with
acanthus over the breech and stamped with Suhl control
marks and the barrelsmith’s mark (Neue Støckel 4834)
beneath, engraved tangs fitted with moulded back-sights,
signed locks with strongly bevelled edges chiselled with
foliage on a punched ground, engraved with further scrolls
on the tail and beneath the pan, the cocks strongly bevelled
and chiselled en suite, highly figured walnut full stocks
carved with raised mouldings and conventional foliage
about the barrel tangs, and with delicate scrolls over the
fore-ends, steel mounts cast and chased in low relief,
comprising pierced scrolling foliate side-plates, moulded
spurred pommels fitted with grotesque mask caps, trigger-
guards with acanthus finials and a flower on the bows, a
pair of strongly faceted ramrod-pipes, and vacant
escutcheons, horn fore-end caps, and one with original
horn-tipped wooden ramrod (the other replaced)

53.2cm; 21 in

(2)

This maker appears to be unrecorded.

£3000-5000

418
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419
A PAIR OF LIÈGOIS FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS
FORMED ENTIRELY OF STEEL SIGNED SEGALLAS,
LONDON, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with turn-of cannon barrels, signed box-lock actions
engraved with foliage (one action missing three screws,
one cock missing its upper portion), flat sided engraved
butts, and engraved steel trigger-guards (small areas of
light wear)

14.5cm; 5N in

(2)

£500-700

420
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL BY ANDREAS
GANS IN AUGSBURG, CIRCA 1720

with etched twist barrel in the Turkish fashion, moulded at
the muzzle and fitted with silver fore-sight, an engraved
silver band at the median, and a further band of engraved
silver at the breech, plain tang, signed stepped lock
engraved with border ornament, foliage and a scroll
terminating in a male demi-figure, figured walnut full stock
carved with foliage about the barrel tang and behind the
rear ramrod-pipe, gilt-brass mounts cast and chased in low
relief, comprising side-plate pierced with a design of
scrollwork terminating in monsterheads, moulded trigger-
guard with acanthus finial, spurred pommel decorated with
a band of crescents around its base, a pair of faceted
ramrod-pipes, vacant escutcheon, horn fore-end cap, and
original horn-tipped wooden ramrod

46.2cm; 18D in 

See footnote to lot 387

£1000-1400

419
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VARIOUS OWNERS

421
A PAIR OF BOHEMIAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOLS BY
CASPAR PETER, CIRCA 1760

with tapering barrels formed with long flats fitted with silver
fore-sights, chiselled with foliage encrusted with silver
about the fore-sights and over the breeches, signed
bevelled locks with engraved borders and decorated with a
stag on the tails (one cock missing its upper portion, the
other chipped), figured walnut full stocks carved with
rococo scrolls about the barrel tangs and with shell
ornament over the fore-ends, ‘bird’s head’ butts, gilt-brass
mounts cast and chased with rococo ornament on a
stippled ground, including solid side-plates decorated with
a reclining hound and a hunter within a scrollwork frame,
trigger-guards with classical warriors on the bows,
pommels decorated en suite with the trigger-guards and
with long shaped tangs, vacant escutcheons, a pair of plain
ramrod-pipes, fore-end caps, and each with its original gilt-
brass tipped wooden ramrod (the stocks each with small
chips, the gilding with areas of wear)

39cm; 15G in 

£3000-4000

421
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422
A PAIR OF GERMAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOLS BY
LEMAT A LIPSTADT, CIRCA 1710 

with swamped sighted three-stage barrels formed with a
long flat and signed over the breeches, grooved barrel
tangs, curved bevelled stepped locks (defective, losses),
figured walnut full stocks carved with a raised moulding
about the barrel tangs, the locks and the trigger-guards
(one fore-end extensively chipped, the other cracked), full
steel mounts chiselled in low relief, including scrolling side-
plates decorated with foliage, trigger-guards with acanthus
finials, vacant escutcheons and spurred faceted pommels
(one ramrod missing the other replaced) 

51cm; 20in

(2) 

£1800-2200

423
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, CIRCA 1740

with three stage sighted barrel formed with three recessed
panels over the breech, plain lock of military type stamped
‘N39’, moulded walnut full stock, and steel mounts
including pierced scrolling side-plate and spurred pommel
engraved with foliage (worn throughout, the stock
extensively cracked and chipped, ramrod missing)

50cm; 19I in 

£600-800

422
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424
A RARE RUSSIAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL BY
GRECKE IN ST PETERSBURG, DATED 1779

with rebrowned two-stage sighted barrel signed and dated
in silver script over the breech, plain tang (expertly
repaired), signed rounded lock, figured walnut full stock
carved with rococo scrolls and foliage in low relief about
the barrel tang and ahead of the trigger-guard, slender butt
of near fish-tail form, brass mounts including solid side-
plate with diagonal mouldings, spurred pommel, and
moulded trigger-guard with acanthus finial, horn fore-end
cap (small repairs), and with various impressed and painted
inventory numbers

38cm; 15in 

Johann Adolf Grecke was maker to the Russian Imperial
Court and the son of the distinguished Swedish master
Johann Joachim Grecke. A number of very fine firearms by
him are preserved in the Hermitage, St Petersburg.

£2000-2500

425
A RUSSIAN FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL, DATED 1834

with 24.5cm barrel fitted with brass fore-sight, the tang
fitted with back-sight, dated lock fitted with brass pan and
ring-neck cock (rubbed), figured walnut half-stock, slender
butt, full regulation brass mounts including escutcheon
engraved with the cypher of Czar Nicholas I (the pistol
varnished and with areas of wear), and with no provision
for a ramrod

40cm; 15N in

£500-600

426
A RUSSIAN FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL, DATED 1834

with 24.5cm barrel fitted with brass fore-sight, the tang
fitted with back-sight, dated lock fitted with brass pan and
ring-neck cock, figured walnut half-stock, slender butt, full
regulation brass mounts including escutcheon engraved
with the cypher of Czar Nicholas I (the pistol varnished and
with areas of wear, the stock cracked through at the butt),
and with no provision for a ramrod

40cm; 15N in

£500-700

424
425
426
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427
A GERMAN D.B. FLINTLOCK PISTOL, CIRCA 1760

with tapering barrels fitted with silver fore-sight, stepped
lock engraved with rococo ornament (one cock
incomplete), figured walnut full stock lightly carved with
foliage behind the barrel tang and the ramrod-pipe, and
moulded steel mounts including spurred pommel and
trigger-guard each engraved with scrolling foliage (fore-end
repaired, later ramrod)

32.5cm; 12N in 

£400-500

428
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK PISTOL, CIRCA 1760

with two-stage barrel inscribed ‘A Furstenau’ (fore-sight
removed), plain rounded lock, figured walnut full stock
carved with scrolls and foliage about the barrel tang (the
fore-end cracked through), brass mounts cast and chased
in low relief, including solid side-plate, trigger-guard with
acanthus finial and pommel each decorated with
moustacheod grotesques, and silver escutcheon engraved
with the owner’s initials, and horn fore-end cap (later
ramrod)

35cm; 13N in 

£350-450

427
428
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429
A NORTH GERMAN FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS PISTOL
SIGNED THADDAUS POLTZ, CIRCA 1750

with two-stage sighted barrel formed with an elliptical
muzzle, sparsely engraved with pellets, foliage and
cornucopia over the breech, signed rounded lock, figured
walnut full stock carved with scrolls in low relief about the
rear ramrod-pipe and the tang, slender butt of near fishtail
form, brass mounts including stepped solid side-plate,
broad trigger-guard, spurred pommel and vacant
escutcheon, and wooden ramrod (tip missing, one side nail
replaced) 

40.5cm; 16in

£800-1000

430
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, CIRCA 1740

with two-stage sighted barrel inlaid in brass with a naïve
leaping stag within a scrolling framework, scroll-engraved
lock, figured walnut full stock carved with a moulding about
the barrel tang and decorated with incised linear ornament,
and brass mounts including pierced scrolling side-plate
(incomplete) and spurred pommel (worn throughout,
ramrod missing); and A FLEMISH FLINTLOCK HOLSTER
PISTOL, CIRCA 1740, with two-stage barrel, bevelled lock
signed ‘I.Deprenz’ (indistinct), walnut half-stock (wormed),

and brass mounts cast and chased in low relief including
spurred pommel decorated with a grotesque mask (worn
throughout, ramrod missing)

the first: 43.2cm; 17in 

(2) 

£400-500

431
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK TARGET PISTOL IN THE FRENCH
TASTE, CIRCA 1810

with two-stage sighted barrel, engraved rounded lock,
figured walnut full stock (chipped, crude repairs),
chequered grip, and engraved German silver mounts
(ramrod missing)

30cm; 11N in 

£250-350

429
430
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432
A PAIR OF CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING
PISTOLS, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with brass barrels strongly moulded towards the muzzles,
brass box-lock actions engraved with linear ornament,
sliding thumb-piece safety-catches also locking the steels
(each incomplete), slender chequered bag-shaped butts
inlaid with silver wire on the spines, and steel trigger-
guards each engraved with a star; and a CONTINENTAL
PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL, MID-19TH CENTURY
(worn)

the first: 22cm; 8N in

(2) 

£500-600

433
A .650 FLINTLOCK SERVICE PISTOL, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with 9in barrel (shortened), stepped lock signed ‘Innes’ and
with crowned GR, walnut full stock, and regulation brass
mounts (worn throughout, the metal parts corroded,
ramrod missing)

39cm; 15I in

£250-350

432
433
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434
A FLINTLOCK REGULATION PISTOL OF PRUSSIAN
MODEL 1731 TYPE

with 12in tapering barrel fitted with brass fore-sight, plain
regulation lock with characteristic stepped moulded tail,
carved figured walnut full stock, and regulation brass
mounts (the steel parts pitted, the stock cracked and
wormed, ramrod missing)

48.2cm; 19in 

£500-600

435
A FRENCH MODEL AN.13 FLINTLOCK PISTOL, DATED
1813

(top-jaw, top-jaw screw and ramrod missing, steel parts
pitted, stock chipped); and ANOTHER, with An.9 barrel
dated 1810 (worn, losses)

the first: 35.5cm; 14in

(2)

£350-450

436
A FRENCH MODEL 1763 FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL

with Libreville lock (cock damaged), complete with its steel
ramrod); and A FRENCH MODEL 1763 FLINTLOCK NAVY
PISTOL, with St Etienne lock, the stock impressed No.3,
and regulation brass mounts (ramrod missing); and
ANOTHER (barrel shortened, steel parts pitted, stock
chipped, ramrod missing)

the first: 39.5cm; 15I in

(3) 

£500-600

437
A PAIR OF PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOLS BY H.W.
MORTIMER CO. GUNMAKERS TO HIS MAJESTY,
LONDON, CIRCA 1800-1807

converted from flintlock, with browned twist octagonal
sighted barrels, engraved case-hardened breeches
decorated with a scroll of foliage, engraved case-hardened
breech tangs decorated en suite and incorporating the
back-sights, signed stepped bolted case-hardened locks,
set triggers, figured walnut full stocks (fore-ends replaced),
finely chequered butts with characteristic spiral carving at
the base, engraved blued trigger-guards decorated with a
trophy-of-arms on the bow and with pineapple finial, a pair
of ramrod-pipes, and contemporary horn-tipped wooden
ramrods (each refinished throughout), in their original fitted
mahogany case lined with green baize, the lid with flush-
fitting handle and trade label for 1800-1807, and with some
accessories (the lining worn and with minor moth damage,
the label with small tears)

37.5cm; 14N in

£4000-6000

437
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438
A PAIR OF CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET
PISTOLS SIGNED RENNETTE A PARIS, CIRCA 1840

each with octagonal etched twist barrel signed in gold and
fitted with German silver fore-sight, engraved case-
hardened breech and breech tang each numbered in gold,
the latter fitted with back-sight, flush-fitting lock engraved
with border ornament and scrolling foliage, set trigger,
figured walnut half-stock carved with a lion mask in the
round at the fore-end, the butt cut with a panel of fine
chequering and carved with a band of laurel foliage around
the base, engraved steel mounts including side-plate
decorated with a scrolling serpent, butt-cap, and spurred
trigger-guard, German silver barrel bolt escutcheons,
vacant German silver escutcheons, and no provision for a
ramrod: in their original fitted case veneered in burrwood
(chipped, losses), lined in plum velvet and with a loading
rod and rosewood mallet, probably the original 

40cm; 15N in 

£2000-3000

439
A PAIR OF HUNGARIAN PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET
PISTOLS BY KIRNER ÉS FIJA PESTEN, CIRCA 1832-42

with swamped octagonal sighted barrels signed in full and
rifled with eight grooves, engraved breeches, engraved
slender breech tangs numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ and
incorporating the back-sights, flush-fitting locks engraved
with scrolling foliage and signed ‘Kirner’ and ‘Pesten’
respectively, double set triggers (the hair triggers each
removed), figured light walnut half-stocks, the butts
swelling at the bases, each incised with a band of trellis
and fitted with engraved steel cap, engraved steel mounts
including small side-plates, and engraved trigger-guards
fitted with additional spurs in their working life (the ramrod
apertures plugged): in their original relined fitted case with
a number of later accessories (case lid cracked)

40cm; 15 N in

£800-1000

438
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440
A GERMAN PERCUSSION WENDER PISTOL BY MICHAEL
BEIER IN WIRZBURG, CIRCA 1760,

converted from flintlock, with swamped barrels fitted with
‘spider’ fore-sights, signed ‘Michael Beier’ and ‘In
Wirzburg’, numbered 3 and 4 respectively and released by
a brass catch beneath, bevelled lock engraved with simple
border ornament, figured walnut full stock carved with
rococo scrolls and shell ornament about the barrel tang
and further rococo ornament about shaped brass panels
over the fore-end (fore-end cracked on one side) and plain
brass side-plate and pommel (trigger-guard and ramrod
each missing, pommel repaired)

34.5cm; 13I in 

£600-800

441
A RARE NORTH GERMAN BREECH-LOADING NEEDLE-
FIRE RIFLED TARGET PISTOL BY E.A. STOERMER,
HERZBERG, CIRCA 1840-45

with browned twist sighted barrel fitted with removable
loading lever on the right, scroll-engraved side-hammer
action, signed ‘invenit et fecit E.A.Stoermer Herzberg’, set
trigger, figured walnut half-stock, chequered butt, engraved
spurred blued trigger-guard with pineapple finial, and white
metal barrel bolt escutcheons

36.5cm; 14G in

Ernst August Stoermer (1776-1857) was gunmaker to the
Kings of Hanover. 

£500-700

442
A PAIR OF PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOLS BY
CHARLES & HENRY EGG, NO. 1 PICCADILLY LONDON,
CIRCA 1842-50

each with signed rebrowned twist sighted barrel, scroll-
engraved breech inlaid with a gold line, pierced platinum
plug, engraved tang incorporating the back-sight, signed
bolted lock engraved with scrolling foliage and border-
ornament, highly figured walnut full stock, chequered grip,
engraved steel trigger-guard, engraved steel butt-cap with
trap, stirrup ramrod, white metal barrel bolt escutcheons
and vacant white metal escutcheon (the steel parts pitted
and refinished)

35cm; 13N in

(2)

£1200-1800

440
441
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443
A RARE DAY’S PATENT COMBINED TRUNCHEON AND
PERCUSSION PISTOL, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1823

with turn-off brass barrel flared at the muzzle and decorated
with raised and turned bands, brass action decorated en
suite (defective), fitted with a later iron apron retaining the
hammer, hollow pommel cast and chased as an eagle’s
head, set with a pair of glass eyes, and fitted with an iron
stirrup for suspension (the patent plaque missing)

40cm; 15N in 

For a discussion of John Day’s patent walking cane and
truncheon see L. Winant 1956, p.136 and pp.154-5.

£1200-1800

444
A PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL BY KELLY, GLASGOW,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1835

with turn-off barrel engraved with a band around the
muzzle, signed scroll-engraved case-hardened action
decorated with a frame of key ornament on one side, blued
folding trigger, finely chequered walnut butt with swollen
ovoid terminal, and vacant white metal escutcheon

12cm; 4N in

£300-400

445
A FRENCH MODEL AN XIII PERCUSSION PISTOL, 1807

converted from flintlock, complete with its steel ramrod
(worn throughout)

35cm; 13N in 

£200-250

446
A GERMAN PERCUSSION PISTOL, CIRCA 1740

converted from flintlock, with tapering sighted barrel,
rounded lock signed ‘Petit Jean’, figured walnut full stock
carved with a rococo flower behind the barrel tang, and
engraved brass mounts (worn throughout, ramrod
missing); and A GERMAN PERCUSSION PISTOL, MID-
18TH CENTURY, with tapering sighted brass barrel
engraved with a bold scroll of foliage over the breech,
engraved brass lock, and figured walnut full stock, and
brass mounts including spurred pommel and trigger-guard
with acanthus finial (worn throughout, the stock and
ramrod replaced)

the first: 35cm; 13N in 

(2)

£450-550

443
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A DISTINGUISHED COLLECTION OF
EUROPEAN MILITARY FIREARMS

447
A BAVARIAN MODEL 1844
PERCUSSION GENDARMERIE
CARBINE, DATED 1851

the lock with Amberg arsenal marking
and the date (one barrel band and the
ramrod missing, cleaned throughout)

78cm; 38N in barrel

£400-500

448
A BAVARIAN MODEL 1851
PERCUSSION RIFLE

with folding back-sight pierced with
two apertures, the lock with Munich
arsenal inscription, and with its steel
ramrod (the steel pats with areas of
rust, the stock bruised, fore-end
chipped)

105cm; 41D in barrel

£250-350

449
A BAVARIAN MODEL 1858/67
PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING
RIFLE

stamped with the serial number 93696
at the breech, and the stock impressed
with three large numbers on each side,
with it steel ramrod (cleaned, the stock
repaired)

92cm; 36D in barrel

£300-400

450
A BAVARIAN MODEL 1869 WERDER
SYSTEM BREECH-LOADING RIFLED
CARBINE, NO. 1080

stamped serial number throughout,
with its saddle ring

39.5cm; 15I in barrel

£300-400

448

447

449

450
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451
A BAVARIAN MODEL 1869 WERDER
SYSTEM BREECH-LOADING RIFLED
GENDARMERIE CARBINE, NO. 1673

stamped with serial numbers
throughout, with its steel ramrod (the
steel parts with areas of rust, the
breech drilled through)

54.5cm; 21I in barrel

£300-400

452
A HANOVERIAN PERCUSSION JÄGER
RIFLE BY CRAUSE, HERZBERG, CIRCA
1855

with browned twist sighted barrel rifled
with four grooves, stamped with the
number 677 at the breech, fitted with
calibrated adjustable back-sight, signed
case-hardened back-action lock with
matching numbers, double set trigger,
hardwood full stock of regulation type
with raised cheek-piece (patchbox
cover replaced), regulation brass
mounts, and with its steel ramrod

80cm; 31I in barrel

£300-400

453
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1805
FLINTLOCK INFANTRY MUSKET

stamped M on the left of the breech,
and stepped lock with Potsdam arsenal
marking (the ramrod associated, one
barrel band missing, the steel parts
cleaned, the stock with areas of wear)

105cm; 41D in barrel

£500-700

454
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK MUSKET OF
PRUSSIAN 1805 TYPE

with three-stage barrel retained by a
single brass muzzle band, stepped
regulation lock, walnut full stock with
regulation brass mounts, and with its
steel ramrod (extensively cleaned
overall)

86.2cm; 34in barrel

£400-500

451

452

453

454
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455
A FLINTLOCK RIFLE OF BAKER TYPE
SIGNED HENRY NOCK, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1813-20,
POSSIBLY FOR EXPORT TO PRUSSIA

the breech tang stamped 41, signed
lock with engraved borders, the stock
retaining traces of a mark opposite the
lock (extensively cleaned throughout,
ramrod missing)

105cm; 41D in barrel

A number shipments of Baker and other
rifles, including some of inferior and
possibly even foreign make were issued
by the Board of Ordnance when Britain
was supporting the wars against the
French and their allies between 1793-1813.

On 27th March 1813......‘to be shipped
with the greatest expedition to Prussia
an order including 500 rifles & swords
with 400 rounds per rifle’. See De Witt
Bailey 2002, pp.169-170.

£1000-1200

456
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1839/55
PERCUSSION RIFLE, DATED 1856

the lock with Potsdam arsenal marking,
stamped throughout with arsenal
markings, and with its steel ramrod

104.7cm; 41D in barrel

£600-800

457
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1849
PERCUSSION MUSKET

converted from an earlier French
flintlock, the lock retaining traces of St
Etienne arsenal markings, and with its
steel ramrod

100cm; 39D in barrel

£250-350

458
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1854 DREYSE
SYSTEM NEEDLE-FIRE MARINE
‘PIKENBÜCHSE’ NO. 1536, DATED 185-

with rebrowned barrel fitted with its steel
bayonet retained by a spring catch
beneath the muzzle, the receiver and
mounts stamped with arsenal markings
and with matching numbers  throughout

76cm; 30in barrel

£800-1000

455

457

458
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459
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1860 DREYSE
SYSTEM NEEDLE-FIRE RIFLE,
NO.1144 DATED 1861

stamped throughout with the date and
arsenal markings, with matching
numbers, and with its steel ramrod

77cm; 30D in barrel

£800-1000

460
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1862 DREYSE
SYSTEM NEEDLE-FIRE RIFLE,
NO.8980 DATED 1867/8

stamped throughout with the date and
arsenal markings, with matching
numbers, and with its steel ramrod

84cm; 33in barrel

£800-1000

461
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1865 DREYSE
SYSTEM NEEDLE-FIRE RIFLE, NO.
9057 DATED 1868

stamped throughout with the date and
arsenal markings, the receiver stamped
3334, and with its steel ramrod

76.5cm; 30B in barrel

£800-1000

462
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1865 DREYSE
SYSTEM NEEDLE-FIRE RIFLE, NO.
3054 DATED 1868

stamped throughout with the date and
arsenal markings, with matching
numbers, and with its steel ramrod

76.5cm; 30B in barrel

460

461

462

459
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463
A PRUSSIAN DREYSE SYSTEM
NEEDLE-FIRE RIFLE, NO. 3737, DATED
1868

stamped throughout with the date and
arsenal markings, the receiver
numbered 1468, and with its steel
ramrod

86.4cm; 34in barrel

£500-600

464
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1857 DREYSE
SYSTEM NEEDLE-FIRE RIFLED
CAVALRY CARBINE, NO. 3695, DATED
1870

stamped throughout with the date and
arsenal markings, and the receiver
numbered 4084, and with no provision
for a ramrod (the saddle ring missing,
the sling swivels replaced)

39cm; 15G in barrel

£600-800

465
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1857 DREYSE
SYSTEM NEEDLE-FIRE RIFLED
CAVALRY CARBINE, NO. 4084, DATED
1870

stamped throughout with the date and
with Herzberg arsenal markings, with
its steel saddle ring, with matching
numbers, and with no provision for a
ramrod

39cm; 15G in barrel

£600-800

466
A PRUSSIAN DREYSE SYSTEM
NEEDLE-FIRE RIFLE, NO. 13457,
CIRCA 1870, PROBABLY FOR
GENDARMERIE USE

stamped throughout with the date,
arsenal markings, and with matching
numbers (ramrod missing, the steel
parts rusted)

61cm; 24in barrel

£400-500

463

464

465

466
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467
A WURTTEMBERG MODEL 1860
PERCUSSION JÄGER RIFLE, NO 2578

the lock stamped ‘Königl Wurt Fabrik’,
and with its steel ramrod

75.5cm; 29N in barrel

£450-550

468
A WURTTEMBERG MODEL 1860
PERCUSSION RIFLED ARTILLERY
CARBINE, NO 173

the lock stamped ’SP & SR’ for
Spangenberg & Sauer, and with its
steel ramrod

50cm; 19N in barrel

£300-350

469
A WURTTEMBERG MODEL 1860
PERCUSSION JÄGER RIFLE, NO 3837,
DATED 1862

the lock with Suhl arsenal marking, the
butt-plate with further arsenal
numbers, and with its steel ramrod (the
steel parts cleaned)

75.5cm; 29N in barrel

£350-450

470
A WURTTEMBERG MODEL 1857/67
DREYSE SYSTEM NEEDLE-FIRE RIFLE,
NO. 7978, DATED 1870

stamped throughout with the date and
arsenal markings (ramrod missing)

95cm; 37G in barrel

£800-1000

467

468

470

469
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A CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK
MUSKET, SECOND QUARTER OF THE
19TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
AUSTRIAN

with two-stage barrel retained by three
steel barrel bands, the forward most
incorporating a ramrod-pipe beneath,
bevelled lock stamped ‘859’ and with
the Austrian double eagle mark,
hardwood regulation full stock with
regulation steel mounts, and with its
steel ramrod

94.5cm; 37D in barrel

£600-800

472
AN AUSTRIAN MODEL 1849
PERCUSSION RIFLE DATED 1852

the barrel stamped ‘Ferd Fruwirth’, the
lock stamped with the Austrian double
eagle and the date, the stock with
traces of an arsenal mark, and with its
steel ramrod

84.5cm; 33D in barrel

£400-600

473
AN AUSTRIAN MODEL 1867 WERNDL
SYSTEM INFANTRY JÄGER RIFLE,
DATED 1869

stamped with arsenal mark and the
date on the lock, and with its steel
ramrod

84cm; 33in barrel

£250-350

474
AN AUSTRIAN MODEL 1854/67
WÄNZL SYSTEM INFANTRY RIFLE

stamped throughout with arsenal
markings and retaining its steel ramrod

86cm; 33P in barrel

£200-250

471

472

473

474
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475
AN AUSTRIAN MODEL 1854/67
WANZL SYSTEM JÄGER RIFLED
CARBINE

stamped throughout with arsenal
markings and retaining its steel ramrod

64cm; 25D in barrel

£200-250

476
AN AUSTRIAN MODEL 1854/67
WANZL SYSTEM JÄGER RIFLED
CARBINE

stamped throughout with arsenal
markings and retaining its steel ramrod

64cm; 25D in barrel

£200-250

477
AN AUSTRIAN WANZL SYSTEM
RIFLED CARBINE OF 1867 TYPE

with reblued sighted barrel retained by
a single band at the muzzle, stamped
with arsenal markings at the breech,
plain lock, regulation stock, regulation
steel mounts, and with its steel ramrod

60cm; 23I in barrel

£200-250

478
A NORWEGIAN PERCUSSION RIFLED
MUSKET, CIRCA 1840

a regulation conversion from flintlock,
the barrel fitted with folding back-sight
pierced with a pair of apertures,
stamped with the serial number 8827,
the lock fitted with dog-safety, stamped
with Kongsberg proof marks and the
serial number, regulation blackened
beechwood stock, regulation brass
mounts (trigger-guard bent), and with
its brass-tipped steel ramrod

104cm; 41in barrel

£250-350

475

476

477

478
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479
A NORWEGIAN PERCUSSION RIFLED
MUSKET, CIRCA 1840

a regulation conversion from flintlock,
with rebrowned barrel fitted with
folding back-sight pierced with a pair
of apertures, stamped with the serial
number 3018, the lock fitted with dog-
safety, stamped with Kongsberg proof
marks and the serial number,
regulation blackened beechwood
stock, regulation brass mounts, and
with its brass-tipped steel ramrod

105.5cm; 41I in barrel

£250-350

480
A RUSSIAN PERCUSSION MUSKET,
LIÈGE PROOF, TULA, DATED 1861

with tapering sighted barrel retained by
three steel bands and struck with Liège
proof marks, back-action lock struck
with Tula arsenal mark and the date,
regulation full stock stamped with
traces of an arsenal mark on the right
of the butt, regulation brass mounts,
and with its steel ramrod

96cm; 37I in barrel

£250-350

481
A RUSSIAN PATENT BREECH-
LOADING BOLT ACTION RIFLE, CIRCA
1870

with sighted barrel retained by three
steel bands, bolt-action, bevelled lock
plate stamped 862, regulation
hardwood full stock, steel mounts and
with its steel ramrod (the steel parts
heavily patinated, stock worn)

94cm; 37in barrel

£100-150

482
A SPANISH MODEL 1854
PERCUSSION MUSKET, DATED 1858

the lock struck with Placencia arsenal
markings and Eastern marks, and with
its steel ramrod (worn throughout)

99cm; 39in barrel

£200-250

479

480

481

482
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483
A SWISS MODEL 1856 PERCUSSION
RIFLE BY A. FRANCOTTE A LIÈGE

with signed browned barrel, signed
lock, the stock impressed with an
arsenal inscription on the right of the
butt (worn), and with its steel ramrod

93cm; 36I in barrel

£500-600

484
A SWISS MODEL 1856 PERCUSSION
RIFLE BY
A. FRANCOTTE A LIÈGE

with signed barrel and lock, the stock
impressed with an arsenal inscription
including the date, and with its steel
ramrod (the steel parts with patches of
surface rust)

93cm; 36I in barrel

£350-450

485
A SWISS MODEL 1867 BREECH-
LOADING INFANTRY RIFLE

stamped with the serial number
‘10292’ at the breech, and with
‘Neuhausen’ and arsenal markings on
the breech cover (refinished, ramrod
missing)

92.5cm; 36D in barrel

£250-300

486
A CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION TIP-
UP BREECH-LOADING RIFLE FOR THE
EASTERN MARKET, ON THE
SARTORIS PRINCIPLE, MID-19TH
CENTURY

with sighted rifled barrel retained by
three steel bands, rectangular tip-up
breech operated by a bolt-lever on the
left, back-action lock stamped with a
Turkish mark (the hammer replaced),
regulation full stock, and regulation
steel mounts (ramrod missing, stock
with repairs)

100cm; 39I in barrel

£250-350

483

484

485

486
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487
AN ITALIAN MODEL 1814 FLINTLOCK
MUSKET

the lock retaining traces of Turin Royal
arsenal marking, the stock retaining
traces of a stamp on the right of the
butt, and with its steel ramrod

76cm; 30in barrel

£400-500

488
A PERCUSSION RIFLED LIGHT
CAVALRY CARBINE, DATED 1848,
PROBABLY ITALIAN

with sighted barrel rifled with eight
narrow grooves and retained by a
single muzzle band, flat lock with
rounded tail, hardwood three-quarter
stock, regulation steel mounts
including saddle ring on the trigger-
guard tang, and with its steel ramrod

34cm; 13G in barrel

£200-250

489
A PERCUSSION RIFLED LIGHT
CAVALRY CARBINE, CIRCA 1845-50,
PROBABLY ITALIAN

with sighted barrel rifled with eight
narrow grooves and retained by a
single muzzle band, flat lock with
rounded tail, hardwood three-quarter
stock, regulation steel mounts
including saddle ring on the trigger-
guard tang, and with its steel ramrod

34cm; 13G in barrel

£200-250

490
A BELGIAN PERCUSSION JÄGER
RIFLE SIGNED N.M. LOSGENNE ET
PIRLOT FILS A LIÈGE, CIRCA 1840-50

with sighted barrel rifled with eight
grooves and retained by three steel
bands, signed back-action lock
(hammer replaced), regulation full
stock, full regulation steel mounts, and
with its steel ramrod

92cm; 36D in barrel

Pirlot Frères are recorded as suppliers
to the army and members of the
Societe pour les Armes de Guerre
from 1830.

£300-400

487

488

489

490
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491
A BELGIAN PERCUSSION MUSKET,
LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1840-50

with sighted barrel retained by three
steel barrel bands, the lock stamped
‘HBM’, the stock impressed ‘Lepage a
Liège’ on the right of the butt and with
further numbers on the left, regulation
steel mounts, and with its ramrod

103cm; 40I in barrel  

£200-250

492
A BELGIAN PERCUSSION MILITARY
RIFLE, LIÈGE PROOF, DATED 1851

with sighted barrel rifled with five
grooves, fitted with calibrated ladder
back-sight, stamped with the maker’s
mark ‘FT’ over the breech and on the
back-action lock, figured walnut full
stock with inspector’s stamps, and
regulation steel mounts (one sling
swivel and one trigger-guard retaining
screw missing), with its steel ramrod

84cm; 33in barrel

£350-450

493
A BELGIAN PERCUSSION JÄGER
RIFLE, LIÈGE PROOF CIRCA 1860

with blued sighted barrel fitted with
bayonet lug on the right and retained
by two polished steel bands, fitted with
folding back-sight calibrated to 1000
yards, flush-fitting lock signed ‘T. Tilkin
Tasset Ft d’Armes a Liege’, double set
trigger, regulation full stock, regulation
steel mounts and with its steel ramrod

84cm; 33in barrel

£250-350

494
A DUTCH MARECHAUSÉE
PERCUSSION CAVALRY CARBINE,
DATED 1826

converted from flintlock, fitted with
vertically swinging bayonet locked by a
catch at the muzzle, and stamped with
the date and a series of arsenal stamps
at the breech, the butt-plate stamped
with further arsenal markings, with its
steel ramrod

70cm; 27I in barrel

£800-1000

491

492

493
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495
A DUTCH MARECHAUSÉE
PERCUSSION CAVALRY CARBINE,
DATED 1827

similar (the barrel and bayonet
refinished)

70cm; 27I in barrel

£800-1000

496
A DUTCH PERCUSSION INFANTRY
MUSKET WITH 1846 HAMMER
CONVERSION

with sighted barrel retained by three
brass bands, stamped 1812 at the
breech, plain lock fitted with ring-
topped hammer, regulation full stock
retaining traces of a stamp on the right
of the butt, and with its steel ramrod

75.5cm; 29N in barrel

£300-400

497
A DUTCH MODEL 1867 SNIDER RIFLE 

stamped throughout with arsenal
markings, and with its steel ramrod

97.5cm; 38G in barrel

£350-450

498
A FRENCH MODEL 1777 FLINTLOCK
MUSKET, DATED 1809

the lock with Mutzig arsenal marking
(the cock detached), the butt
impressed with a further mark on the
right, and with its steel ramrod

113.5cm; 44N in barrel

£600-800

499
A FRENCH MODEL 1777 FLINTLOCK
DRAGOON MUSKET

stamped ‘MY 78’ and ‘P78’ over the
breech, and the inside of the lock
stamped ‘IBT’, and with its steel
ramrod

95.5cm; 37K in barrel

£400-500

495

496

497

499
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500
A FRENCH MODEL 1822 PERCUSSION
MUSKET

with its steel ramrod (the lock missing
one retaining screw, the steel parts
patinated, stock chipped)

102.8cm; 40I in barrel

£300-350

501
A FRENCH MODEL 1822 PERCUSSION
MUSKET

the barrel tang and stock with traces of
arsenal markings, the lock with St
Etienne Royal arsenal marking, and
with its steel ramrod (the stock
cleaned)

92cm; 36D in 

£300-400

502
A FRENCH BREECH-LOADING
PERCUSSION RIFLED RAMPART GUN,
DATED 1830

with sighted barrel rifled with ten
grooves, fitted with folding back-sight,
tip-up breech retained by a thumb-
screw forming an additional sight and
with a folding lever for a gas-tight fit
behind, rounded lock retaining traces
of Châtellerault arsenal marking,
figured walnut butt, and regulation
steel mounts including a pivot mount
beneath the fore-end

119cm; 46P in barrel

£600-800

503
A FRENCH MODEL 1829 FLINTLOCK
ARTILLERY CARBINE, DATED 1831

stamped with the letters ‘C.C’, ARIF’,
‘PNE’, and ‘MR’ at the breech, the stock
with arsenal markings, and with its
steel ramrod

60.3cm; 23N in barrel

£300-400

500

501

502

503
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504
A FRENCH MODEL 1842 PERCUSSION
GENDARMERIE RIFLED CARBINE,
DATED 1844

the breech stamped with the letters
‘CA’, ‘C’, ‘MR’ and with the date, the
lock with Tulle Royal arsenal marking,
the stock with further arsenal markings
and the date, with its steel ramrod, and
remaining in very good condition
throughout

76cm; 29N in barrel

£350-450

505
A FRENCH MODEL 1854 GARDE
IMPÉRIALE PERCUSSION RIFLE
DATED 1857

the breech stamped with arsenal
markings and the date 1856, the lock
with Tulle Imperial arsenal marking,
and the stock with further arsenal
markings including the date, and with
its steel ramrod (the steel parts with
areas of rust)

103cm; 40I in barrel

£300-400

506
A FRENCH MODEL 1861 PERCUSSION
RIFLED ARTILLERY CARBINE

the lock with Mutzig Imperial arsenal
marking, and with its steel ramrod

60cm; 23K in barrel

£300-400

507
A FRENCH MODEL 1865 PERCUSSION
RIFLED CARBINE, DATED 1865

the barrel with arsenal markings and
the date, the lock with St Etienne
Imperial arsenal marking, the stock
with traces of arsenal stamps, with it
steel ramrod

87cm; 34D in barrel

£350-450

504

505

506

507
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508

509

510

508
A FRENCH MODEL 1867 ‘A TABATIERE’
SNIDER ACTION THREE BAND RIFLE

the lock with Maubeuge Royal arsenal
inscription, with its steel ramrod

98.5cm; 38N in barrel 

£250-350

509
A FRENCH MODEL 1857/67 ‘A TABATIERE’
SNIDER ACTION THREE BAND RIFLE

with back-action lock with St Etienne
Imperial arsenal inscription, with it
steel ramrod

82cm; 32D in barrel

£200-250

510
A RARE ENGLISH LONG FLINTLOCK
TRADE GUN FOR THE AMERICAN
MARKET, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, SECOND QUARTER OF THE
19TH CENTURY

with sighted barrel stamped ‘12’ between
the proof marks over the breech and
engraved with three bands, plain tang,
flat lock stamped ‘London’ and ‘ClC’ red-
stained full stock with near paddle-
shaped butt, and brass mounts of shaped
outline, including trigger-guard, butt-plate
and four moulded ramrod-pipes, and
original wooden ramrod

133cm; 52G in barrel

£700-900

511
A MONT STORM PATENT PERCUSSION
TIP-UP BREECH-LOADING RIFLE BY R.
HUGHES, BIRMINGHAM, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1860

with rebrowned barrel rifled with four
shallow grooves, retained by three steel
barrel bands and fitted with folding back-
sight calibrated to 1000 yards, tip-up
breech, the tang retaining traces of the
patent inscription, signed border-
engraved lock, regulation full stock, with
sighted barrel, brass trigger-guard and
butt-plate and with its steel ramrod

99cm; 39in barrel

Mont Storm’s patent for converting
percussion muzzle-loading rifles to the
percussion breech-loading system
attracted much interest in both Europe and
the United States, his patent was registered
on 8th July 1856 in the latter country.

£500-700
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AN ENGLISH 1853 PATTERN THIRD
MODEL RIFLED PERCUSSION
MUSKET, BIRMINGHAM PROOF
MARKS, DATED 1867

the barrel struck with proof marks at the
breech, dated lock stamped Tower and
with a crown, and the stock impressed
with the mark of the Birmingham Small
Arms company on the right

99cm; 39in barrel

£300-400

513
AN ENGLISH MARK II SNIDER-ENFIELD
THREE BAND RIFLE, DATED 1861

the lock engraved with the date,
crowned ‘VR and ‘Enfield’, the stock
with Enfield arsenal marking and with
its steel ramrod

93cm; 36K in barrel

£300-400

514
AN ENGLISH MARK III SNIDER-
ENFIELD RIFLED CARBINE, CIRCA 1865

retaining its leather back-sight cover,
the breech with War Department
markings, and the lock with the date
and Enfield arsenal markings

49cm; 19D in barrel

£250-300

515
AN ENGLISH SNIDER-ENFIELD TWO
BAND RIFLED CAVALRY CARBINE BY
R. HUGHES, CRICA 1865

stamped with Birmingham proof marks
at the breech, retaining its saddle bar
and steel ring, and with its steel
ramrod

48cm; 18P in barrel

£350-450

512

513

514

205

515
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516
AN ENGLISH SNIDER-ENFIELD TWO
BAND RIFLE BY
E.M. REILLY & CO, NEW OXFORD
STREET, LONDON, CIRCA 1865

with browned barrel struck with
Birmingham proof marks, signed lock
engraved with a crown, the stock
impressed with the serial number 15239 

77.5cm; 30I in barrel

£400-500

517
AN ENGLISH .451 CALIBRE 1866
PATTERN WESTLEY RICHARDS
PATENT ‘MONKEY TAIL’ CARBINE,
DATED 1867

with blued Whitworth barrel, case-
hardened breech and lock, the stock
retaining traces of arsenal markings,
and with its steel ramrod

50.8cm; 20in barrel

£350-450

518
AN ENGLISH .451 CALIBRE 1866
PATTERN WESTLEY RICHARDS
PATENT ‘MONKEY TAIL’ CARBINE,
DATED 1867

with blued Whitworth barrel, case-
hardened breech and lock, the stock
retaining traces of arsenal markings,
and with its steel ramrod (worn)

50.8cm; 20in barrel

£350-450

519
AN ENGLISH GREEN BROTHERS
PATENT PERCUSSION BREECH-
LOADING BOLT ACTION RIFLE, BY
E.M. REILLY & CO, OXFORD STREET,
LONDON, CIRCA 1870

with signed reblued sighted barrel
rifled with four grooves, retained by a
pair of steel bands and fitted with
folding back-sight calibrated to 1250
yards, bolt-action breech retaining
traces of patent inscription (refreshed),
plain lock, full stock of regulation type,
regulation steel mounts and with its
steel ramrod (refinished and cleaned)

84cm; 33in barrel

The breech appears to be C.E. Green
and J. Green’s patent no. 3116 of 1870.

£400-500

516

517

518

519

END OF SALE
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Sale results for 28 June 2006

1          £350
2          £1300
3          £950
4          £1400
5          £500
6          £1800
7          £5600
8          £520
9          £4500
10        £1700
11        £6000
12        £1800
13        £650
14        £1000
15        £450
16        £650
17        £550
18        £850
19        £1350
20        £320
21        £550
22        £550
23        £550
24        £900
25        £420
26        £1450
27        £1300
28        £400
29        £200
30        £1100
31        £1100
32        £1300
33        £550
34        £650
35        £130
36        £550
37        £350
38        £420
39        £220
40        £1900
41        £850
42        £3000
43        £4000
44        £3000
45        £1000
46        £500
47        £500
48        £180
49        £130
52        £500
53        £180
54        £350
55        £1200
56        £320
57        £400
58        £160
59        £240
60        £1200
61        £450
62        £1400
63        £1600
64        £500
65        £280
66        £280
67        £600
69        £400
70        £550

71        £850
72        £650
73        £3000
74        £190
75        £140
76        £200
77        £2400
78        £1300
79        £900
80        £550
81        £600
82        £550
83        £3200
84        £3800
85        £3800
86        £3800
87        £600
88        £500
89        £350
90        £920
91        £450
92        £1000
93        £250
94        £500
95        £500
96        £400
97        £200
98        £200
99        £150
100      £350
101      £350
102      £1300
103      £600
104      £600
105      £2400
106      £1400
107      £600
108      £350
109      £100
110      £300
111      £220
112      £1900
113      £700
114      £950
115      £300
116      £400
117      £1250
118      £250
119      £55
120      £800
121      £240
122      £1300
123      £650
124      £450
125      £380
126      £200
127      £400
128      £550
129      £220
130      £50
131      £3000
132      £1000
133      £1100
134      £3000
135      £700
136      £1400
137      £400

138      £3200
139      £2000
140      £550
141      £1000
142      £550
143      £220
144      £350
145      £220
146      £300
147      £380
148      £2500
149      £1500
150      £1000
151      £800
152      £650
153      £750
154      £250
155      £500
157      £850
158      £3200
159      £5500
161      £1600
162      £500
163      £250
164      £250
165      £700
166      £420
169      £950
171      £350
172      £250
173      £260
174      £480
175      £2000
176      £320
177      £1700
178      £550
179      £420
180      £480
181      £290
182      £200
183      £1500
185      £260
186      £200
187      £600
188      £1100
189      £480
192      £950
193      £230
194      £9500
195      £8000
198      £100
202      £260
203      £240
204      £65
205      £150
208      £550
209      £650
210      £880
211      £6000
212      £750
213      £650
214      £450
215      £600
217      £1700
218      £3000
219      £2200
220      £800

223      £300
224      £580
225      £300
227      £3000
228      £4000
229      £380
231      £240
233      £380
234      £400
235      £200
236      £50
238      £625
239      £950
240      £1000
241      £50
243      £30
244      £300
245      £280
246      £240
247      £350
249      £120
250      £55
250A    £55
250B    £55
251      £1300
252      £850
253      £400
254      £1000
255      £550
257      £550
258      £500
259      £2100
260      £2400
261      £1000
263      £2700
265      £120
266      £120
267      £350
268      £1900
269      £1500
271      £7500
272      £1300
273      £700
275      £1000
276      £350
277      £420
278      £800
279      £3000
280      £12000
281      £6000
282      £2600
283      £2400
284      £6000
285      £3000
286      £2000
287      £240
288      £500
289      £100
293      £2800
294      £1700
295      £1100
296      £6500
297      £1250
298      £800
299      £800
300      £1400
301      £1200

302      £1300
303      £13000
304      £5000
305      £2200
306      £3800
307      £950
308      £650
309      £1500
310      £800
311      £700
312      £400
313      £600
314      £750
315      £700
316      £400
317      £500
318      £600
319      £500
320      £700
321      £1400
322      £2200
323      £1000
324      £4800
325      £6500
326      £200
327      £900
329      £320
330      £750
331      £80
332      £2400
333      £1600
334      £600
335      £1600
336      £1300
337      £750
338      £550
339      £40
340      £1100
341      £2800
342      £2600
343      £3600
344      £2600
345      £2400
346      £2600
347      £3600
348      £2600
349      £2400
350      £800
351      £2600
353      £500
354      £500
355      £1600
356      £1800
357      £25000
358      £5000
359      £4000
360      £5500
361      £5500
362      £1300
364      £200
365      £1000
367      £16
368      £100
369      £3200
371      £700
372      £800
373      £3000

374      £2000
375      £3200
379      £500
381      £2600
382      £1500
383      £160
384      £2400
386      £1000
388      £700
389      £60
390      £110
393      £50
397      £150
398      £100
399      £1200
400      £280
402      £6500
403      £600
404      £1400
406      £4200
408      £6000
410      £1100
411      £200
414      £700
415      £200
419      £200
421      £1400
422      £700
424      £300
425      £700
426      £380
427      £150
428      £8000
429      £4800
430      £3400
431      £1700
432      £16000
433      £15000
434      £2800
435      £550
436      £550
437      £700
438      £700
439      £400
440      £600
441      £650
443      £300
444      £800
445      £1600
446      £2100
447      £900
448      £3000
449      £5000
450      £3500
451      £400
452      £280
453      £340
455      £2500
456      £1300
457      £450
458      £280
459 £1800



EUROPEAN SCULPTURE AND WORKS OF ART 

AUCTION IN LONDON 8 December 2006

Southern French
third quarter 15th century 
A Life size polychrome wood figure
of St. Michael and the Devil
178cm., 70in.
Estimate: £40,000 - 60,000

34-35 New Bond Street
London W1A 2AA
ENQUIRIES: Liz Mitchell 
+44 (0)20 7293 5304 
sculpture@sothebys.com
CATALOGUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS:
+44 (0)20 7293 6444
+1 541 322 4151 www.sothebys.com
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Westley Richards.
A rare 12-bore single trigger Ovundo model 
over and under shotgun, retaining almost all 

of its original fi nish

Estimate £10,000-£15,000

Auction of

Modern and Vintage Sporting Guns, Rifl es and Accessories
12th December 2006 at Sotheby’s Olympia 

For further information and catalogues please telephone 
+44 (0)1798 875300 or +44(0)1403 833575

www.gavingardiner.com

Gavin Gardiner Limited
In association with
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Arms & Armour Society

The Society was formed in 1950 by a small group of
dedicated enthusiasts to further the study of arms and
armour, from earliest times, by bringing together scholars,
collectors, professional experts and all who share this
common interest. It has now grown into one of the leading
groups of those concerned in the study, collection and
preservation of arms and armour.

A Journal, published twice yearly, is recognised worldwide
as one of the most authoritative publications in this field
and is the preferred medium for original research papers. A
quarterly Newsletter keeps members in touch with the
Society's many activities and major events in the world of
arms and armour. 

Membership is open to all who share this interest and
enables them to participate in monthly meetings held at
The Tower of London, lectures, visits to places of arms and
armour interest and to seek help and advice on their
queries.

In addition the Society keeps a close eye on all matters
affecting the collection and ownership of arms, particularly
with regard to legislation, and makes appropriate
representations on behalf of members, to safeguard their
interests. 

If you take pleasure in the collection or study of armour,
swords, firearms and other arms, it will be greatly
increased by membership of this Society, by bringing you
into contact with others, including many of the world's
leading experts, who share your interest. 

Moreover, it will enable you to take an active part in
furthering your knowledge and that of your fellow members
and, by joining with them, help to safeguard the future. 

Two categories of membership are open to you: 

CORRESPONDING MEMBERSHIP
Annual membership fee is £15 UK and overseas, surface
mail, £20 overseas airmail. This entitles you to the Journals
and Newsletters, attendance at three Meetings at the Tower
of London each year and full participation in all the
Society's other activities. 

FULL MEMBERSHIP 
Annual membership fee is £25. This is by election after
attending two meetings as a Corresponding Member or
Guest and application and proposal forms may be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary. Full membership entitles you to
attend all twelve of the meetings at the Tower of London in
addition to the other benefits of membership, as above. 

Send for an application form for membership and a free
copy of the latest Newsletter to: 
Anthony Dove, PO Box 10232, London SW19 2ZD

Telephone 01323 844278 • Fax 01232 449430 
(from outside UK +44 before the number and miss the first 0) 

email:  edmund@jbgreenwood.force9.co.uk
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1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Thomas Del Mar Ltd. and

Sellers with prospective Buyers is governed by:-
(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers displayed in the

saleroom and available from Thomas Del Mar Ltd.; 
(iii) Thomas Del Mar Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in the sale catalogue,

in each case as amended by any saleroom notice or
auctioneer's announcement.

(b) As auctioneer, Thomas Del Mar Ltd. acts as agent for the Seller.
Occasionally, Thomas Del Mar Ltd. may own or have a financial
interest in a lot. 

2. Definitions 
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting or considering
making a bid, including Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest bid or offer
accepted by the auctioneer, including a Buyer’s principal when
bidding as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale, including their
agent, or executors;
“TDM” means Thomas Del Mar Ltd., Auctioneers, c/o
Sotheby’s Olympia, Hammersmith Road, London, W14 8UX,
company number 5368339.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or expenses due to Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. from the Buyer; 
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission payable by the Buyer on
the Hammer Price at the rates set out in the Guide for
Prospective Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the Property accepted by
the auctioneer at the auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus applicable Buyer’s
Premium and Buyer’s Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the minimum Hammer
Price at which the Seller has agreed to sell a lot.

The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses and Hammer Price
are subject to VAT, where applicable.

3. Examination of Lots 
(a) TDM’s knowledge of lots is partly dependent on information

provided by the Seller and TDM is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot is available for
examination before sale. Bidders are responsible for carrying
out examinations and research before sale to satisfy
themselves over the condition of lots and accuracy of
descriptions.

(b) All oral and/or written information provided to Bidders relating 
to lots, including descriptions in the catalogue, condition
reports or elsewhere are statements of TDM’s opinion and not
representations of fact. Estimates may not be relied on as a
prediction of the selling price or value of the lot and may be
revised from time to time at TDM’s absolute discretion.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability to Buyers
(a) TDM shall refund the Purchase Price to 

the Buyer in circumstances where it deems that the lot is a
Counterfeit, subject to the terms of TDM’s Authenticity
Guarantee.

(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither TDM nor the Seller:-
(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any oral or written

information provided to Bidders by TDM, whether negligent or
otherwise;

(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders and any implied
warranties and conditions are excluded (save in so far as such
obligations cannot be excluded by English law), other than the
express warranties given by the Seller to the Buyer (for which

the Seller is solely responsible) under the Conditions of
Business for Sellers;

(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts or omissions
(whether negligent or otherwise) by TDM in connection with
the conduct of auctions or for any matter relating to the sale of
any lot.

(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any claim against TDM
and/ or the Seller by a Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price
for the relevant lot. Neither TDM nor the Seller shall be liable
for any indirect or consequential losses.

(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or limit the liability of TDM
or the Seller for death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of TDM or the Seller.

5. Bidding at Auction
(a) TDM has absolute discretion to refuse admission to the

auction. Before sale, Bidders must complete a Registration
Form and supply such information and references as TDM
requires. Bidders are personally liable for their bid and are
jointly and severally liable with their principal, if bidding as
agent (in which case TDM’s prior and express consent must be
obtained). 

(b) TDM advises Bidders to attend the auction, but TDM will
endeavour to execute absentee written bids provided that they
are, in TDM’s opinion, received in sufficient time and in legible
form.

(c) When available, written and telephone bidding is offered as a
free service at the Bidder’s risk and subject to TDM’s other
commitments; TDM is therefore not liable for failure to execute
such bids. Telephone bidding may be recorded. 

6. Import, Export and Copyright Restrictions
TDM and the Seller make no representations or warranties as
to whether any lot is subject to import, export or copyright
restrictions. It is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain any
copyright clearance or any necessary import, export or other
licence required by law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES). 

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse bids, withdraw or re-

offer lots for sale (including after the fall of the hammer) if (s)he
believes that there may be an error or dispute, and may also
take such other action as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.

(b) The auctioneer will commence and advance the bidding in
such increments as (s)he considers appropriate and is entitled
to place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the Reserve Price for
the lot, where applicable. 

(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract between the Buyer and
the Seller is concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.

(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall incorporate these Conditions
of Business.

8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance, payment of the Purchase

Price is due in pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date"). 

(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer until TDM has received
the Purchase Price in cleared funds. TDM will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment. Earlier release shall
not affect passing of title or the Buyer's obligation to pay the
Purchase Price, as above.

(c) The refusal of any licence or permit required by law, as
outlined in Condition 6, shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation
to pay for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).

(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots within 10 working

Conditions of Business for Buyers
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days of the auction. Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working days after the
auction. Until risk passes, TDM will compensate the Buyer for
any loss or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer. TDM’s assumption
of risk is subject to the exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of
the Conditions of Business for Sellers. 

(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the Buyer's risk. TDM will
not be liable for any acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.

9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the Seller may have, if the
Buyer without prior agreement fails to make payment for the
lot within 5 working days of the auction, TDM may in its sole
discretion exercise 1 or more of the following remedies:- 

(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere at the Buyer’s sole
risk and expense;

(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by TDM against any

amounts owed to TDM by the Buyer for the lot; 
(d) reject future bids from the Buyer; 
(e) charge interest at 4% per annum above HSBC Bank plc Base

Rate from the Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;

(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and reserves
at TDM’s discretion, in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price and the amount
achieved on re-sale, including all costs incurred in such re-sale;

(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property in TDM’s possession,
applying the sale proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to TDM. TDM shall give the Buyer 14 days written notice
before exercising such lien;

h) commence legal proceedings to recover the Purchase Price for
the lot, plus interest and legal costs; 

(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller to enable the Seller to
commence legal proceedings

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but does not collect the

lot within 20 working days of the auction, the lot will be stored
at the Buyer's expense and risk at TDM’s premises or in
independent storage

(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within 6 months of the
auction, following 60 days written notice to the Buyer, TDM will
re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and
reserves at TDM’s discretion. The sale proceeds, less all TDM’s
costs, will be forfeited unless collected by the Buyer within 2
years of the original auction. 

11. Data Protection
(a) TDM will use information supplied by Bidders or otherwise

obtained lawfully by TDM for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and as otherwise
required by law. 

(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of Business, the Bidder agrees to
the processing of their personal information and to the disclosure
of such information to third parties world-wide for the purposes
outlined in Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per Condition 9(i).

12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions and all other

materials produced by TDM are the copyright of TDM. 
(b) These Conditions of Business are not assignable by any Buyer

without TDM’s prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and representatives.

(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set out the entire
agreement between the parties.

(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business be held
unenforceable, the remaining parts shall remain in full force
and effect.

(e) These Conditions of Business shall be interpreted in accordance
with English Law, under the exclusive jurisdiction of the English
Courts, in favour of TDM.

If Thomas Del Mar Ltd. sells an item of Property which is later
shown to be a “Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. will rescind the sale and refund the Buyer the total
amount paid by the Buyer to Thomas Del Mar Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase Price. 

The Guarantee lasts for one (1) year after the date of the relevant
auction, is for the benefit of the Buyer only and is non-transferable. 

“Counterfeit” means an item of Property that in Thomas Del Mar
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion is an imitation created with the intent to
deceive over the authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or
source, where the correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the Property. 

Property shall not be considered Counterfeit solely because of any
damage and/or restoration and/or modification work (including, but
not limited to, recolouring, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply if either:-
(i) the catalogue description was in accordance with the generally

accepted opinions of scholars and experts at the date of the
sale, or the catalogue description indicated that there was a
conflict of such opinions; or 

(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of the sale that the
item was a Counterfeit would have been by means of
processes not then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or likely to have
caused damage to or loss in value to the Property (in Thomas
Del Mar Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or 

(iii) there has been no material loss in value of the Property from
its value had it accorded with its catalogue description.

To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer must:-
(i) notify Thomas Del Mar Ltd. in writing within one (1) month of

receiving any informationthat causes the Buyer to question the
authenticity or attribution of the Property, specifying the lot
number, date of the auction at which it was purchased and the
reasons why it is believed to be Counterfeit; and

(ii) return the Property to Thomas Del Mar Ltd. in the same
condition as at the date of sale and be able to transfer good
title in the Property, free from any third party claims arising
after the date of the sale. 

Thomas Del Mar Ltd. has discretion to waive any of the above
requirements. Thomas Del Mar Ltd. may require the Buyer to
obtain at the Buyer's cost the reports of two independent and
recognised experts in the relevant field and acceptable to Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. Thomas Del Mar Ltd. shall not be bound by any
reports produced by the Buyer, and reserves the right to seek
additional expert advice at its own expense. In the event Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. decides to rescind the sale under this Guarantee, it
may refund to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to two
mutually approved independent expert reports, provided always
that the costs of such reports have been approved in advance and
in writing by Thomas Del Mar Ltd.

Thomas Del Mar Ltd.‘s Authenticity Guarantee
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Sale Title:
Antique Arms, Armour & Militaria

Date:
7th December 2006

Code: HIPPO

Please mail or fax to:
Thomas Del Mar
c/o Sotheby’s Olympia
Hammersmith Road
London
W14 8UX
Fax +44 (0) 207 602 5973

Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for the
following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be executed
as cheaply as is permitted by other bids or
reserves and in an amount up to but not
exceeding the specified amount. The auctioneer
may open the bidding on any lot by placing a
bid on behalf of the seller. The auctioneer may
further bid on behalf of the seller up to the
amount of the reserve by placing responsive or
consecutive bids for a lot.

I agree to be bound by Thomas Del Mar Ltd’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is
successful, I agree to pay a buyer’s premium
on the hammer price at the rate stated in the
front of the catalogue and any VAT, or
amounts in lieu of VAT, which may be due on
the buyer’s premium and the hammer price.

Methods of Payment
Thomas Del Mar Ltd. welcomes the following
methods of payment, most of which will
facilitate immediate release of your purchases.

Wire Transfer to our Bank
Electronic transfers may be sent directly to our
Bank:
HSBC Bank Plc
38 High Street
Dartford
Kent DA1 1DG

IBAN No.:GB78MIDL40190481632140
BIC.:MIDLGB22
Sort Code: 40-19-04
Account No.: 81632140
Account Name.:Thomas Del Mar Ltd

Credit/Debit Card
A 3% surcharge is payable on all credit card
transactions; there is no charge for debit
cards.  By signing this form you are
authorizing payment for this sale.

Sterling Bankers Draft
Drawn on a recognised UK bank

Sterling Cash or Cheque
Cheques must be drawn on a recognised UK
bank.  We require seven days to clear a
cheque without a letter of guarantee from your
bank.

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone/Home Business

Fax VAT No.

Email

Signed Date

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, Debit)

Card Number

Cardholder Name

Expiry Date

Billing Address (if different from above)

Cardholder Signature

Lot No Lot Description £ Bid Price

ABSENTEE BID FORM
(please print or type)

If you wish Thomas Del Mar Ltd. to ship your purchases, please tick ___

Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s
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Lot No Lot Description £ Bid PriceLot No Lot Description £ Bid Price



AUCTION ENQURIES AND INFORMATION

Sale Number: 003
Code name: HIPPO

Enquiries Catalogue

Thomas Del Mar £8 at the gallery
Ian Eaves £10 by mail (UK)
Christopher Binney £12 by mail (Europe)

£15 by mail (Rest of the World)

Thomas Del Mar Ltd
c/o Sotheby’s Olympia
Hammersmith Road
London W14 8UX

Tel: +44 (0) 207 602 4805
Fax: +44 (0) 207 602 5973
Email: enquiries@thomasdelmar.com

Online Catalogue:
www.thomasdelmar.com
www.antiquestradegazette.com/thomasdelmar

Thomas Del Mar Ltd gratefully acknowledges
Peter Smith for his assistance in the preparation
of this catalogue.

Front cover: lots 285, 286
Back cover: lot 377
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